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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMSSION
.-

3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x-

O -
;

4 In the matter of: :
:

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY a Docket No. 50-1094

i : ( Resta rt )
! 6 (Th ree Mile Island Unit 1) a

a

7, :_______________

8
i The Forum, Education Building
! 9 Commonwealth Avenue and Walnut Street

Ha rris bu rg , Pennsylvania

10g
Wednesday, October 15, 1980

4 11
Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

12
mat.ter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9.07 a.m.

13
i BEFORE:) 14

IVAN W. SMITH, Esq., Chairman,
15 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

16 DR. WALTER H. JORDAN, Memberi

17 DR. LINDA W. LITTLE, hember

18 Also present on behalf of the Board:

19 LAWRINCE PRENNER, Esq.,
Special Counsel to the Scard

20
IS. DORIS MORAN,

21 Clerk to the Board

22

23

O 24
.

[ "25
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I
'1 APPEARANCES:

| ~ 2 On behalf of the Licenses, Metropolitan Edison
Company

3

| ( ') GEORGE F. TROWBRIDGZ, Esq.

! 4 ERNEST BLAKE, Esq.
| ROBERT ZAHLER, Esq.
l- 5 THOMAS BAXTER, Esq.
' DEBORAH BERNSTEIN, Esq.

6 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge,

L 1800 M Street, N.W.,

| 7 Washington, D. C.

8 On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

- 9 KARIN W. C ART ER , Esq.
I ROBERT A DLER,

10 Assistant Attorney General,
~ 505 Executive House,

11 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
WILLIAM DORNSIFE,

12 Nuclear Engineer

| THOMAS GERUSKY,
'

13 Bureau of Radiation Protection,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Om 14
Cn behalf of tha Consumer Advocate, Commonwealth of

15 Pennsylvaniat

16 WALTER CJH"d, Esq.,.

Assistant Consumer Advocate,

.17 Department of Justice,
Strawberry Square, 14th Floor,

18 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

19' On behalf of the Pennsylvania Public Utilities
Commissions

20
JOHN LEVIN, Esq.,

21 Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission,

| P.O. Box 3265,

| 22 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

23 On behalf of the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear
. Power:

O 24
'

'd DR. JUDITH JOHNSFUD,'

25 433 Orlando Avenue,
-State College, Pennsylvania

). )
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g3 1 On behalf of Union of Concerned Scientists:,

(_/ r

2 ELLYN WEISS, Esq.,
Sheldon, Ha rmond , Roisman & Weiss,

3 1725 I Street, N.W.,

(} Washington, D. C.4

On behalf of Newberry Towneship TMI Steering
*

5 Committees

6 FATRICIA A. SMITH,
3

Box 52, R. D. 1

7 Etters, Pennsylvania ;
,

,

8 On behalf of ANGRY:

9 HOLLY KECK,
245 W. Philadelphia Street,

10 York, Pennsylvania

11 GAIL BRADF09D
245 W. Philadelphia Stret,2

12 York, Pennsylvania

13 On behalf of Three Mile Island Alert:

( ') 14 THEODORE A. ADLER, Esq.,
Widoff, Reager, Selkowitz & Adler,

16 P.O. Box 1547,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

'
16

On behalf of the State of New Jersey Board of
17 Fublic Utilities

e

18 THOMAS GERMINE,
Deputy Attorney General,

19 State of New Jersey

I 20 On behalf of the Regulatory Staffs

21 JAMES TOURTELLOTTE, Esq.
HACK CUTCHIN Esq.

*

22 DANIEL SWANSON, Esq.
HARRY SILVER, Esq.

23 Office of Executive Legal Director,
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

(') 24 Washington, D. C.
(J-

25
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[ 1 Petitioners for' leave to intervene pro sas

! ,

.' 2 JANE LEE, |
'

R.D. 3, Box 3521,
3 Etters, Pennsylvania

. O
| 4 MARJORIE AAMODT,
; R.D. 5,

| 5 Coatesville, Pennsylvania*

!

j 6 MARVIN LEWIS,
; 6504 Bradford Terrace,

j- 7 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania :

4

j 8 STEVEN C. SiiOLLY, :
-

304 South Market Street,
! 9 Mechanicsville, Pennsylvania
i
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f~x 1 PR0CEE DINGS
\) -

2. CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, ladies and

3 gentlemen.

O 4 This is the beginning of the evidentiary hearing

5 in-the proceeding considering the requested start-up of

6 Three Mile Island Unit No. 1 nuclear plant.

|
7 I note that not all of the participants are

8 present.

9 Mr. Sholly, do you know, is there anybody still in

10 your Intervenors' room?

11 MS. WEIES: I don 't know, Mr. Chairman. Bill

12 Jordan has asked me if he could be excused from sitting here

| 13 representing PANE. There are' members of PANE who will be

(I 14 monitoring the proceeding, but they don't have the

15 wherewithal to have an attorney sitting here.
,

l

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

17 We have been requested by the electronic media to

18 use the microphones. They do not have their own

19 microphones, so they have to depend upon the public address

20 system. So would you please use them. But use the on and
,

21 off switches. Keep them off until you need them, but then
J

22 try to remember to turn them on. We will remind you.
;

23 Let's take an informal-attendance here.
*

t

('; 24_ Mr. Trowbridge, would you announce the),

j 25 participants for Metropolitan Edison Company, please.

LO
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: In addition to myself, Mr.

2 Chairman, on my left is Mr. Ernest Blake, on my right, Tom

3 Baxter, on his right Bob Zahler, and at the end of the table
s

' 4 Mr. Ed Wallace is licensing engineer who will not

5 participate directly in the proceedings.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Tourtellotte from the NRC
'

7 Staff?

#

8 HR. TOURTELLOTTE: My name is Jim Tourtellotte. I

9 am the Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel f.c the Nuclear

10 Regulatory Commission. On my left i- Dan Swanson of the

11 legal staff. On my right, Mack Kucheon, also of the legal

12 staff. And also accompanying me through most of the hearing

13 will be Harley Silver, Project Manager.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is Mrs. Aamodt present?

15 Is ANGRY representa tive Mr. Pell or hs. Bradford

16 present? That is Anti-Nuclear Group Representing York is

17 not represented this morning.

18 Chesapeake Energy Alliance represented by Robert

19 Q. Pollard. Mr. Pollard indicated yesterday that he would

20 n o t be present.

21 Mrs. Karin Carter I see is present, representing

22 the Commonwealth of Pen n syl vania .'

23 Good morning, "rs. Carter.

/"% 24 MS. CARTER: Good morning.
(_/

25 Also with me is Mr. Robert Adler, Assistant

l'',

V
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r~s 1 Attorney General with us, and Mr. William Dornsife, who is
%)

2 our nuclear engineer.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS M r. Adler, I don 't notice that

O 4 you have yet filed .our notice of appearance.

5 MS. CARTER: That brings up a point. He has been

6 appointed an Assistant Attorney General, but the bar exam,

7 results of the bar exam which.he took last sunmer are being

8 unusually late this year, and they are apparently not going

9 to come out until hovember. They are usually out at the end

i 10 of September. He is not licensed to L actice law in

11 Pennsylvanta.

12 Do you still want us to have him file a notice of

13 appearance or wait until --

i gN
| $_) '14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see no problem. Why don't you
'

o
15 just wait until you get the good news.

16 MS. CARTER: Right, thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Consumer Advocate, Mr. Cohen, Mr.
I

f 18 Bla sk ?

19 MR. C3 HEN: Yes, Walter Cohen representing the

20 Consumer Advoca te.
|

| 21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Cohen, I heard your voice but

22 I couldn't pick you out.

23 Yes, sir, good morning.

() 24 The Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power has

25 been represented by Dr. Chauncey Kepford or Dr. Judith
,

D.
i N-
|-
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1 Johnsrud. I see neither of them.

'

2 Dr. Kepford and Dr. Johnsrud, neither is here.
,

3 Mr. Marvin Lewis, good mornino, sir.
.

' 4 Newberry Township has been represented by its

5 counsel, Jordan Cunningham.

I 6 Tr. Cunningham? Oh, I see, Mrs. Patricia Smith.

7 MS. SMITH: Until Mr. Cunningham arrives.
;

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, Mrs, Smith.

9 People Against Nuclear Energy is represented by;

| 10 Mr. Jordan. i'e have already announced that he will not be

j 11 present.

|

| 12 The Utility Commission of the Commonwealth has
!

13 been represented by Mr. Levin. .

. f'T
| (,j 14 Is Mr. Levin.present, or any representative of the

15 Utility Commission?

16 Mr. Sholly, Mr. Steven Sholly, cood morning, Mr.

17 Sholly.

18 The Three Mila Island Alert is represented by
|

19 Theodore A. Adlar, and I see Mr. Adler is present. |
|

20 Good morning, sir.
.

21 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, later this

22 morning . joining me will be one of my partners.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The Union of Concerned

, (a"j- 24 Scientists, Ellyn 'Jeiss, and her technical advisor, Robert
,

25 D. Pollard. I
l

r
-

,
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1 Is there anybody here from the County of Dauphin?-(
2- Ladies and gentlemen, the sea ting a rra ngement is a

3 temporary one. I~see. problems with it immediately. I don 't -

-O 4 believe the location of the witness' table is adequate, and

5-we will make other-adjustments as we go along.

6 In the meantime, I would request that the active

7. parties in the case move to the forward ta b le s . I-see no

8 Tamediate need for it. 'There is space back there, but for

9 now we want to reserve the'last row of tables for members of

10 the press. So if there is a need for a member of the press

11 to take a place there, would you please move forward if you i

12 are a participant.

13 Mr. Adler, we have a rather short agenda on

O 24 pre 11mineer mettere. Then we hepe to proceed immediete1r te

15 the presentation of your case.

16 Are you prepared for that, uir?

17 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we are.

18 When I spoke to Licensee's counsel yesterday, they

19 advised me that our first witness would be available -- they

20 were-keeping him available for the p.m. today, anticipating

21 the preliminary matters that would take' place this morning.
-

22 Now, we are prepared to go at any time, but I ask the

23 Licensee whether-Mr. Shovlin, our first witness, would be

24 available before this af ternoon.

25 - CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge?

10 -
.
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| (3 1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I don't know the
!V
L 2 Board's agenda. I don 't know whether you were going to have
!
'

3 a w ritten enda today. I have a few items --

4 CHf'9. MAN SMITH: We will call upon you for generalu
!

5 mo t ion- but we have a chort agenda. I will read it to you

6 so you can be prepared.
;

7 Our first item, we will collect the filings which
!

8 were due today as the first thing. Then we will discuss th e

9 schedule for the remainder of the proceeding. We are going

|

|
10 to dist;uss again the need for proposed findings. .We will

|
11 have a session to discuss housekeeping problems that might

( 12 arise. We will try to arrange pending motions to 59 heard
i

13 at times when witnesses are not available, or at the

() 14 beginning or the end of the session. We want to proceed as
!

! 15 soon as possible at the eviden tiary hearings.
|

16 So we will try ; schedule motions so that the

17 parties can attend or not attend as they see fit, that is,

! 18 the parties not interested in a particular motion would have
{
| 19 no need to attend, and we will discuss that sometime this

20 morning. Then we will schedule sometime later on a crecial
|

21 session on the order of a conference to discuss the

22 con tentions and the problem s ' with emergecy plan issues, and

23 then we will take any other business, preliminary business,

(} 24 that the parties'wish to raise.

vow, let us begin with collectinc the filings25

A
G'
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I which are due this morning. I believe that perhaps they
_ )

2 have already been sent to the offica. If that is the case,

3 then we don ' t have them this morning. I have no list of

(~)''' 4'them So whoever wishes to file whatever he or she was
s

5 expected to file this morning, now is the time to do it.

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, am I on?

7 CHAIRMAY SMITH: Yes, sir.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We have only one of the answers

9 to the Board's questions. There are -- I think I indicated

10 last time that we might have difficulty meeting the October

11 15 date. We also have, however, a schedule, a rather early

12 schedule for when we will provide answers to the Boa rd

13 questions, and I think that you will find we are providing

() 14 answers in ample time to be ahead of the topic to which they

.15 would reier.2

16 If we may, we would like to hand out now our

17 proposed schedule for those answers.

18 ( Peuse)

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 Mr. Chairman, I would like for a

20 minute to say we also nave here -- I think it might well be

.

21 handed out at this time, although we can take it in the

22 Board's.orter.

23 - CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. We are not quite ready for

[) 24 that. That will be the second item on the agenda.

25- MR. TROWBRIDGE: I just wanted to pass out to the

ba
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1 parties a second piece of paper which is our proposed{}
2 sequence for the Group A contentions. That is one of the

.
3 items I think you mentioned you wanted to discuss, and I

(""1' 4 thought tha t this paper might well be distributed so people

'

5 could get a look at it.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That's fine. I am having some

7 difficulty heaing you, Mr. Trowbridge. It is not the

8 volume, it is the clarity.

9 Is there any difficulty down th'ere hearing Mr.

10 Trowbridge?

11 MS. WEISSs Yes.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How about me? Can I be heard

13 satisfactorily?

() 14 MR. TROWERIDGE: I would like to -- I will try to

15 improve on this.

16 . CHAIRMAN SMITH: I don't know what the problem is.

17 We will have a lot of bugs to work out of this

18 system before we get to a smooth operation, if ever.

19 We are calling for filings, w h .4 ,;h we were doitg
,

20 this mort.ing. I'didnt prepare a list of them, but I know

21 that the)? were s0me, f or example, cross examination plans. |

|

22 SS. WEISS: Weren't those extended to the 21st ? |
i

23- CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. That is right. That is the !

h -24 one that I was lookinc for.

25 Mr.' Lewis?
! *

D
i-
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1 MR. LEWIS: I have my cross examination prepare!

2 and ready, if you want it.

O'.
3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You can keep it until the others

4 file it. We extended tha t time.

5 Mr. Cohen? Who is seeking my attention?

6 MR. GERMINE: M r. Chairman , my name is Thomas

7 Germine. I am here on behalf of the State of New Jersey*

8 Board of 2'blic Utilities. I don't know whether this is the

9 proper time to raise this matter, but we have filed a -

10 petition to participate in the proceeding. This was filed

11 last week.

'2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have been informed that thei

13 State of .few Jersey has requested the opportunity to

() 14 participate, and that, sir, is as the Special Petition for

15 Sta te Agencies to participa te in the proceedings.

16 MR. GERMINE: Yec, Mr. Chairman.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We hsve not received your

18 petition yet. It has been delivered to our office back in

19 Bethesda.

20 Do you plan to take any position in this

21 proceeding?

22 MR. GERMINE:' No, Your Honor. We would merely for

23 the most part act in an observer capacity. We may wish to

j(]) 24 make some questioning on the record in the later part of the

25 proceeding dealing with the financial issues. Our primary

/'S
V
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f~g 1 concern is with ' the Jersey Central aspect of the mattet.
V

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir.-

3 The general law is the Nuclea r Regula tory

4 Commission does not impose a time consideration for state

5 agencies to seek leave to participate in our proceedings,

6 but it does require that positions taken by a state agency

7 be taken in a timely fashion, which is already late on most

8 issues.

9 Are there any objections a t least in the interim until

to the papers filed by the Sta te of New Jersey can be

11 considered, are there any objections to the participation of

12 the State by any party?

13 MR. TROWBRIDGEs Mr. Chairman, may I ask, has this

p)(_ 14 petition been served?

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I assume it has. It was received

16 in our office late yesterday.-

17 MR. GERMINE: Mr. Chairman, I have copies of the

18 petition with me here this morning, and it was my

19 undertanding that they could be served upon the parties this

20 morning rather than doing it through the mail, which would

21 probably take longer.

22 CHAIRMAN SMIIH; You have them atallable now?

23 MR. GERMINE 4 Yes, Mr. Chairman.

(~)T .
24 CHAIRMAN SXITH: All right. Would you serve them

%

25 now or_ at letst provi/.e them to the parties now, and then

("%
\~}
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^

(} 1 you will be reaoi;ed to actually serve them to the Secretary

| 2-of the Commission ir. due .surse.

3 MR. GERMINE: Copies have Deen served on the
i (l)
,

4 Secretary, but not on the parties.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Then would you provide the partis

6 copies? I think you are going to need about 20 copies

7 before you satisfy all the requirements.

8 MR. GERMINE: Yes, I will do that. I have
( ?.

! 9 sufficient copies.
!
,

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would like not to interrupt the

i 11 proceedings for it, if you can do it as we proceed, and we

12 will come back to you.

13 MR. GERMINEs Okay.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In the meantime, if a particular

15 problem arises which af fects your interest, it will be your

16 responsiblity to bring it to the Board's attention. I fact,

17 until we get accustomed to your participation, we may

18 neglect to call upon you. So you wave us down if we

19 overlook you.

20 May I have your name again, cir?

21- MR. GERMINE: Thomas J. Germine.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you spell your last name?'

23 MR. GERMINEs- G-e-r-m-i-n-e.

| () 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: G-e-r-m-i-n-e.

25 MR. GERMINE: Correct.
i

1 - (J~3
|

| ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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e. 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Are you a member of the bar, sir?
.

2 MR. GERMINEs I am Deputy Attorney General of the
,

n ,

3 State of New Jersey.
- ..

k 4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS You will also be expected to file'

|, 5 a notice of appearance as an attorney in this proceeding.

6 MR. GERMINE: Yes, I understand that.

I 7 Will that have to be af ter the petition is ruled

8 upon formally?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS When it is convenient.

10 You are a member of the Bar of the State of New
;

11 Jersey, I assume?

4

12 MR. GERMINEa Yes.

! 13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I will accept that as vour

() 14 temporary notice of appearance, and then if you will,

15 further Section 2.713 of our Rules provides the information

16 which you submit to file your notice of appearance, and

17 whenever Lt is convenient.

I 18 MR. GERMINE: Thank you.

|
i 19 CHAIRMAN SMITH Mr. Tourtellotte, moving now to
4

20 the second agenda item, which is the scheduling -- do I see

21 another hand? Ms. Eradford is here representing ANGRY, the

22 Anti-Nuclear Group Represeting York.

23 Will Mr. Fell be present, Ms. Eradford?

( 'Y 24 MS. BRADFORDs No, Mr. Pell will not be here.

I 25 ANGRY has.unfortunately had to choose between having legal

O
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~ 1 representation and having witnesses at this hearing.

2 R. TROWBRIDGE: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Does'

3 that mean we will no longer see Mr. Pell?

4 MS. BRADFORD: I hope that our financial backing

5 will chanoa, but until we get more money, we will not be

6 able to pay-Mr. Pell to be here. He is keeping up with the

7 case. He is just not able to spend the time to be here.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: He ,s still representing you as

9 legal counsel?

10 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, but he is not able to come to

1

11 hearings.

| 12 CHAIRMAN c".lTH: All richt. Would you advise Mr.

13 Pell on behalf of the Board that notwithstanding his

(%<

q_/ 14 financial arrangements with his client, he will be expected'

15 to satisfy requirements of counsel and we will keep him on

16 the service list.

17 MS. BRADFORD: Sir, I would prefer it if we had
,

18 Gail Bradford, 245 W. Philadelphia as a service address.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, we will have you

20 there, too, and you should tell Mr. Pell that he should
d

21 resolve the conflict. Either he should withdraw his
.

22 appearance or accept his responsibilities as counsel.

3 I am not suggesting his absence today in any way

/~T 24 is inconsistent with that. I.am trying to establish for the
(/

25. future. Wa hsve te have somebody fron your organization who

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W.. ''tASHINGToN D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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- 1 is responsible for your organiration, and normally it would

2 be the attorney who files a notice of appea rance, which is

3 the purpose of the notice of appearance, and we just want

4 4 Mr. Pell to know that he will continue to be held
.

5 accountable for your organiration, and we will put your name

6 on the service list, too, however.

7 MS. BRADFORDs Sir, I would prefer it if you would

I am not an attorney, but if you would consider me as the8 --

9 person responsible for t' hat.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, fine.

11 MS. BRADFORDs Thank you.

12. CHAIRMAN SMITHS Is there any other preliminary

13 matter before we procced with the scheduling for the

() 14 reaainder of the hearing?4

,

15 MS. CARIERs Mr. Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH Mrs. Carter.

17 MS. CARTER: The Commonwealth would like to note

18 that we have been joined at our table by the Director of the
t

19 Bureau of Radiation Protection, Mr. Thomas Gerusky,

20 G-e-r-u-s-k-y.

'

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Dr. Gerusky, good morning..

22 MR. TROWBRIDGEs Mr. Chairman, on the otter of

23 distributing documents, I-think the staff ~ indicated that

24 they were filing certain answers to Board questions today.- ()
25 I don't know whether they intended to pass them out or

~(d
~%
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,

|
| /^" - 1 whether the filing is going to take place.
| \

2 Is that an item?
|

! 3 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, the answera to

! [)'' 4 Board q sestions regarding UCS Contention 6, those questions

| 5 being 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7, were filed yesterday in the mail,

6'and the remainder of the filings to be made are addressed in

f 7 the affidavit of Thomas Novak, which was submitted also by

i 8 mail last week.

G CHAIRMAN SMITH. I guess you have raised for the

10 first time the problem of getting papers to the parties here.

11 'a'e h a v e n o t changed the rule permitting service by
|

12 mail, but it is not going to work, which I guess is going to

13 be your problem.

, ( MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I would apologize to the14

|

! 15 Board. We attempted to -- we were thinking about Xeroxing

i

| 16 some copies to distribute this morning. Un fo rtun at ely , the

17 Xerox machine we had is of the vintage Gutenberg, and we

18 were unable to make those copies. As soon as we can we will

19 try to get some copies and distribute them.

20 CHAIEMAN SMITH: So this means that we will not be

21 able to have those documents until next week some time.

I 22 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: If we can get our Xerox machine.

23 to work or find some other Xerox that is more suitable for

(~)/ 24 doing this volume of work , we will try to get them to you
s_

25 before the end of the week. Otherwise I suppose it will be

+
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y 1 through the mail.
,

|- %
2 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Tourtellotte, I think the

3 next thing we will do will be to address Mr. Novak's report.

4 Is he present this morning?

5 MB. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

! e CHAIBMAN SMITHS I have mislaid his repor t fo r
|

*

j 7 now. I will have to pick it up, but I have just a few

8' questions of hir.

9 MS. WEISS: Mr. Chairman, since nobody that I know

10 of on this side of the table has seen that, I wonder if Mr.

11 Novak might explain to us what is in this affidavit.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think perhaps a summary of the

13 af fidavit would be appropriate, particularly in view of the

|() 14 fact that it has not been made available. It was filed

15 tim'ly on October 10, I believe, but it just didn't get

16 served in time.
i

L 17 Where is Mr. Novak?
|
'

18 (A show of hands.)

19' CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Novak, do you have access to

20 a microphone?
!

|

| 21 MR. NOVAKs Yes, I do.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Would you first give me a moment
;

I 23 to get my copy of your af fidavit , and then I will ask you if
I

24 you vill summarize the affidavit in accordance with the
(

25 issues.

I
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1 (Pause)
i - b'm.,,

/

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, Mr. Novak, you are, as

_
3 you stated here, the Assistant Director for Operating

'' 4 Reactors, Division of Licensing, the Offico of Nuclear

5 Reactor Regulation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. On

6 September 17 the Soard issued an order to the Nuclear

.

7 Regulatory Commission staff observing that in the earlier

8 stages of this proceeding that there were many delays and

9 that the proceeding has taken much longer than had

|
10 originally been anticipated by the Nuclear Regulatory

11 Commission and all of the parties, and in view of thoce

12 delays, we ask the staff to present a responsible, informed

| 13 person to explai'n what the prospects are for the remainder

j (<_~)
,

14 of the proceeding, what we expect to see by way of
1

15 sched uling .

16 Mr. Novak has submitted an affidavit, and now

17 would you please summarize your affidavit, Mr. Novak?

18 MR. NOVAK: Yes, sir.

19 The affidavit is basically a schedule outline by

20 the staff in terms of preparing responses to contentions, !

l

21 completion of outstanding items in the safety evaluation,

| 22 and it is broken down by the subject matter. For example,
,

|

; 23 one of the subjects, of ~ourse, relates to a number of
I

24 outstanding Board questions, and we identified the questions
|}}

25 We.are filing, we identified the questions that we still

L l

()'
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1 have to file, we identified the dates that we expect to file

L 2 the remaining questions.

3 With regard to, for example, contentions on

N- 4 emergency planning, we can use that as an example, we take

5 the time in this affidavit of mine to explain the factual

6 matter in terms of the contentions, the manner in which the

7 staff expects to respond to the contentions, its plans for

8 working with FEMA-in responding to a number of contentions.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS FEMA being?

10 MR. NOVAK The Federal Emergency Management
|

| 11 Agency.

12 It goes on to identify then the schedule as

13 realistically as it can today for filing these contentions.

() 14 In other words, we believe now that we have set forth a

i
15 schedule for the remaining contentions that the staff has to

!
| 16 file, and we get our best information available for the

l 17 reasons for the filing and of course, then, the dates upon
|

18 which we expect to file.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Sefore you leave , are you coing

20 to summarize issue by issue?

21 MR. NOVAK I had not planned to. I f elt that

22 since the affidavit itself is explanatory, it would perhaps
,

|

23 be better to-read it. |
1

)
24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you going to read the entire

[}
I 25 affidavit? j

,

s

!
|

|
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1 MR. NOVAK No, I though t tha t we would be able to-

,

2 make copies available to the pa rties.

3 -CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 But the p'arties do not have *

O 4 copies, and we don't want to hold you up here.

i 5 'YR. NOVAKs It is your pleasure, sir, whatever you

6 would sisn.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS When do you expect that we will

8 have copies available for the parties?

9 Do you have any plans?

'

10 MR. NOVAKs If I excuse myself, I guess we could

11 start trying to get them to the machines. It is not a very

12 lengthy document. We can eliminate perhaps eight or ten

13 pages a most, and I would think within a few hours we ougi.t

() 14 to be able to get something.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Let us come back to

16 you, then, after -- we will come back to this problem*

17 immediately.following the lunch break.j

18 Will that be all right?

19 8.~NOVAKa Thank you.

20 CHAIRMAN SEITHs That being the case, let us also

21,def er your proposed sequence of issues and witnesses until

22 that time, Mr. Trowbridge.

23 Ladies and gentlemen, we want to bring to your

-'(~h 24 ' attention once more the admonition that the Board gave in
V

25 our earlier prehearing, conference, and that is this. Under

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 the Administrative Procedures Act and under the Rules of
- C)

2 Practice of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, after the

3 evidentiary record closes, the parties, and as far as that
7~
ls/ 4 is concerned, the state agencies are expected to file

5 proposed findings of fact in the form of an initial decision

6 and conclusions of 1.? w , just as we might write it.

7 Under our rules, the Board has the authority to

'

8 direct the filing of those proposed findings and conclusions

9 of law, and if a pa r ty fails to file proposed findings of

10 fact based upon the evidentiary record, with suitable

~

11 ref erences to the ' record, the presiding officer, the Board,
,

4

12 may, if it elects to do so, just not make findings and just

13 terminate that issue at that point.

() 14 We want to remind the parties that this is the

15 case. The Board f ully in tends to exercise that authority.

16 We will, at the conclusion of the evidentiary record, advise

17 the parties that they must file proposed findings of fact in

18 accordance with the rules, and unless the particula r

19 contention by a party is one that is a mandatory issue in

20 the proceeding, or one in which the Board itself wishes to

21 pursue, we will-indeed fail, or decline to make proposed

22 findings on contentions or issues which are not supported by

23 I mean, we will not make findings on con tentions or isues--

24 which are not supported by proposed findincs and conclusions
{;

25 of law. I just want to remind you. This is very.important.
,

I
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(~ 1 I have seen many times in proceedingr, itervenors
v

2'~who are not accustored to Federal administrative proceedings

3 work very haad. They gather information, they cross examine
(_ i~ ' " ' 4 witnesses, they even present witnesses, and then fail to

5 take the rewards of all of their work, and that is tell the

6 Boerd exactly what the Board is expected to find from the

7 evidence presented by the parties.

8 Ihis is your opportunity to actually put words in

9 the Board's mouth as far as what you see the issues to be
.

10 and what the evidence to be in the case. We will call upon

11 it, and any party that. fails to file proposed findings on an

12 issue suffers the result of having the Soard not making
,

13 findings on that particular issue.,

() 14 Are there any questions on that?

15 I believe that Ms. Weiss had promised to provide

16 the pro se intervenors with a form of proposed findings, and

17 that would be very helpful if you would do that, Ms. Weiss.

18 MS. WEISS: I will, Mr. Chairman.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As a matter of fact, if it is.

20 burdensome, if you will submit it to the Poard, we will

21 reproduce it and give it as an example. I would rather it

22 would be an intervenor's example rather tha n the Boa rd 's

23 example.

() 24 MS. WElSS: I think that is an excellent

25 suggestion. I will do that, Mr. Chairman. I will provide

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 at some point in the not too distant future the Board with a

2 ~ copy of a sample of proposed finding, and you will have it

3 reproduced.

'- 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, Lnd look at it early,
,

,

5 because this helps you organize your own case. When you

6 have to work toward the proposed findings, you have a better

7 idea as to how you want to present your case.

8 So much for that.

9 Ms. Bradford?

10 -MS. BRADFORD: When do you think we would have to

11 fi3 a this?

12- CHAIRMAN SMITHS It would be a stated time

13 following the close of the evidentiary proceeding. We will

() 14 tell you when.

15 MS. BRADFORD: Would we file on all of our issues

'

16 at once, or in sections?

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, it depends on how the

18 hearing develops. If the hearing goes in two stages, then
P

19 we may ask for proposed findings at diff erent stage, but

20 otherwise -- which we expect to be the case -- we will just
;

4 21 have proposed findings at the close of the evidentiary

22 record. When the hearing is over, we will tell you when to

23 file *

() 24 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you, sir.

25 CHAIRFAN SMITH: You will he very much aware of

O
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1 the admonition, and if we forget, how about reminding us?

2 'de have ordered', under the new rule, we have

3 ordered' transcripts for all participan ts except for
(',s)

# 4 government agencies. All participants will receive, all of
;

5 the intervenor ' will- receive by mail a t' L cated copy of

| 6 the transcripts of the proceedings such as this one.

|
T In addition to that, we are having f our additional

i

| 8 copies prepared overnight in the same way that the board and

|
9 the NBC staff receives it for the int venors' use during the

; 10 hearing. We would anticipate that the intervenor whose
i

11 issue is being heard at the time would have a right to
|

| 12 pre-empt the transcripts. We will just make them available
!

13 to float around the counsel table during the day. If it

(]h 14 should develop that four is not enough, bring it to our -li

l

| 15 attention, or if it should develop that four is too many --

18 they cost about $100 apiece bring that to our attention.--
i

|

17 But if they are useful and they are necessary to your case,

18 we will order more. But I thought four would be a good

19 number to begin with.

20 Our experience is that the others should be mailed

21 to you perhaps a week following the date, and we will mail
,

f 22 them to the address on your service list unless you request

23 otherwise. And tha t may be a problem. You may want to have

t

24 them:maile3' someplace else.(
25 But no use taking up all of this time for that.

.

.
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1 If you have a problem on receipt, just bring it to our
O' .

2 attention during the recess, and he will provide for a

3 different mailing.

4 MR. SHOLLYs Mr. Chairman, we have received a

5 transcript order form. Is it necessary to fill that out in

6 order to get that mail servicsI

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, no. We have assumed that

8 everyone would request transcripts, and so we just ordered -

! 9 them.

10 Dr. Johnsrud, good morning, Dr. Johnsrud,

11 representing the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power.

12 Now that almost e veryone is here, may I remind the

13 parties that unless excused, everyone is expected to be here

)
^

14 on time, but if you can't make it, when you do come in,,

15 would you make that fact known, and we will note on the

.
16 record t ha t you have arrived.

17 MS. JOHNSRUD: I take it I am noted, Mr.

18 Chairman . My apologies. I have had.a seven hour drive.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is no problem. I just wanted

20 to know for the re co rd . I didn't want to cause you any

21 e mb a rra ssm en t.
,

22 We have quite a few pending motions. I see no U
l

23 need to argue any- of them right now. I think it would be ;

1

(~s') 24 better if we schedule a recess or a break and the witnesses |

25 time to schedule motions for the arguments, so when time

(a~',

i
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1 comes, if for some reason a witness ha sn ' t appea red and we I

2 have some free time, we will then take up the question of th

_
3 scheduling of arguing motions unless there is a motion th a t

' '# 4 should be raised and argued now that I am not aware of. I

5 was not able to identify any, however, that has to be'

6 resolved this morning.

7 Ms. Weiss.

8 MS. WEISS: I wouldn't say it has to be resolved

9 this morning, but there s some urgency that we feel to get

10 our discovery interrogatories addressed, our set of

11 interrogatories to the staff to which they have objected.

12 We, for obvious reasons, would like to get that issue

13 resolved as quickly as possible.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that is one that should
.

15 have some priority.

16 Is there anything else?

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE: r. Chairman, I cannot identify

18 any motion that has to be discussed this morning. I think

19 we should have it clea r whether the staff is going to

20 respond in writing to those motions or whether we are going

21 to oral argument without it.

22 The staff has not responded to either the two TMIA

23 or the two UCS motions that are outstanding.

(~s) 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. To urtellotte ?
,

25 MR. TOUETELLOTTE: Both of TMIA's motions were
o

a

%-]
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r4 1 responded to on the tenth, and we have copies of those. I

V
2 mean, we can make copies of those as well, if need be. We

,

3 also responded te.the UCS request for interrogatories. kt

(%
\ 4 have not responded to the UCS motion for certification, and

5 one of the reasons t'.a t we did not was we thought perhaps.

6 that might be taken up in argument and might be resolved

7 here today'rather than waiting until the 20th.

8 I don't know if the Board wishes to take it up.

9 If you don't wish to take it up, then we have to undertake

10 to write the pleading.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As far as I am concerned, that is

12 a satisf actory approach to it.

13 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Which?

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The arguing o rally . Is that your

15 point?

16 P.R. TOURTElLOTTE: Yes.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see no need for it -- if you

; 18 are prepared to argue orally, I don't see how anyone is

19' prejudiced by that, so that is satisfactory as far as I am

|.

20 concerned. |

|21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE. Whenever it suits the board, we-
1

22 can argue.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As I stated, for efficiency we

J
24 will try to schedule these motions for argument for times

25- when tnere is just a forced delay in the proceedings by

p] -L
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1 failure of the witnt to appear.
(")T\_

2 Now, that creates another problem. I don't want
. .

3 all parties to have to stay on indefinitely for a chance to

O 4 argue a motion, so if there is a particular intervenor that

5 has a motion pending before the Board that needs to be

6 argued, we will raise that and we will hear your argument

7 and then excuse you if you wish to be excused from portions

8 of the proceeding as to which you have no interest.

9 Ms. Veiss?

10 MS. WEISSs Mr. Chairman, just a couple of things

11 I want to say. First of all, we do have an objection to th e

12 staff raising its responses for the first time orally to

13 motions which we make. It may be acceptable as far as they

O)\_ 14 are concerned to come in and make th ese arguments for the
i

15 ' first time when we present it to the Board, but it is not

16 acceptable to us, and we note that t.'te T,1ce nsee consistently

17 provides us written responses, and we think that the staff

'

18 owes us exactly the same and should not be excused without

19 good reason from that.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: One of the dif ficulties with your

21 argument, I can understand why it is easier to read than it

22 is to listen to technical argument, but under our rules, you

23 have no opportunity to respond-to an answer to a motion

() 24 anyway unless you seek leave to do'it. So I don't see how

25 you are prejudiced. You are going to have the transcript.

p
d.
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(^g 1 However, if -it should appear that you are prejudiced by this
\J

2 procedure, you can bring it to our a ttention and we will

3 address it-in the context of the particular motion. Some

O)%- 4 motions are easier than others.

5 MS. WEISS: I also note that staff did not respond

6 directly to whether they intend to file a written response

7 or whether they intend to argue orally on the motion to

8 reconsider admissibility of UCS Contention 17, which is also

9 outstanding.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Good morning, Mrs. Aamodt. Mrs.

11 Marjorie Aamodt, who is an intervenor in the proceedinh, has

12 arrived.

13 Do you care to respond to that, or do you want to

(} 14 come back to that?

15 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, we actually, we have not

16 filed a written response. If we were going to address that,

17 we would have to do.that orally as well today. However, I

18 am not certain that that is exactly what we want to do,

19 although perhaps we could address it today.

20 We will look into that further.

21 MS. WEISS: Basically, I think at some point they
i

22 wai7ed their right to object if they haven't responded

23 within the_ ten day period.

(]) 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That certainly is a risk they

25 take, but I think they know about these risks.

O
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N'l
1 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The response to UCS's

J
2 Con tention No. 17 under the rules is due the 23rd. The

3 response to the request for certification is due the 20th,
,

4 so our time has not expired. 5oreover, I have discussed

5 this. I took the opportunity to call Ms. Weiss, and there

6 is no argument that I am going to make tod'a y that she hasn 't

7 heard directly.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Since our last session on August

9 13, I have had several ex parte telephone calls, and this

' 10 time it was just more than I can recall or was able to

11 record. All of them have either been reported in memoranda

12 filed in the case, or they have related solely to scheduling

|

| 13 matters and appearance matters. That is, for example, Mr.

( 14 Robert Q. Pollard told me yesterday he couldn't be here

15 today. _Mrs. Aamodt called on the telephone yesterday to'

16 inquire if the tour of the-Three Mile Island facility was a

17 requirement in the proceeding. That has been the nature of

18 the telephone calls.
:

19 If I am wrong about that, I would appreciate it if

20 anybody tha t remembers to the contrary would mention it now,

21 but-my memory is that they-all have been reduced to writing j
; .

22 and served on the parties, or they have dealt solely with -- !

|

23 they have not dealt with the issues in the case.
j

f~) 24 We also will schedule a special session later in
v

25 the earlier weeks of the proceeding to discuss emergency
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1 planning contentions.

- 2 .Now, that completes the agenda items that the

3 Board had before we begin taking evidence.
O

4 - Are there any other preliminary matters at the

5 Board'should consider?

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge.

8 HR. TROWBRIDGE: I have a couple, and Mr. Blake

9 will have some preliminary matters relating strictly to the
.,

10 TMIA case. Those I think we should take up when we have'

11 disposed of everything else.

12 I take it the scheduling matters are still to be

13 considered. Also, staff scheduled response to the Board, we

14 will tak e that up after lunch?

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will address the future
,

16 scheduling after lunch.

|
17 'MR. TROWERIDGE: I also have some questions I

18 would have the Board ask the staff as to th e meaning of
1

19 several aspects of their schedulinc. It would be not only |

20 for the benefit of ourselves, but also for all parties. I

,21 wo ulc. o have one or two observations or comments I would

22 like ~ to make about the staff _ proposal, but that would come

23 -af ter Mr. Novak -- af ter everybody gets a chance to look at

i 24 Mr. Novak's affidavit.
v

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Mr. Novak I hope will be
a

O
,
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'() 1 available to answer your questions.

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: There are two other quick

3 matters, Mr. Chairman.
fg
G

4 One, I would like to put the Board and ANGRY on

5 notice now that we have read Dr. Beyea's testimony which

6 begins with core melts and majo r breaches of con tainment

7 without any discussion as to how we get there, which is also

8 questionably wi thin the scope of the original contention.

9 We propose to fila, and not to discuss toda y, but we would

10 like to put the Board on notice that we propose to file a

11 request, an objection to that testimony in advance so that

12 the Board can rule on this and determine whether Dr. Beyea

13 appears or not, and whether we have to file a cross

14 examination plan or not. This is a ma tter of just letting

15 the Board and ANGRY know.

16 CHAIRMAN S MITH : You are going to file written

17 objections.

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: To his testimony.

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Which testimony we have not

22 received.

23 We have -- I have not received it.

(f 24 MS. BRADFORDs Sir, I sent you two copies. Dr.

25 Beyea sent you one on October 2 from New York, directly from

O
X_/

,
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g 1 National Audubon, and I.sent you one on October 3, which was

| g\-)
| 2 the date of service.
|
'

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, it is probably in my office.
G
/ 4 MS. BRADFORD: Dr. Little has received it, so all

5 the parties have received it.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay, thank you.

7 MS. BRADFORD: Sir, could I ask -- I am just a

8 little slow -- what the nature of the objection was?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I think we are going to end up in

10 an argument, Mr. Chairman. We will file it in writing and

11 it will be apparent.

12 CHAIRMAN S MITH : You did summarize some of your

t
' 13 problems.

() 14 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

! 15 CHAIRMAN SMITHS And Ms. Bradford didn 't hear it,
:

! 16 and I just have a note here. We are going to get you a
i

{ 17 better microphone. You are going to be very active, and

18 your microphone is def ectiva, but could you summarize again,

!

i 19 your objections?
!
! 20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Well, I have two principal.

21 objections, and the main objection is that whereas the Board
i

22 has consistently. required up'to this point that we don't get

23 to Class 9 access without some scenario as to how you ge

24 there, but the Bayea testimony starts with the core melt, or(}
25 starts with a- total breach of containment without scena rios ,

(3m)

|
t
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'

1 and I don't think that is a proper contention in the

L 2 proceeding.
|

| 3 Secondly, I mentioned as to whether or not the

4-testimony was reasonably within the scope of ANGBY's

L 5 original contention. That is a secondary consideration.
;

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.
|

7 MS. BRADFORDs Thank you.

'

1 May I raise one other thing?

! 9 I wonder whether we could address the schedule for-

10 the i. earings now rather than after lunch.
|

| 11 ~ CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, we had discussed the
!

.12 reasons why we were not able to do that, because Dr. Novek's
!

13 affidavit on the scheduling has not been available to the

() 14 parties, and it will be available after lunch.
,

1
r e

15 Do you want to be excused? Is that your problem?

''
I 16 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, sir, I do have a problem that

17 'I. do need to return to work.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are certainly free to not be

19 present if you wish, but you will have to-take you chances

20 on not having an input into the schedule arguments, and I
:

21 will sta te as a general rule, we will try to accommodate all

22 parties as far as scheduling is concerned, but obviously

23 with so many parties, there are going to have to be some-

() 24 compromises.

25 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, sir.

O
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(G"g
1- When you arrange the schedule, how will you notify

2 the parties? Will it take several days for notification?
.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS No, you are gong to be receiving

O 4 copies of.the transcript, and this is one reason why this

5 Board went to the Commission and urged very, very strongly

6 that all parties have a copy of the transcript. It will be

7 your responsibility to monitor that transcript in your

8 absence to see what is happening that affects you, your

9 party , . your associa tion.

10 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, sir. I am just asking about

11 this specific information about the schedule from the

12 transcrip* that would not be available within a week.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am sorry, that is correct. It
.

() 14 won 't be, and the Board will not be issuing very many.

15 written' memoranda and orders which I think will probatly be

16 welcome to the parties. We will be ruling mostly from the

17 bench.
,

i

18 There will be four copies and even more in an

19 . eme rgency , but there will be four copies tvailable here
,

l

20 tomorrow of the proceeding today, and this will be the case

21 every day except the last day of a week.,

,

22 MS. BRADFORDs Is there some phone umber we could

23 call without coming to Harrisburg to find out specific-

() 24 questions like scheduling?

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 The Board has telepones. Mrs.
1

. s
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(J'-]
1 Moran, the Clerk to the Board, will be here during days when

2 there are hearings, but not always.

3 MS..BRADFORD: Is there any way of contacting the

O'''
4 sta ff ? Would the office in Middletown have information?

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I suggest that you talk to Mr.

6 Tourtellotte about that. However, we do ha ve a number here;.

i 7 which -- the phones are just installed, I don 't know it

8 yet. But we will pass out a note to the parties what the

9 telephone system is.

10 MS. BRADFORDs Thank you.

| 11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Ms. Bradford, if you would be

12 more specific about -- you are protecting some problem. I

13 don 't appreciate what it is. If you would be more definite

() 14 about it, we will try to help you.t

15 MS. BRADFORDs I am just wondering when the

16 schedule is set -- if I am not able to be here when the

17 schedule is set, I am just wondering how I will find out

18 when I should appear.

'

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We are no t going to sit and look

20 up and see that you are not here and your attorney is not

21 here and say we are going to start with your case. That

22 will not happen. We will make sure that if your contentions

23 are scheduled for hearing on a particular day, and you are

() 24 not present at the time, we will make, as we say, a strong

25 effort to communicate with the party. But this is one of

C\
U

.
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- 1 _the problems that we stressed, this is why in most

~

2 proceedings all .sf the intervenors are present all of the

3 time. But sinci there are so many intervenors and the
A

4 proceeding is so long, we think that is unnecessarily-

5 burdensome.

6 But now, you do have transcripts, and you have

7 what I understand .o be a rather large organization, and

8 perhaps you can di' ride that duty up among your people to

9 scan, to go over t'le transcripts and see what is happening

* 10 to affect your association.

11 But if we are able to, we will directly contact

12 you if something particularly comes up that affects you and

13 that we couldn't address because you were absent. But we

() 14 simply cannot under our rules and under any type of

15 organized procedure that I am aware of, we simply cannot i
I

16 =ake every information available to every party. There are,
|

17 after all, fifteen or sixteen parties to this proceeding, as

18 you well know.

19 MS. BRADFORD: Yes, I guess I am juLt seeking a

20 way for me to be able to contact someone. I am wondering if

21 the office in Middletown would be appropriate.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would recommend that you call-

23 the legal' Counsel.
i

1

(' ) - 24 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITHS You see, there is another

ONJ
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(J 1 problem, too. Only you can identify what is in your best
,

2 interest, and we cannot tak e the responsibility of knowing

- 3 what you should know about. <

4 Is there anythng further of a preliminary nature?

5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chairman, one more item

6 b'elore we get to Mr. Blake's preliminary items with respect

7 to TMIA's direct case.

8 We were instructed by conference call and by

9 subsequent memorandum to the Board to get together, the
'i

10 Licensee, the staff, Mr. Sholly and UCS, to see if we could

11 agree on an appropriate hydrogen control contention. We had

12 such a meeting, and in view of the subsequent outcome of the

13 meeting, I think the Board should ask for a report from UCS

(3%) 14 and Mr. Sholly.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you want to make that report

16 now?

17 MS. WEISS: Yes. In fact, that is why I had my

18 hand up.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH. All right.

20 55. WEISS: Both Mr. Sholly and the Union of

21 Concerned Scientists filed contentions claiming that Unit 1

22 at Three Mile Island should have a system capable of dealing

23 with combustible gases at least as great as those which were

() 24 generated during the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2.

25 As you know, both of those contentions were construed as

*
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r' 1 presenting a challenge to the Commission's Regulations

2 50.44, which prescribe an-assumption which is approximately

3 one-tenth of the actual amount of hydrogen generated during

4 the accident.

5 You certified the question to the Commission. On

6 a three to two vote, they declined to waive the regulation.

7 On reconsideration at Union of Concerned Scientists'

8 request, they declined by a two to two vote to reconsider

9 their decision on certifica tion.

10 We note parenthetically that that means t.4ere is

11 no longer a majority of the Commission in favor of keeping

12 that rule and that a majority will be-required to restart

13 that plant. But I am sure everybody is aware of that

() 14 ' situation.

15 Basically I will speak for Mr. Sholly now, and if

16 I say anything that is inaccurate, I will ask him to speak

17 to you himself after I am finished.

18 Union of Concerned Scientists and Mr. Sholly have

19 decided th a t we declined to follow the course that the

20 Commission has told us must be followed in order to litigate

21 this contention without waiving the regulation. We think

22 that the majority of the Commission at the time was wrong in

23 refusing to waive the regulation. We think it makes no

() 24 sense, and we will not play the game which they have said we

25 must play. And therefore, we are no t going to rewrite our

v.
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{) 1 contentions. We are going to save our righ ts to appeal tha t
.

2 Commission decision refusing to waive the regulation.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am not sure that that is your

O 4 prerogative, and I think that there is pocsibly another

5 avenue which you can take, and that is present the

8 evidentiary record that you feel should be presented -- and

7 we are not ruling that this is appropriate yet, but it is

8 something that can be explored. You present the evidentiary

9 record that you think should have been presented with

10 reasonable limitations that are within the scope of the

11 proceedings, and then that demonstratr how you were

12 prejudiced.

-13 But I don't see how you can go to the courts or

'
14 anyplace on the naked record and say that you were

15 prejudiced because we are going to give you -- let there be

16 no mistake about this, Ms. Weiss, we will give you an

17 opportunity to present a record, and we will call upon you-

18 to do it.

19 MS. WEISSs Mr. Chairman, I hope the Board doesn't

20 take this personally, Mr. Chairman, but I think you made a

21 wrong decision in this matter. We think the Commission made

22 a wrong decision. We think the only fact, or the salient

23 fact which needs to be on the record is on the record, and

() 24 that is up to ten times the amount of combustible gas was

25 generated during that accident than is assumed by 50.44.

/~N
V
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1 . CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss, and I also told you in

2 a telephone conference call, and the Board stated in a><

3 written memorandum that we are prepared to rethink our

4 position on it. And so if you wish to walk away from your

5 contention, that will be your problem and your burden, and

6 you can do it, and we cannot compel you to go ahead.

7 I just want to make one point, and tha t is you

8 will be given every opportunity to make a reasonable

9 presentation and to discuss with the Board and.try to work

10 out how tha t presentation should be made. If you don't want

11 to avail yourself of it, that is okay. I don't want to tell

12 you how to practice law, but I don't know how you can appeal

13 that void.

14 We will defer it.

15 Is that announcing your decision now that you will

16 not pursue your contention?

|

17 MS. WEISS: Our decision is we think the refusal

18 to waive the regula tion was in error .

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

I 20 MS. WEISS: And we do not intend to put on a case

21 that postulates scenarios, that has to argue about -

22 combustibility, that argues about containment integrity. We

23 think it is completely at odds with the proposed hydrogen

24 control rule which the Commission has itself ordered, the

25 internal hydrogen control rule. It would set this

nv
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[ {) 1 proceeding off on a course that is totally at odds with the

2~ interim hydrogen control rule, and it does not make a darned
,

3 bit of sense in our view.
| ('^')'

4 I am willing to discuss with the Board anything

!

5 about what you would like to see on this record and to tell

6 you our view of it, but as I have said, we decline to play

7 what we think is a foolish game that the majority of the

8 Commission told us we had to play.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that we had better

10 schedule a session, and you should be prepared at that

11 session to recommend to the Board how you can present the
,

! 12 evidentiary record, if possible, that you would like to
|

13 present, what it would have been if the rule had been waived.

- 14 Okay.

15 MS. WEISS: My initial reaction to that is that

16 that ', fine. I would like to think about it a little bit.

17 CHAIBMAN SMITH: I don't want you to -- |
)

18 MS. WEISS: I don 't have any initial objection to '

10 Caat.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You ought to bear in mind that

21 the entire -- in this proceeding unlike many proceedngs, the

| 22 entire record is being certified to the Commission , and

|
23 whatever the makeup of the Commission is at the time the

(]) 24 record closes, there may be a definite majority on the issue.

25 MS. WEISS: I suspect that there is going to be a

Ov
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1

!

1' majority one way or another. I also suspect that if you

'

2 read that three to two decision and the two to two decision,
4

3 what has now come down as a decision which this Board is
< .

4 bound by is totally irrelevant to how that decision is
,

5 finally going to get made when it goes back up to the
,

6 Commission.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, you do understand that the

8 Board -- in the first place, it was only a quorum of thes

; 9 Board that ruled on this before, and Dr. Little is now

10 present, and even the quorum that ruled before is going to;

r 11 consider the entire issue anew. Our last ruling on it is no

12 longer binding, or the ruling on the case, okay?

13 MS. WEISS: I understand.

(")s . 14 CHAISMAN SMITHS Any additional preliminary
i

' (

15 matters?
:
i 16 There is one I am reminded of. The Board has not

17 introduced itself. |

|
18 My name is Ivan Smith. I am an attorney, and as j

19 you can see, I serve as the Chairman of the Board.
I

20 To my right is Dr. Walter Jordan, who is a nuclear

21 physicist, and to my left is Dr. Linda Little, who is an
,

i
.

22 environmental scientist.

23 We have met all of the parties, but I suspect that |

(~J
't 24 there are members of the public who have never seen us

'u
25 bef ore.

[v')
'
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. e'N 1 Now,'if there are any additional preliminary-

;

2 matters, please raise them now.

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I think you
7_
O 4 obviously misunderstood, or the New Jersey representative

5 misundersto o d . I thought it was the Board's instruction

6 that they'would pass out now their petition to intervene.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I asked that they do it, you

8 know, as the proceeding is going on. If you will pass out

9 your petition to intervene, Counsel.

10 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And second, Mr. Chairman, I note
,

11 that Mr. Novak has just reappeared with stack of papers.

12 Well, I am sorry, I am disappointed. There is no

13 answer.

() 14 MS. WEISS: Mr. Chairman?

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss?

16 MS. WEISSs I wonder if there are not certain

17 scheduling matters that we might want to get out of the way

18 tha t don't really have to do with Mr. Novak, and that is,

19 for example, whether the Board has certain weeks which it

20 cannot sit during the next couple of months, and what we are

21 going to do about voting day.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would like to raise those at an

23 early time, and we will. I would like to defer it for right

f')N
24 now, Ms. Weiss, until we get a better feeling for just what

u :

25 our problems are here, but I think you are right. We want

1

1
_

|

|
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1 as early as possible to allow the parties to make long term
V(~S

2 plans, and we will raise that.

3 I just invited anybody who has an immediate
' r)2 4 problem to raise it now, but if you don't have an immediate

5 problem, let's schedule it for a later session.

6 MS. WEISS: Our intention is to leave today and to

7 come back as soon as it looks as if our case-will be

8 beginning, which will probably be in the middle of next week

9 at some point.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see. Then we will have to --

11 all right, we vill take up scheduling today.

12 Dr. Johnsrud, was that your point?

13 MS. JOHNSRUD: Essentially. I did want to know if

() 14 we will have further sessions this week.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Yes, and we will discuss

16 that, toc. We had already discussed at the last prehearing
,

17 conference what we thought would be a possible schedule

18 which would either be a three and a half or a four day

19 week. I think we will want to hear from all of the parties, |

l

20 but I think the way it is working out, we will be meeting on

21 Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Friday norning. We

22 will have to make adjustments, of course, for various

23 holidays and other problems. The Commission's order

( })
24 recommendei that we have some evidentiary sessions on the

25 weekend and in *,he evening, and we will try to accommodate

n
\~J .
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1 members of the public who cannot appear-during the day tos
%)

2 observe the proceeding, too. But that would generally be

3 our schedule.

4 I had not thought about election day until

5 yesterday. I have not requested an absentee ballot, and I

6 just wonder if anybody else has.

7 Dr. Jordan, in his usual, thorough manner, has

8 requested an absentee ballot.

9 MS. WEISS: I need one so I can cancel out Dr.

10 Jordan's absentee ballot.

11 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Tourtellotte.

13 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Before we go on, I wanted to

() 14 just raise a point directed toward the issue that you were

15 discussing with UCS a few moments ago about the hydrogen

16 control contention, and I am not really certain as to what

17 the basis of the Board 's approach was on that pa r ticula r

18 issue with Ms. Weiss, but I am wondering if the Board was

is taking into consideration 2.758(c) where, in brief -- and I

20 hope I don't mischaracterize it, but it says that once a

21 contention is raised and the Board has ruled, and I believe

22 af ter it .has gone up on certification, the last two lines in

23 there say that the presiding officer may not consider the

(~} 24 matter -- may not-further consider the natter. And I guess
%s

25 I am wondering whether the Board really is ennridering'the

O
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f
i

j (-} 1 matter further in' contravention of the regulation, or
! \_s

2 whether they are considering it in some other way, or am I

3 misapplying this?

| 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, Mr. Tourtellotte, there's

5 one thing you can be assured of, and that is this Board will

6-never violate a Commission rule, order or regulation without

i 7 it being waived. So banish that thought from your mind. We
i

1

8 are not going to lo that.
! l

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs I would certainly think not,

! 10 but I was also -- I just wanted to bring it to the Board 's l

I
11 attention and see if there was a different avenue that you )

l

12 were approaching this. '

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Of course, the Commission's ordet

() 14 is that the generation and combustion of hydrogen can be

15 litigated.

16 .N o w , what I want the Union of Concerned Scientists

17 and Mr. Shelly to tell the Board is exactly how they feel

! 18 they are foreclosed f rom litigating it, and perhaps they can
|

19 recommend an evidentiary presentation wh.ch will satisfy

j 20 their record without violating the Commission's rule. I

21 vant to know the practical details of how the Commission's

i 22 order has precluded them from presenting evidence.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I understand.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And to the extent possible, we(}'

25 will try to permit an evidentiary showing. If they don't

9
J
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v'i 1 want to bother, why, that will be their problem.
V

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I also am not certain whether
,

3 it came-out on the record or not, but we did have a meeting

4 with UCS. The staff and the licensees, Mr. Sholly and Ms.

5 Weiss met last week for several hours working on this very

6 problem, and it vss after that meeting that Ms. Weiss

7 informed us that she would not pursue the hydrogen control

8 issue.

9 So that is information I think the Board should

to have as well.

11 MS. WEISS: I would like to just correct that
i

12 statement. It is not that we are not pursuing it. It is

13 that we are not pursuing it at this level. We intend to

() 14 pursue it on appeal.-

'

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understand that.

16 Everyone will have an opportunity to address it

i

17 thoroughly.
|

~

|

18 Then there is another problem, too, that you are

19 not addressing and that is even if you should fail to pursue

20 your hydrogen control contentions, then the Board has to

21 consider what evidence it may want on the issue, and to the

22 extent possible, if you could bring the Board into your

23 confidences as to what happened in your conference, maybe we

(~/)
24 could be helpful. I don't know.

.

25- MS. WEISS: Are you' interested in hearing that
J

O
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1 now, Mr. Chairman?

2 CHAIRMAN SMITHS No. I think we are going to
,

3 schedule a session to debate hydrogen control contentions.

4 But we might ask you, if you feel free to tell us, why did

5 your negotiations break down? Why couldn't you resolve it?

6 MS. WEISS: don't think it is that our'

7 negotiations broke down. It is just that it became

j 8 abundantly clear to us, if it was not clear bef ore we went

9 into the meeting, that the path which the Commission

10 majority his laid out, the burden which it has required a

11 party to meet in order to ever get to the isue of whether

; 12 measures are required to control combustible gas anywhere

j 13 near the levels created during the TMI 2 accident is an

() 14 extremely onerous burden, and a burden that is essentially

: 15 irrelevant to the question, particularly in the way the

16 Commission has now laid it out in its interim hydrogen

17 rule. And our view was that there was very little ? nefit
,

18 to us to play what we think is an irrelevant, silly game. |,
.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

I

20- The Board also has some problems with the last

!

21 Commission order, and we were hoping that you and the other |

l
22 parties could give us some advice as to what some of the |

!
23 language in that order -- but we will schedule that and you l

(~) 24 will have an opportunity to make your point _ thoroughly.
't /

25 MS. WEISS: Okay. It may be a good idea for us t

("J3 4

% |
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i
'

1 put-something in writing at this stage. I appreciate yourgq
D

! 2 position, believe me, and it may be a good idea for us.to
4

3 put something in writing.
O
\/ 4 I think we spelled out in our motion to reconsider

-

5 to the Commission exactly how we interpreted the purport of

6 their first rulino, and. '. a t is still how I interpret the
t

7 purport of their second ruling, rnd I think you will see, we
3

8 said there what they have required us to do and why we think

9 we ought not to have to do it. That may be a good place to

10 start.

11 CHAIRMAX SMITH: Very good, very good.

12 All righ t, let's move on.
.

'

13 Are there any other preliminary matters before we

() 14. begin with -- Mr. Adler representing TMIA?

15 MR. THEODORE ADLER.: Mr. Chairman, this is a

16 mundane matter. I wonder if it would be possible for us to

17 get some pitchers of water and glasses?

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Some water? To the extent that

19 well, we will see if we can get that.--

20 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I am just asking.

.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We do have water available. I

.2 don 't know how to deliver it to,you.

23 53. THE0DORE ADLER: Thank you.
.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, now, Mr. Adle r, we
O(~%

25 will be ready for your presentation.

3

(O _.
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1 Could you tell us how you will begin? We will(-)v
2 take a ^ recess so averybody can gather the necessary papers

f 3 together.

4 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Do you want me to tell you'

5 how we are going to begin?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What papers should we have before
1

7 us when you begin your presentation?

8 MR. THEODORE ADLER. We intend to question Mr.

9 Daniel Shovlin today, so the only papers I would expect youi

10 to have in front of you would be perhaps the depositions th t

11 we filed on Mr. Shovlin.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH. Are there any documents?

13 MR. THEODORE ADLER: There are not any exhibits

() ' introduced for Mr. Shovlin. The purpose of Mr. Shoulin's14

15 testimony is simply to provide overview of the maintenance

16 systems,-how maintenance was performed at the plant, under
.

17 what circumstances, and in effect set the stage for our

18 . evidence that will come later on this week and next week.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, fine.

20 We will take a ten minute break.

21 Is Mr. Shovlin present?

22 MR. BLAKE: No, M r. Smith. I have not seen Mr. 1

i

23 Shovlin. Yesterday I proposed, anticipating that

| () 24 preliminary matters would taka longer than they have, that

25 he be made available from noon on, and Mr. Adler, my
o

|%.s
i

|.

I
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:

.1 recollection is, thought that was a reasonable schedule.

2 'I do have a number of preliminary matters

3 regarding the subject area. They can wait until after the --

(3
\'' 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Will tha t be on TMI's

5 presentation?

6 MR. BLAKE: Yes ,- it will.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I would hope that La the future

8 our scheduling of witnesses not be quite so precise that

( 9 there isn't a certain Emount of overlapping. I mean, I
|
>

; 10 understand the problem you had. You.have to keep that place
!

11 staffed, but also we want to be efficient.

12 So I hope that maybe you can be a little bit more

13 conservative in your scheduling of your people.

() 14 MR. BLAKE: I think we are all goint to learn how

-15 rapidly or not this proceedinc is going to move, and in this

16 case it moved more rapidly than I had an ticipated.

17- CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will take a ten minute break,

18 and then we will return -- well, just a moment.

19 Mrs. Aamodt?

20 - MS. AAMODT: Mr..Emith, yesterday, or I believe it

21 was the day-before, in conversation with you, I asked about

22 . makin g a motion to retain Contention 5, which I would be

23 specifying' late.

/~T 24- Should that be done in writing, or should that be;.
- Q

25 done at . this hearing before the beginning of this?

'

\ -
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mrs. Aamodt, papers came in on4

: D
2 your contention while the Board was on a trip out of town,

3 and as I understand it, there has been a motion to dismiss4

:
* 4 your Conten tion 5.;

.

i' 5 MS. AAMODT: That is right.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And the NRC staff has addressed
,

7 the motion, .but now you wish an opportunity to argue against

i 8 tha t motion .
'

9 MS. AAMODT: Yes, I do.

| 10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And that Contention 5 relates to

11 the evacuation of livestock from farms in an emergency

12 sitaation.

I 13 MS. AAMODT: Yes.

(') 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have a tim ew problem about

i 15 your appearance here?

16 MS. AAMODT: I have had a problem, yes.
. .

i- 17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Will you be able to be here
|

18 tomorrow, for example, to discuss this contention? |
: '

19 MRS. AAMODT: I can be here tomorrow. It would be <

|
'

1

20 easier to do it today-because it makes another trip, bat I
.

. l

21 can make the trip if -- I am prepared to discuss it today. j

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you prefer then to discuss

|

23 it today? |

24 MS. AAM3DT: I would, yes.-{)~-

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well so long as we have it on the

|
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 record and we have the background of it.

2 Are you prepared to discuss it no w?

3 MS. AAMODTa Yes, I will discuss it now.
.h(''' 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, then, let's hear what you

5 have to say about would you in your remarks review what--

6 has happened, berause the Board itself has not had an

7 opportunity to study the motion to dismiss your contention,

8 or the staf f 's response to it.

9 MS. AAMODT May I read yett --

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, Mrs. Aamodt, it was just
.

11 brought to my attention we should not look at your argument

12 until we look at ti.e motion because we may have questions.

13 So would you bring it to our attention we will--

() 14 try to come back to you at another recess and come back to
,

.

15 this contention today, but you bring it to our attention if

16 we appear to be overlooking your problem.

17 MS. AAMODT: All right.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS As soon as we get your papers and

19 get oriented to it, we will hear your argument.

20 MR. ZAHLER: Mr. Smith, could I clarify one

21 thing? One, orders on this t'omorrow f or written orders, do

22 I understand Mrs. Aamodt.is not going to file a written

~

23 response and is going to do it orally today?

.(') 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH She has offered to file it in

25 writing or orally, and she prefers apparently to do it

[O%)
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i

i < 1 orally today.

2 MR. ZAHLER: I just wanted to understand what it
.(

i 3 was. I have no problem with that.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. We will take -- oh, let me

: 5 see, another party.

| 6 What is your name, ma'am?

| 7 VOICE: [ Inaudible. Not a t microphone.)

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, ma'am. This session of the

9 evidentiary hearing is reserved exclusively for the state

10 agency and the intervening parties.

11 VOICE 4 There are no restrooms in this building.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes, ma'am, I know that, and this

! 15 is not -- this is leased space from the Nuclear Regulatory

() 14 Commission. It is an' area outside of my particular

15 responsibility.

16 VOICES Thank you.

| 17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything before I recess?

18 I recess for ten minutes and then take up TMIA's

| 19 Contention 5.
|

| 20 (A brief recess was taken.)
!

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ladies and gentlemen, we are

22 ready to proceed.

23 Let's not go on the record.

24 (Discussion off the record.){}
25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. |

O
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.

1 Mr. Adlar, are you ready to proceed on the record ?

2 MR. BLAKE Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we might get<

3 some preliminaries out of the way on this subject.
t

4 CHAIRMr.N SMITH: All right.

5 MR. BLAKE: First of all, let mt' observe to the

6 Board that over the break we have had an opportunity to

7 review the State of New Jersey's petition, and for

8 licensee's part, we have no objection to the admission of

9 the State of New Jersey under 2.751(c), and we do not

10 anticipate filing a written response to that petition.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, this is Mr. Blake

12 representing Metropolitan Edison speaking.:

13 MB. BLAKE a Right.

()I 14 Also, Mr. Chairman, let me observe that an

15 additional counsel has joined us at the-table. This is Ms.
J

16 Deborah Bernstein, whose notice has been served on this '

17 proceeding. '

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHt Yes. Ms. Bernstein.4

19 ME. BLAKEs Let me pass now to T IA Contention 5
1

20 and get some preliminary matters out of the way. 1

l
21 - Initially these are occasioned by TMIA's filing of |

22 October 3, and also to record for the Board's. benefit

23 discussions that Mr. Adler ands I have had since the October

Q- 24 3 filing.
NJ.

25' CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake, before you proceed,

Ov
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1 may I interrupt just a moment?j
(G-)

2 THIA, Three Mile Island Alert, an intervenor in
1

3 this proceeding, has filed a contention which has been

4 accepted a a contention in the proceeding, which alleges

i
j 5 tha t with respect to Three Mile Island Unit 1, that safety
,

6 related maintenance was deferred until times when it was

7 economically convenient to Metropolitan Edison, and not

8 performed at times when it should have been performed. That

9 is a very crude paraphrasing of your contention, Mr. Adler.
.

|

! to I just wanted the parties to know what the discussion was
!
| 11 about. -

12 Mr. Flake
,

|
13 MR. BLAKE: Initially I should repott to the Board

() 14 on where we stand on the accuracy of Mr. Benetti's

15 exhibits. The Board earlier had wanted us to as soon as

16 possible alert you, and I believe on Friday, October 3, I
|

17 attempted to reach the Board Chairman to alert him at that

| 18 time that we had problems with the accuracy of those.
|

I 19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Those exhibits a re summaries of
I

| 20 work orders at TM! 1.
i

| 21 MR. BLAKEs That is correct.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Which are alleged by TMIA to

23 demonstrate deferred maintenance.
t

! (') 24' MR. BLAKEs My observations at this point do not
s_-

25 go to what it is they may demonstrate, but only r.s to

1 - .
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1 whether or not they accurately reflect information on the
b'^T

2 documents from which they were drawn, the work requests

3 themselves.

(
4 TMIA has looked at again the work requests and

5 compared them with the summary exhibits which they earlier

8 provided. We, to, have done that, and yesterday we got the

7 individuals together to compare notes so that we could come

8 to the Board with what I could represent to you from

9 Licensee's part is an accurae representation in those

10 summaries of information on the work requests.

1'1 It is my understanding that based on that
.

12 get-together yesterday, they are retyping their proposed

13 exhibits, and once I have had an opportunity to just check

)' 14 the typing job, I believe that tomorrow or in any event, by

15 the time Mr. Eenetti is scheduled to appear, I will not have

16 a problem in representing to you that I can abide by the

17 accuracy of those.

18 I would ask Mr. Adler, to the extent that I

19 represented anything, to get in while I go from one item to

20 the other so that we don't get going down the wrong road.'

21 Mr. Chairman, the second matter deals with those

22 individuals who have been subpoenaed. Again, on October 3,

23 I tried to reach the Board to describe to you that Mr. Huff,

() 24 who had been subpoenaed, was probably not going to be a very

25 knowledgeable attorney in the a rea in which he had been
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rs 1 subpoenaed to testify.
(.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: A knowledgeable what?

3 MR. BLAKEa Did I say attorney? Witness. But in

4 fact, there was another individual who was.

5 I talked about it with M r. Adler, and we agreed

6 that Mr. Huff's subpoena should be withdrawn or cancelled,

7 or in any event, that he not be required to respond to it,

8 and that in fact we would provide Mr. D. Wise to cover that
.

9 area. That was agreeable to Mr. Adler, and the only thing

10 that remains between us and the Board is to cover the paper

11 required to get Mr. Wise issued a subpoena. We will have

12 him turn up whatever day is scheduled for it, and you can do

13 it orally if you want to, Mr. Chairman. It is not a problem

() 14 for us.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you want a subpoena?

16 MR. BLAKEs Yes, sir.
'

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHa All right, would you see Mrs.
l
' 18 Moran during a break and request a subpoena form and fill it

19 out and serve yourself with it? It is a do-it-yourself

20 subpoena kit that we have here. I will sign it.

21 MR. BLAKE: I understand that he will be appearing

22 on behalf of TMIA, and it is actually and their request and

23 not Licensee's request.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITHS But you are insisting on a
)

25 subpoena.

/~T
G
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rm 1 MR. BLAKE: I will certainly assist in providing
b

2 Mr. Wise. I don't mean at this late date to cause sny

3' problem.

Os 4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Counsellor, if you believe that a

5 subpoena is necessary for your employees to appear here, we

6 vill accommodate you, but it is going to be a long hearing

7 and there is going to be a lot of paper. But if you feel in

8 your judgment that a subpoena is desirable, or not

9 necessarily desirable, we will do it. It is not a big

10 deal. It is just a form we fill out.

11 But I hope that as the hearing progresses, we will

12 be able to dispense with formalities in favor of

13 efficiency. But we .ill do it. It is jusd t a simple form.

() 14 MR. BLAKE: The next individual --

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I understand your point, that you

16 . are not resisting presenting all of your employees at this

17 proceeding. I understand that.

18 MR. BLAKE: Indeed, we are not. We are, as I

19 said, asking where they appear as TMIA's witnesses and not

20 ours that they appear under subpoena.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 They are here for cross

22 examination by TMIA.

23 MR.-BLAKE4 That is correct, and they are

(~) 24 a ppea ring at TMIA's request and not at licensee's.
V

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

O
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| gg 1 ML. BLAKER: Mr. Kinter, in TMIA's October 3

| \_/
| 2 filing, has been excused by TMIA, and again, whe ther Mr.

!

3 Kinter was informed of that -- I do not know whether the

4 Board intends to issua a pa per to quash the subpoena or

I 5 whether he can --

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will quash. By this order

7 right now I quash the subpoena.

8 MR. BLAKE: Do you indeed quash Mr. Huff's
!
' 9 sub;oena, understanding that I will assist in the paperwork

10 to get Mr. Wise a subpoena?
|
i

i 11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Do you have any objectidn, Mr.

12 Adler? '

13 MR. THEODORE ADLERs No, we don't, Mr. Chairman.
t

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All rght, the subpoena of Mr.

'
;3 Huf f --

16 MR. BLAKE ~Mr. Huff and Mr. Kinter.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The subpoenaes of Mr. Huff and

18 Mr. Kinter are quashed.

| 19 MR. BLAKE. Mr. Chairman, yesterday during a
|

| 20 telephone conversa tion, Mr. Adler said that TMIA would have
!

21 no need for Mr. Tool. I ask that the Board quash Mr. Tool's
i

| 22 subpoena as well.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

! /'N 24 MR. THEODORE ADLER: We have no objection to tha+-
U .

- 2|5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right, then, the Board
4.

.
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1 quashes the subpoena of Mr. Tool.
,

2 MR. BLAKE: The remaining two individuals tha t
.

3 TMIA has requested, and to whom the Board has issued

O 4 subpoenaes, which I would ask now be excused, and let me yo

i
5 through the reasons that I am asking for those two to be

!

6 excused -- on these Mr. Adler and I do not have agreement.

7- CHAIRMAN SMITH: Did you say you do not agree?

8 MR. BLAKE: We do not have agreement as to these

9 two individuals.

10 First, Mr. Chairman, is Mr . Herbeir . TMIA's

11 initial request for Mr. Herbein was contain'ed in their

12 letter to the board of September 19th requesting subpoena

I 13 for Mr. Herbein and for a number of ot|ter individuals. That

14 request also asked tha t Mr. Herbein provide, bring with him

15 copies of maintenance log books which were identified in

16 earlier discovery responses.

17

18

19

20

21

22
,

23
.

O 24

-25

O
Ns/
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1 3r. Herbein currently ~is the director of Nuclears

I 2 Assurances, GPU-Nuclear. He formerly served as vice

| 3 president in charge of TMI-1, and in that capacity -- that
: r"T ,

|k/ 4 is, the capacity of Unit 1 -- he signed an affidavit during

i ~

i 5 the discovery phase which said we would make maintenance

6 logs available in the discovery reading room.

7 I suspect that is the reason that TMIA asked him,

I

8 to bring the maintenance logs, and indeed indicated in their
!

9 trial brief that he would be questioned on maintenance logs

10 and on work requests. In fact, Mr. Herbein has no working

11 knowledge of the maintenance logs and will not provide

12 probitive evidence to the Board on the maintenance locs.

13 I will stipulate I will make the logs available

() 14 which-have been subpoenaed and which Mr. Herbein was to

15 provide, and will stipulate that they are the maintenance

16 logs which he would have provided.

17 With respect to the work requests, which was the

18 other item that was identified he would be questioned on, no

!
19 specific work requests were identified in the October 3

20 filing at the time they were required to identify the

21 requests of each individual. So now I would like in my
t

I .

'

| 22 preparation for the hea ring to observe that Mr. Herbein has
!

23 no knowledge of the maintenance logs, no working knowledge.

24 Other people will be here, and TMIA has subpoenaed[}
25 them, namely Mr. Dychman, who will in fact be a witness to

a

i ~O
: \_/

,
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. 1 discuss the maintenance logs. It is not as though this is

2 an area that will go undiscussed. But I.will ask that Mr.

3 Herbein's subpoena be quashed, in effect that he be excused,

(h'# 4 now having learned that being able to represent to the Board

5 thst he has no knowledge, no working knowledge of the

6 maintenance logs, and having had no identification from TMIA

7 of any wor's requests specifically that he can be identified

8 on.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Adler.

10 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chsirman, you 'll have to

11 excuse my voice. I have a bit of a cold. But we will

12 accept the licensee's representations that Mr. Herbein has

13 no knowledge of the informa tion contained in the maintenance,

() 14 logs that they are providing to the Eoard, and that Mr.

! 15 Dychman is the man most knowledgeable to provide testimony

16 on the maintenance logs.

17 However,-we would object to excusing Mr. Herbein

18 because we intend to ask Mr. Herbein about certain

19 conversations he had concerninc overtime work at the plant.

20 Now, we admit that in our trial brief we did not

21 ' id a ntif y Mr. Herbein as a witness who would be knowledgeable
,

22 in the area of overtime because we did know at that time.

23 As you know, Norman Reismiller, a former employee of

j } 24 Metropolitan Edison to whom we subpoenaed, cud whom we spoke

25 to on Friday, and.whom we had some dif ficulty locatino; but

O

'
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1 we spoke to him Friday, and he will be testifying about7~\,

() '

2 conversations he had with Mr. Herbein on overtime hours.

3 For that reason we would want Mr. Herbein

4 available so we could question him about those conversations-

,

5 and his understanding about those conversations, and whether

6 in fact in Mr. Herbein's. testimony whether those
I

,

7 conversations ever tcok place.
!

8 OHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake.
|

| 9 MR. BLAKE4 Mr. Chairman, I learn now for the
i

10 'first time that they are not going to abide by their trial

11 brief with respect to Mr. Herbein. The purpose of the trial

12 brief was to provide notice to us, the same type of notice

13 which we wo.uld ordinarily have by receiving in advance of

() 14 the hearing prepared testimony. In this case there was not

15 any prepared testimony, and I certainly understand why not.

16 But the trial brief here was to provide that same

17 opportunity for notice to the other parties.

I

18 I indeed did not know, nor was there any

19 suggestion at all in their trial brief, that they would ask

i
20 Mr. Herbein questions about overtime. They did talk about:

21 overtime in their trial brief and specifically identified

22 two individuals with whom they do wa nt to discuss that

i 23 subject, and those people will be here to talk about it.
!

24 But I dJn't know how many more or whether we do
(~)Y%

25 continue to abide by tha t . If you will recall, Mr.

'

|
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s 1 Chairman, there was one operaton with Mr. Goode that led to
d

2 our conference call with Mr. Adler and yourself, and we

3 altered at that point, amended the trial brief to describe

O''d 4 what Mr. Goode was going to be questioned on.

5 And of course in that conference call the Board

6 said look, are there any other problems with our October 23

7 order? Are there any others where you have not identified

8 people or identified people that you mean to question

9 different from what you have described in your trial brief?

10 Let me know. And TMIA of fered no diff erences, and the Board

11 so confirmed in an order that was later issued. And I

12 wonder how many other changes we have.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, Mr. Blake, your statements

() 14 are exactly consistent with my memory, Dut you have not

15 addressed M r. Adler's central point, and that is, you didn't

16 lea rn un til Friday that Mr. Herbein is asserted to have

17. inf orm ation which - germane to this contention.'

18 MR. BLAKE4 You mean now I an getting the amended

19 --

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Adler concedes almost !

I
21 everything you haie said up to this point, I believe.

1

' 1

22 Isn't that true, Mr. Adler?

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: That is correct, Mr.

24 Chairman. We are basing it on the conversations we had with
O(S

25 Mr. Reismiller. For that matter, Mr. Reismiller also

ID
'
I

-)s-
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rm 1 discussed conversations he had with Mr. Arnold, but we have

-d!

2 not gone ahead and subpoenaed Mr. Arnold because we felt

3 that Mr. Herbein is already under subpoena, and he will be

4 available at the proceeding. That is all we intend to ask

5 him about, those conversations. Mr. Herbein's schedule, we

6 provided a' sequencing of witnesses not scheduled to be on

7 for at least a week.

8 Now, it would seem to me, number one, that the

9 licensee would have an apportunity to talk to Mr. Herbein

10 between now and next Yhursday when Mr. Herbein is scheduled

11 to testify to ask him about those conversations; and I think

12 there is a more fundamental point here also, and that is the

13 very reason that TMIA is going first today.

() 14 The reason that TMIA, it is my understanding, is

15 going first today is to provide the licensee with a preview

16 of TMIA's case because of TMIA's alleged f ailures to comply
i

17 with the discovery requests of the licenree. j

18 Now, anything we present in the next two to three

19 weeks will be able to be studied by the licensee. The

20 transcripts will be able to be reviewed, and the licensee

21 three months from now, having seen our entire case, will

22 have the opportunity to rebut it. And under those

23 circumstances I don't think this last minute wrinkle at all

() 24 prejudices the rights of the licensee.

25 CHAIEMAN SMITH 4 Mr. Blake, I didn't intend to cut

(~
k,
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i T 1 you off from addressing that last point.
(G,

2 MR. BLAKEa Mr. Smith, I can't speak to whether or

.
3 not Mr. Herbein has knowledge of overtime. I just learned

4 about it, so I have not had an opportunity. I was able to

5 learn about the maintenance logs and to bring that

8'information to the Board. I don't know. I have certainly

7 not talked about overtime po'icies with Mr. Herbein. I do
|

8 n'o t know what his state of }nowledge is on that.

9 But I am chagrins.d that we take with such

10 flexibility the trial brief. I had prepared to listen to

11 testimony in very specific areas according to the trial

12 brief which TMIA has presented, and I did not expect that

~

13 last minute changes in subject areas. And the fact that Mr.

() 14 Herbein was subpoenaed and under subpoena on subject A I

#

| 15 think gives us very little stepup on whether or not he ought

16 now to be subpoenaed to appear on yet a different subject.

17 I don't think it likely that he is going to be

18 here in any event. Let's talk about a different subject

19 which I just learned about.

20 I do accept, however, Mr. Adler's representation

21 that he learned for the first time Mr. Herbein knew

22 something about overtime policies on Friday .

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have any more? I think

('} '4 that pretty well exhausts it.

25 ( The Board confers.)
e

O
E.

l

|
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r^g 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS The Board rules that the subpoena
V

2 to Mr.~Herbein will remain in effect. Technically I suppose
,

3 that there should be a new subpoena, but that would be a

4 pointless burden, so the subpoena will remain in effect.'

5 Anything further?

6 MR. BLAKEs My understanding is that he will be

7 questioned exclusively on overtime policies.

8 OHAIRFAN SMITHS This raises another point, Mr.

9 Adler. You do have a responsibility to inform Met Ed on the

10 a.~.ea of your crcss-examination of Mr. Herbein.
I

11 MR. THEODORE ADLER: We will do that, Mr.
,

12 Chairman. I can tell the Board today that it deals with

!
13 conversations he had with a witness who will be called to ;

I-s() 14 testify at this proceeding.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHS On what subject matter?

16 53. THE3DORE ADLER: On overtime. And if I might

1

17 add, Mr. Chairman, along those same lines, whether or not i

18 Mr. Herbein is familiar with the overtime that was worked a t

19 the. plant. We know there will be testimony that there were I

20 conversations between Mr. Herbein and Ir. Reismiller.

21 Now, M r. Herbein may deny those conversations, and

22 we may want to follow up wh ether he is familiar at all with

23 the overtime policies anu 'he overtime that was worked at

/~)T
24 the plant. Naturally, if he has no familiarity with it, his

q_
25 response will'be "I don't know," and that would end it.

O
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!

1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is our ruling.gm;

.%),

2 MR. BLAKE: I understand that, Mr. Chairman.
j

t

( 3 Mr. Adler and I may have to talk about the

(']!
N- 4 scheduling and whether or not Mr. Reismiller is going to|

i

5 appear be$ ore Mr. Herbein or not, but we have hed no

6 problems in talking about the schedule of witnesses so far,
,

,

2 7 and I don't anticipate any.

| 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.
|

! 9 MR. BLAKE: Let me now turn to Mr. Ross.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Ross?

! 11 MR. BLAKE: Right.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

13 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Ross again was identified in'

(') 14 TMIA's September 19 letter --

15 CHAIRMAN SMIIHs Now, these are all employees of
|

|

16 Metropolitan Edison.

|

| 17 MR. BLAKEs That is correct.

18 Mr. Ross, the supervisor of operati.ons at TMI-1,

19 Mr. Ross was identified, like Mr. Herbein, in TMIA's letter

20 to the Board of September 19th. TMIA requested that Mr.

21 Ross be rubpoenaed. He was identified in their trial brief,
i

! 22 in the footnote 4 on page 2 of that trial brief, along with

23 nine other individuals to be questioned on the subject of

24 work requests.
(}

25 That led to the conference call and ultimately to

:m
'
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3 1 the agreement confirmed by the Board 's order that five'(,.)
2 individual work requests would be identified for each

3 individual, and those would be the ones tha t at least

O 4 initially they would be questioned on.

5 In the October 3 filing by TMIA, no work requests

6 were identified for Mr. Ross. Mr. Ross' subpoena also>

7 required that he provide for the Board a copy of those work

4 8 requests identified in one of the seven exhibits that TMIA

9 had proposed, Exhibit 6.

10 I have copies of those work requests, and again,

11 as in Mr. Herbein's casc, I will provide those copies here

12 and will stipulate that they are the ones which "r. Ross

13 would have provided. But not having had any specific work

() 14 requests identified, the five specific work requests
.

15 identified for Mr. Ross, and therefore not knowing what it

16 is'he is going to be questioned on, I ask that Mr. Ross be

17 excused.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler.

19 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Blake and I

20 spoke a little bit about this, but as the Chairman will

21 recall, when we had our telephone conference that resulted

22_ in the order, there was a discussion of Mr. Ross, and when

23 we were talking about the five work requests per man, I

() 24 pointed out to the Chairman that we have only listed 12 for

25 Mr. Ross, and tha t it is my recollection it was the

p)%, .
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(~s. 1 Chairman's response that there are only 12, then those are
\.)

2 the 12 that he will be questioned on, and there will not be

3 any problem, And that was not reflected in the order, but

O 4 it is definitely reflected.in my recollection of the notes

5 of the telephone conference call.

6 The 12 that were included in Exhibit 6, as we

7 discussed in the conference call, are the 12 we intend to

8 question Mr. Ross on. Again, because of the limited number

9 of them, there was no reason to more specifically identify.

10 We were only going to ask him *. hose 12. We were not talking

11 about 1200. And for those it temains the same. Those are

12 the 12 work requests that we intend to question Mr. Ross

13 about.

() 14 MR. ELAKE: Mr. Chairman', my recollection is not

15 the same, and I can now explain why it didn 't appear in the

16 Board's order if my recollection is correct.

17 We did indeed talk about Exhibit 6 and whether or

18 not we would be able to provide those work requests. It was

19 not, however, in my recollection discussed in the context of

20 whether or not Mr. Ross would be specifically questioned on

21 those, but rather in the context which we were discussing at

22 that time as to wn rithe r or- not we would be able to provide

'

23 the 1100 work requiests.

() 24 And what I indica ted to the Board was I would sure

25 try on those, because that was a small exhibit, and I would

o,
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(~} _ 1 try across the board on the 1100.1

\J

2 Incidentally, I am able to represent to the Board

. 3 that almost all of the 1100 will be available here for

4 inspection throughout this next couple of weeks while we are

5 talking about maintenance.

6 But that is the context that was raised, whether

7 or not we would be able to make them available.

8' Now, to the extent that we are talking about Mr.
,

i
'

9 Ross now being questioned on Exhibit 6, it is 15 rather than

to 12. It is certainly not the 5. I have not been aware of

11 that, and I do not think again it abides by the Board's very

12 specific orders in this regard.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The telephone conference to which

( 14 you referred lasted about 2 1/2 hours, and we had

#
15 understandings which we canceled and replaced and

16 superseded, and I have no memory one way or the other.

17 I de remember speaking about the 12 exhibits on

18 Exhibit 6 and Mr. Ross. I think that a letter of September

19 19 indicates that Mr. Ross is identified with the 12

20 exhibits. I think that the 50 exhibits, 5 times 10, doesn't

21 quite fit into there.

22 What is your particular objection? Doesn't it fit

23 into ',ne general scheme?

() 24 MR.'BLAKEs Well, certainly it fits the scheme,

25 Mr. Chairman, but now, as I understand it, he is going to be
e

'

,
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r^s 1 questioned on work requests. :

. \_]|
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

|

| 3 MR. BLAKE: But it sure doesn't fall at all within
| m

| 4 the requirement of the agreement we had that they identify a
|

| 5 fixed numbar, fix work requests for each of the individuals
,

6 in that footnote. In fact, we've got 80 some. Now I

7 understand'that we 've go t .another 15 on top of that.

8 OHAIRMAN SMITHS Now the number of work requests

'
9 designated by TMIA, th a t came in a filing which was received

| 10 last week. As you know, the entire Board was on an
!

11 inspection tour, so we have not had a chance to study those

12 requests .

13 XR. BLAKE: That's right.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: He was given the opportunity to

15 specify 50 work orders, 50 work orders which would

16 demonstrate in their view a pattern of negligent deferral of

17 saf ety-rela ted - maintenance.

t 18 How many did he request?
I
|

| 19 MR. BLiKE: He identified -- first of all, let me

20 sa y that the 50 came out of 5 times 10 individuals, and that

21 was the number that we fell on.
i

l 22 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 It just popped into my mind as a

23 number that we could work with. ;

i'

24 MR. BLAKE: Now it isn 't 10 individuals in that-
; )
| \

note any more. A' couple of those individuals would have

|
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1 been deleted, so I would have expected that around 40, plus{}
2 there are additional smaller, a minimum number as the Board

3 referred to it. So I would have expected somewhere in thes

4 neighborhood of 50. We got 80 plus without any
.

5 identification or anything on Mr. Ro ss .

6 I'm talking about all of those in Exhibit 6.

7 We're talking about being prepared for 105 or somewhere in

8 that neighborhood, maybe 95, rather than the 50. That was

9 only an initial -- that was our initial cut. I don 't know

10 what the initial cut is now.

11 MR. THE3DORE ADLER: Could I respond, Mr. Chairman?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler.

13 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Let me talk about Mike Ross

) 14 for one second. I specifically recall the question on

15 Exhibit 6 as.to why you wanted work requests, and I

16 specifically stated because those work requests had marked'

17 on them " Cancel per Mike Ross." So in that conversation in

|
18 the context of the conference call, it was clear that those I

i

19 12 requests dealt with Mr. Ross. |

20 Secondly, the Board invited us to reserve certain

21 additional work requests that an'their own --

22 CHAIRMAN SHITH: A limited number. |

23 MR. THEODORE AELER: A limited number. But on

() 24 their own -indica te 'a grievous maintenance def erral

25 ' practice. Those additional ones above the 50 include some

Io
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1 of that nature.

2 Now, we have requested more than that for the sole

3 reason that it was, for lack of a better word, it was a way
. /T

- 4 to camouflage some of the special ones that we wanted to

5 question on.
4

6 Now, in hindsight it was probably a useless
1

7 exercise because I assume the licensee went through all of4

8 them anyway, but that was the only reason we requested 30

'

9 more.

10 I do not understand the licensee's making such a

11 big to-do about this, because we are not talking about that

12 man y. Out of 1100 we are talking about 80 work requests, 30

13 more than what was originally explained that we would need.

()'

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: One of the problems with a

15 telephone conference call is this very thing you are

16 speaking about now, that we have to depend upon memory; and

17 although the rules do provide f or the parties to confer by

18 telephone, the practice is to discourage it. We have used
;

19 it quite liberally in this proceeding for efficiency, and

20 one of the risks that we take then is to ha ve a

- 21 misunderstanding.

22 The efficiency that we had tried to achieve has

23 been for the benefit of Metropolitan Edison, and I think

'L''')
24 that when there is confusion about the telephone conference

25 calls, we .are going. to have to bend over and accommodate the

-

O
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1 intervenors.{}
.

' 2 MR. ELAKE I appreciate that conference calls
,

3 have in fact been helpful to us, Mr. Chairman, and in this

: 4 case I think it was a very fruitfall call.
i

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH 'Je could have debated this for

6 weeks and weeks.

! 7 MR. BLAKEa Yes, I actue with you, and I
4

8 appreciate the fact that we had the conference call. But

i

|
9 you know, in this case the Board very promptly the next day

i

| 10 put out here's what occurred in the conference call. It

i 11 didn't stop there even.

| 12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I realize that.
I

13 MR. BLAKE But a couple of days later we had

(~)
j \_/ 14 another conversation where there was a wrinkle, an

,

15 alteration, a change in which it was TMIA wanted to present

i 16 and a change in the witnesses. And of course at that next
i

17 conference call the Board gave them yet another bite of the

18 apple.

19 Fead our order carefully. Make sure there'aren't-

i 20 any'other problems, that you understand, we've said the
i

21 right things about work requests and who's going to be
|

22 questioned about what work requests.

23 In this case it wasn't just a conf erence call, Mr.

([ 24 Chairman. There were two subsequent orders.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understand tha t. You're

O
-
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't entirely right.~
g

u) -

2 MR. THEODORE ADLER: But, Mr. Chairman, we had no,

|

r 3 problem with the order. The order resolved issues that were

4 in controversy. It was our understanding of the Mike Ross

5 question that there were only 12, and that was it.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler, we are going to rule

7 in your favor, but I am going to again -- I know that you

1 4 have been very busy trying to prepare for this proceeding,

9 but the order that I was going to issue was summarized at

| 10 the end of that telephone conference call, and the Board in ;
!

!

1 11 the order very specifically said this is it, now read it

12 carefully , and if it is not all you want, you get back to us

13 immediately because we have to put an end to the confusion
;

_() 14 in the preparation of your case.
.

15 I am not raising this because you von this

16 debate. I'm not raising it for any purpose except to again

17 request that you read very, very carefully the Board's order

18 and take them literally, and if you don't understand them or2

19 you think we have-made a mistake, come back to us.

10 But you have won this, within limits. We will see
,

21 how productive - -when we said a limited number of work

i 22 requests that are directly prob 1tive of the issue, we will

gg see how far you go and how productive they are, see what was

24 really meant, whether it was by design that we didn't put a()
25 specific number so that we would have flexibility on it.
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.

(~N 1 Now, that will have to be our ruling. I don't
\_]'

2 know how else we could rule.
,

3 MR. BLAKE: Do I understand now that Mr. Ross
; . E)C;
1 4 should be-prepared, according to the Boa rd , to speak to the

5 15 wnrk requests identified?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Where do you get 15? I see 6. I

7 sean, I saw 12 on that exhibit. We discussed 12. How many

8 are there?

9 MR. BLAKEs The page I am looking at starts at th e

10 top, part of it is cut off, but it begins in the 373, the

11 work request number.

$
12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That would be TMIA Exhibit 6?

13 MR. BLAKE4 Yes. >

()! 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I don't have it before me,'but

15 however number there,.are, count them and report.

16 MR. BLAKE: There are 15 numbers. Maybe some of

3 17 the confusion is that two of the numbers -- there are 15

18 numbers, 15 work request numbers tha t appear. Two of them

19 appear twice. That may be what part of the confusion is. I

|
20 guess we're split somewhere between 12 and 15. We come out !

4 21 at 13 actual work requests.
,

!-

|.22 Are those the 13 work requests that you want Mr.

23 Ross to be prepared to address? j

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I believe so, yes.,

1

' 25 Now, we always have this-problem. As Mr. Adler |
l

()- -
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1 pointed out, the main reason why he is leading off is so

2 'that you can have advanced notice of what his case is, and

3 if you neel a relief because of this ruling, if you think

h# 4 tha t the result is unf air as f ar as preparations are

5 concerned, then you bring it to our attention.

6 ER. BLAKEs I will just have to talk to Mr. Ross

7 initially, Mr. Smith, and then if I have a problem, I need
,

8 to suggest a' change in the schedule, I will first try to

9 arrange it with Mr. Adler. *

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

11 MR. BLAKEs I have just one other matter, Mr.

12 Smith, that I want to apprise the Board of, and that is that

13 I anticipate throughout these couple of weeks and to the

() 14 extent it carries over into our presentation on TMIA's

15 Contention 5, a fair number of arguments regarding the scope

of TMIA's Contention 5, and in particular with regard to*
,

17 scope safety-related or not.

18 The conten tion was specifically worded to apply to

19 safety-related maintenance, and that is the way the Board

20 generally characterized it this morning. I think probably

21 Mr. Adler's view of what is safety-related is going to

22 differ.from mine.

23 I can now represent to you that I will not ragard,

. (])
24 I do not regard all of the 1100 work requests or indeed all

25 of the initial 80 or now 105 work requests which have been
4

.
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r' 1 identified, or 95 initially, as safety-related. I am sure()
2 Mr. Adler tegards all of them as safety-related.

3 I would like to propose to the Board, and Mr.
; (m

4 Adler and I discussed this some yesterday, how we resolve

5 this, because I think it is going to come up as an

6 admissibility problem with each of the work requests, and it

7 is going to come up on Mr. Benetti's summary as well.

8 I am not going to, for example, accept, or at<

' 9 least I am going to object to the proposal into evidence of
I

10 exhibits by TMIA where I don't think a foundation has been

11. laid tha t they are within the scope of the contention. And

12 to the extent that they have not shown that this is a

13 safety-related item, I an going to ask that they be required

() 14 to do so.
-

15 CHAIRMAN-SMITHS Well, how can we rule on that in

16 a vacuum?

17 MR. BLAKE: Well, I can understand tha t. I know

18 it won't come up with Mr. Shov11n. He is listed twi a. Mr.

19 Shovlin is an early witness. tr. Colitz is an early

20 witness, and he's the one that Mr. Adler and I discussed

21 yesterday.
I

22 Ihey had proposed him as their witness to talk

23 . a bo u t the systems and the components and to explain their'

1

/" 24 importance. So I suggest that when we get to Mr. Colitz !I
l-)7 |

25 thatowe take that opportunity to go .through each of these |
1

(~)'%.s |
1

-
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'

r 1 initially identified work requests and get his view on
(3J

2 whether or not they are safety-related.

3 I would be happy to abide by Mr. Colitz's view. I

(~#
5

N' 4 don 't know what his view is, but at least I an trying to

5 provide a sensible approach to this because Mr. Benetti's

6 not going to be the witness who's going to be capable of

7 doing this. We will have to provide an approach to the

8 Boa rd , and _ I can warn you t hat I think we're going to come

9 across this very often.

10 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we, too, have

11 tried to approach this case with a sensible approach, and

12 the reason we have called Mr. Colitz is for precisely that

13 purpose.

(")%(_ 14 With Mr. Colitz ve intend to go through'every

15 component and every system at the plant with which the work

16 requests va intend to cross examine on deal with, so that

17. the Board will have a complete understanding of what the

18 system is, what the component in question is. And the Board

19 then can draw its own conclusions as to whether or not that
20 particular component, that particular system is

21 safaty-related.

22 We do not view the question of safety-related as

23 something that has to be included in the tech specs or

- (~) 24 something along those lines. Safety-related has, from our
\_-'

25 standpoint, should have its dictionary meaning does it

nv
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(') 1 relate to the safe operation of the plant?
v

2 And the Kemeny Commission in its findings in

3 respect to the accident at TMI-2 concluded that there were

I (
4 components at the plant which were not identified as

5 " safety-related components" but which impacted upon

6 safety-related components, and because the maintenance on

7 those components had been deferred, that that deferral was

8 one of the precipitating causes of the accident.

| 9 Now, that is a conclusion of the Kemeny
,

10 Commission, and from that standpoint safety-related from our

11 viewpoint has a much broader meaning. And when we question

12 Mr. Colitz, we intend to question him about the consequences

13 of a particular component failing to operate correctly.

/')
i

(s 14 That particular component itself may not be a safety-related

15 component, but if the failure of that component to operate

16 ' correctly can result in a major safety problem at_the plant,

17 then we view it as saf ety-related . That is the approach we

18 are going to-take.

19 The question of whether it is saf ety-rela ted - is

20 for the Board to conclude, and that is the position.we have

21 taken, and that is what we are going to ask the Board to do.

22 Mr. Colitz will provide th e ' technical expertise to

I 23 do that.. We would have rather had our own witness do that,
|.

():! 24 but because of a lack'of rescurces we could'not do that, and

25 so we have: asked Mr. Colitz to do it.

O
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, let me understand, you are('}U
2 also calling Mr. Colitz on cross examination?

i
I 3 MR. THEODORE ADLER: That is correct.;,_

( )'I

4 2HAIRMAN SMITH: And you may not agree on his

'S definition of safety-related.

6 MR. THE3DORE ADLER: That is correct.
f

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think there is a tendency to

8 over-argue these points because we don't ha ve anything

9 before us to rule on. I think each of you have made your

10 point very eloquently several times. I think it is not

11 necessary. We were listening very carefully.

12 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Smith, I hadn't intended that we

13 argue safety-related at this point, only to notify the Board

n/w 14 that it was going to be safety-related. The problem is not

15 the component. It's going to be the activity on the.

16 specific. work regaest, like a fellow who goes out to paint a

17 handrail on a 'Jalve.

18 You know, I'm trying to propose the simplest way

19 that I'know to get them all out of the way at one point in

20 time. I would agree to that.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would hope that a pattern will

22 emerge as we begin to face the cross examination on

23 particular work orders. As we have a subject before us to

.( ) 24 rule upon, as we rule a pattern should emerge.'

.

25 But out of the context of the facts of the cross 1

|
t 1
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(^) 1' examination we-'just cannot rule, and I am repea ting myself,,

| %J
2 too. So is there anything new on this particular argument?

.- 3 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman.

?-%1
i 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Tourtellotte.

5 MR. TOURTELLOTTE I just want to make the point

j 6 that the definition and the way that the Board resolves what

j 7 is safety-related and what is not safety-related will affect
1

8 many, many questions yet to come in the proceedings.

9 The staff has stated what it believes to be the

10 appropriate designation for safety-related equipment as

|

L 11 opposed to non-safety-related equipment in our answer to

12 UCS-14, and it conflicts with what Mr. Adler was just

13 saying. So at some point in the proceeding we are going to

14 have to know about what standard it is we are dealing with.

15 I simply bring that up because we, although what

16 has been going on is primarily between TMIA and the

i

17 licensee, we do have an interest in that subject matter.'

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You say here your definition is

19 in response to interrogatories and UCS Contention 14? Where

j 20 does it1 appear?-

i 21 MR. TOURTELL3TTE: If I used interrogatories --
.

22 . CHAIRMAN SMITH: No, you didn't. I just wondered-

23 how it got into our record. It's in your testimony?

'J()' 24 MB. TOURTELLOTTEs It is an answer to UCS

25 Con tention 14.

n/\_
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It-is in the testimony.

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The testimony of Mr. Conran, I
.

3 believe.

O
4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. It .tcht be helpful

5 to have a record that is reasonably ef ficient' perhaps f or

6 you to read that definition in at the beginning of the

7 examination just for efficiency of the record.
1

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: All right.

9 MS. WEISS . I agree completely wi th the Board that
,

10. it is really premature to get into discussing the definition

11 of " safety-related." For one thing I think'that UCS'

12 contention uses it in an entirely different -light than
,

:

13 TMIA's contention. And I suggest that it would be much

p/(- 14 better to move ahead with the testimony.
.

15 MR.-ELAKE: I agree. In fact, tha t testimony does

16 not talk about safety-related. It talks about important to
'

,

17 saf ety and safety grade, so we're going to get lost. Let's

18 go , ' Mr. Ch ai rma n .

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Is there anything

20 f ur ther on preliminary arguments on TMIA's Contention 57

21 MR.-THEODORE ADLER: We have two preliminary

22 matters before we begin, and that is just to clarify our.
i
'

23 scheduling. We listed a number of witnesses in sequence who

() 24 we intend to call. Since there-will not be Monday sessions

25 and our whole schedule is going to have to be adjusted,

C)
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1 accordingly, because we have witnesses scheduled for Mondays
.

2 in the schedule that we have provided and the sequence that

3 we have provided.

O
4 What I am hopeful of doing, we projected a

5 schedule that would take the hearings through to the 29th of

6 October.

7 I migh t add to the Board that Mr. Selkowitz has

8 just joined me. Mr. Selkowitz is my partner.

9 MR. SELK0WITZ: How do you do?

10 MR. THEODORE ADLER: We project a schedule that

11 will take us to the 29th of October. We are hopeful -- we'

12 have scheduled testimony on the 20th, which is a Monday, but

13 we are hopeful we can push that together on the second week

14 so that we can finish up on the 24th where we planned to

15 finish up on, and then on the 27th move the witnesses we

16 scheduled from the 27th to the 29th, since Monday will not

17 be a hearing day. And we would hope to finish up our

18 presentation'by the 29th of October.

19 So I wanted to bring that to the Board 's a ttention

20 for the simple reason that it does not follow orr sequence
1

|21 that was originally supplied, because that was based upon

1

22 Monday hearings. i
i

23 MR. BLAKE: Let's see. That would move Damon,

f) 24 Edmund, and Reismiller from the 27th to the 29th on their

25 proposed schedule, is that right?

O
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e' 1 CH1IRMAN SMITH: Yes, that is right.
~ (]/,

2 We appreciate the advice that the parties are

3 giving us about they view the schedule, but the Board does-

4 not agree that that much time or perhaps that little time is"

5 needed. It depends upon how productive the examina tion is,

6 but we. appreciate --

'

MR. THEODORE ADLER: All I was trying to do was7

8 give you an idea of how long we think it will be.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is quite appropriate.

10 MR. BLAKE: But th e sequence is important, Mr.

11 Chairman, it least for my planning of keeping people in the

12 wings, and now I understand the sequence has been changed in

13 which they will call their people.

n
\ul 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can't this be worked out?

15 MR. BLAKE We have had no problems to date.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, I'm sure you haven't had
i

17 'any difficulty in working these things out with Mr. Adler.

18 MR. B LA?.E : We have our share of differences, but
,

19. we have been able to work out schedules pretty amicably.

20 3R. THE0DORE ADLER: I want to mention one other

21 thing for the Board, and that is, I will not be doing all of

22 the examination of witnesses. Mr. Selkowitz and Mr. Widoff

23 will-be doing some of.the examination simply because of our

I") 24 problems. We are trying to do it in kind of a team
, V

25 app roach . - This is basically a pro bono effort on our part.
o

'

.O
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1 I hope that does not interfere too much with the
,r'{:

V
2 proceedings. We have scheduled it so that witnesses will be

,

3 handled by particular attorneys, but you will be seeing

4 dif ferent f aces at different times, and I wanted to, alert

5 the-Board to that at this time.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. I see no problem with that,

7 and I'm wondering also if you are aware of a particular NRC

8 regulation which provides f or. cross examina tion of witnesses

e by a non-attorney expert?

10 I don't know if you'have a technical Jviser. You

11 might refer to that section and see if it fits. That is

12 tightly controlled; however, I wanted to bring it to your

13 attention.

() 14 MR. THE0DCRE ADLER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,

15 Apart from that we have no other preliminary

16 matters other than a brief opening statement which I would

17 like to give at this time.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

19 OPENING STATEMENT ON BEHALF 0F TMIA

20 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, TMIA's

21 Contention 5 claims that Met Ed, because of its actions in

i
22 deferring maintenance and because of its actions in abusing

23 the over time to be worked by its employees, that

(N - 24 Metropolitan Edison is not competent to operate a nuclear

25 power plant.

p.
O

f
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t') 1 IMIA would not have pursued its contention if we'

\m/
2 had been sa tisfied that Metropolitan Edison had come to

3 grips with its management shortcomings and sought to
,,

k_ 4' aggressively and forthrightly correct them.

5 We believe that the reorganization outlined in its

6 restart report and the.new administrative procedures do ro'

7 do this.'

8 Now, because of the orders of this Board, TMIA has
i

9 been required to present its case out of sequence and before

to even the staff has issued its safety evaluation report on

11 our contention.
t

| -12 We have tried with little resources to develop

i
13 this case, but we have been brought to task continually for

'

(~s~\| s 14 our alleged f ailures to meet the licensee 's wha t we believe

!
(- 15 to be exorbitant discovery requests.

16 IMIA, despite this Board's rulings, has not failed

17 to comply with the spirit and intent of the applicable

| 18 administrative legal principles. We go forward today under
|
! 19 protest knowing full well that our case is weakened by the
l

20 Board's rulings and by TMIA's lack of resources.

21 We go forward today not knowing what the staff

22 even intends to conclude or deal with anything in this area

|
23 which the Kemeny Commission concluded was one of the

() 24 precipitating factors resulting in the accident at TMI-2.

25 'Je go forward today knowing how difficult it is to

!

| -

. x.,-
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,

( /~N 1 sustain our burden of proof by introducing testimony as on
LJ

2 cross examination. And we go forward today knowing f ull.

3 well that while the burden of proof may be expressly on the
| (~h_
y/ .

.

|
4 licensee in this proceeding, that we believe it is

[

! 5 implicitly on the intervenors.
|

6 Our case-in-chief-is divided into four main

7 phases. Our initial witnesses will provide testimony which

8 will deal with a general overview of the plant operations,

9 maintenance procedures, and the overtime use by the company
i

( 10 in order to deal with maintenance problems.

11 The second part of our case will deal with

12 specific high priority work requests that went unfinished

13 for what we believe to be unreasonable lengths of time.

( 14 The third area will deal with the use of

15 unacceptable overtime hours to accomplish major maintenance

16 work during fueling outages in order to prevent down time as

17 much as possible and maximize the profits to the company.

18 And the fourth area that we intend to deal with is ,

|

|19 a discussion of cutbacks that were planned in staff and in

l
| 20 maintenance personnel three weeks prior to the accident, and <

i 21 the failure of the present management to understand or H

!
! 22 acknowledge the needs of its amployees and the needs of i

|

| 23 additional employees to deal with the very critical |
|

! f') 24 maintenance problems that have occurred in the plant in the i
v

25 past and we believe will continue to occur in the future.

pJ
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(~} 1 And with that we call as our'first witness, Daniel
(_/'

2 Shovlin.

3 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might be
p-
\_J- 4 given an opportunity to respond to their opening statement?

! 5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you wish.

6 MB. BLAKE I would, and I will make it brief.

7 Mr. Chairman, I wish quite frankly that I could

8 respond with some concrete detail to the allegt ; ions which

9 TMIA has made and has indicated they are about to prove.

10 - Bu t the raison I cannot do that is that they have failed

11 throughout the discovery process to provide specific answers

12 on each occasion when .we ask them for backup information.

l

13- Their problem is not with our requests, which this4

() 14 Board has found to be fair, but with their lack of

15 compliance with Board orders asking them or directing them

16 to respond. They have failed to do so. In the end, the

17 Board seeing no way out of the discovery dilemma, recognized

18 that we would be unable to meet their general allegations
-

19 which they continued to make without knowing the specifics

' 20 behind'them, said TMIA, you put on your case so that other

21 people can hear it.-

22 Now for the first time, Mr. Chairman, we are going

23 to hear the specifics of the case, and we will answer those

() 24 specifics. I wish I could do better for you now.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is ?.r. Shovlin ready to proceed?

/~N,

N.
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/7 1 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I'm just making
V

2 a suggestion, since it is a quarter to 12:00, instead of

3 inte rrup tin g Mr. Shovlin's testimony, if we would want to

V 4 break for lunch now and then start with him at a quarter to

5 1:00 and go continually so we don't have a break. I'm only-

6 suggesting it.

7 (The Board confers.)
.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have an opportunity to have a

9 housekeeping session. We will try to set regular. hours for

10 the proceeding so that people can make plans and receive

11 telephone calls. For now the Board is split, so we will go

12 to lunch now and come back at a quarter to 1:00.

13 MR. THEODORE ADLERs Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14 (Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was

!
15 recessed for lunch, to be reconvened at 12: 45 p.m., che same

16 ' d a y . )

|

17 |+

18 I

a.
. 19-

20

21
a

22

23

0 24

25

l

O L
.
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D - 1. AFTERNOON-SESSION
.

.

| 2 "HAIRMAN SMITH: Ladies and gentleman, let's come
! _

I 3 to order now, please.
r)
~/ 4 Before we begin with the testimony, I would like

6 to note that we have permitted the television camera people

8 and other representatives of the media the opportunity to

| 7 come forward beyond the hearing rail so that they can better

!
! .8 position their cameras.

; 9 You should understand, representatives of the

10 media, that the parties have a right to privacy and the -

| 11 papers at their counsel table are private, and indeed the

| 12 papers at the Board table are private. And that is the

|
' 13 condition we allowed you to come forward is that th ere would

() 14 he no examination, of course, of the papers.

15 This is a matter well understood by the parties
i

16 among themselves, and I trust that the media will understand

17 that, too.

| (
'

18 Are you ready, Mr. Adler?

19 "R. T3URTELLOTTE: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. We

20 did say that we were going to do Mr. Novak after lunch.
,

|
| 21 In terms at proceeding are we going to go on and

22 finish with this witness and then do Mr. Novak? It doesn't

23 make too duch difference to me. I just wondered when we
j
|

| {} 24 should have him here.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITHz All right. Let's take up Mr .

}v

.
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1"N 1 Novak's affidavit.
\al

2 Have all the parties had an opportunity to address

3 it now? Mr. Novak, is he about?
7_

4 3R. TOURTELLOTTE: I'll have to get him. Hold on

5 a second.

6 (Pause.)

7 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, while we are

8 wai tin g for Mr. Novak, I might note for the parties that in

'

9 submitting his affidavit, I also submitted in conjunction

10 with that an affida vit of John McConnell who is fron FEMA.

11 He, of course, is not attesting to that affidavit, but it

12 was an affidavit that was given to uc more or less at the

13 last minute, and it had a bearing upon the general

f"
4 14 scheduling problems. So I thought that rather than make a

'

15 separate filing of any kind, I would just include it in th a t

16 mailing so that everybody could have the information. It

17 does in a general way state the position of FEMA in terms of

18 their preparation of testimony.

19 I also have another matter which after Mr. Novak

20 gets through I wanted to bring to the atten tion of- the

21 Boa rd, and maybe I should have done it earlier when they

22 were issues of interest, but I wasn't sure that it was the

23 kind of thing that was to come up there.

f'T 24 That is, I received a memorandum from a Demetrios
(_/

25 'Basdekas on the 10th of October, and he asked to bring
,

f
'

x.i
.
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1 certain matters to the attention of the Board, matters which
(v~}

; 2 he has previously discussed with the NBC-management, with

3 Chairman Ahearne and with the Congress.
4"i ',

~# 4 Nevertheless, Basdekas felt that it was something

5 that should be brought to your attention, and I have his

'

6 memo to ae, along with his memoranda to both Chairman
4

7 Ahearne and to the Honorable Morris K. Udall, which I will

8 make available to .he Board and to the parties, and the

'
9 Board can do whatever it wishes with this matecial.

!

i 10 It concerns the safety implications of control

11 aystems and in plant dynamics and their relevance to these

12 proceedings.

'

13 Mr. Novak is here now.

( 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have copies?

15 Now, what is his name?
,

i

16 MR. IOURTELLOTTE: His name is Demetrios L.

17 Basdekas, as best I can pronounce it. That is spelled
9

' 18 Demetrios L. Basdekas.

#

19 MS. WEISS: And what is his position, please?

! 20 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs He is a reactor safety engineer.

21 MS. WEISS: With the NRC?

22 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: With the NRC.
.

; 23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. I want to sdd to the record

' () .24 tha t I received a telephone call from Mr. adekas. I don't

25 have the mamorandum of the telephone call with me at the

O
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}}
*1 moment. I will find it and serve it.

2 M r. Basdekas called me. He said that he is
,

3 concerned that the NRC staff is not adequately presenting,

'~'
4 information on certain views he holds, and that he would

E5 like to bring that to my attention. I told him that we
i -

6 would indeed want to hear about any such allegation. But I2

' 7 inquired if he had made an effort to work with Mr.

8 Tourtellotte, and I also pointed out to him that a former,

9 technical member of the NRC staff, M r. Kutchen, was now on
.

10 the legal staff, and that he should approach both of tiicre

11 gentlemen first with his information. If he continued to
.

12 believe that his views are not going to be represented by

13 the Office of Executive Legal Director in this proceeding,'

O
\_/ 14 he should come back to-me.

15 I said furthermore he has to report back co me one
.

16 way or the other whether his views are being adequately

17 represented in the proceeding, and that if he fails to do

18 that, I will'go to him.

, _ 19 So that was the nature of my conversation with

20 him, and now I will serve the memorandum that I made of that

21 con versation at the time.

22 - I might say that Mr. Basdekas has never contacted

23 me after that.

/") 24 Could you summarize what his position is? Is it
.(/

25 ' possible to do tha t ?

.

O
,

e

'
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'1 MR. TOURTELLOTTE. I would prefer to let the,

,

2 documents speak for themselves. I would inform the Board

3 that we did have'a meeting, a couple of meetings with Mr.

o 4 Basdekas, and we alro had present several members of the

5 technical' staff who were associated with th areas of his

6 concern, and we-arranged fcr them to have r. further meeting
,

7 to see if they could resolve their differences. -And it was,

8 after this further meeting that Mr. Basdekas felt that his

9 concerns were not adequately addressed by the staff, and
c

! 10 therefore he wished to bring it to the Board's attention in

11 a more direct fashion.

12 I advised him, as a matter of fact, of that matter

13 on-October the 10th, which was simply last week, that he,

D)(, 14 should immediately give me a brief summary of what his

15 position was so that I could pass that on to the Board acd

16 to the parties. And if the Board saw fit to inquire

17 further, they would inquire.further. Perhaps they micht

18 require his appearance during the course of the hearing, or

19 they might take some other -appropriate action. On the other

20 hand, they might also just take the filing and consider

21 whatever is there.

22 And-so I will, after we get through with Mr.'

23 Nov ak 's presentation, I will pass this out, and we can

(' 24 consider.it and consider what the course of action is.. O) .
25 . CHAIRMAN SMITH: How long is it?

Qy,
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/~g 1 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, his memorandum to me is
V

2 in substance one page with a couple of references attached
*

3 to the second page. The letter to Commissioner Ahearne or

O 4 rather .the memorandum for Commissioner Ahearne is a

5 three-page letter dated September the 4th, 1979, with

6 attached documents of about four pages. And then the letter

7 of Eay 28th, 1980 to the Honorable Morris K. Udall is a

8 letter which is four pages plus one page of references and

9 an exhibit.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is enough. I was just

11 inquiring to see whether it was feasible to bind it into the

12 transcript at this point, but it is not. So if you will

13 just provide the parties and the' Boa rd with copies, we'll go

_) 14 on from there.

15 Is Mr. Novak present? Yes.

16 Mr. Novak, I assume now-that the parties and

17 participants have had a copy of your affidavit.
:

18 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I do not have a

19 copy-of it.

20 CHAIRMAN SHITH: I had a few questions on it. You

21 are going to sumnarize it?

22 MR. NOVAK: Well, I can't-for everyone. We can go

23 through it. It would take only a few minutes.

(). 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Why don't you go th rough it and

25 discuss just your basic conclusions as to each issue?

(~sY ,

u. |

|
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1 MR. NOVAKs All right. We can start with page 1: }
2 of my memorandum.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Excuse me.

O4

'

4 Mr. Lewis.

5- MR. LEWISs I thought you were taking some

6 procedural questions first. Are you?

7 CHAIRMAN SMITU: We're taking Mr. Novak's report

8 -- no,. affidavit.

9 MR. LEWIS Will you be back to procedural

10 questions?

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We'll take it as it goes, Mr.

12 Lewis. Do you have a problem?

13 MR. LEWIS: Yes. He brought up certain things

( 14 that should be brought to the Board, Mr. Basdekas' name and
:

~

15 --

, - 16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Basdekas' matter?

17 MR. LEWIS: It is a matter along'that, not related

18 to Mr. Basdekas but related, an item like that that I think
f

19 the Board should know about.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, if you feel ye' have such

21 information, we want to have it, but I would ' like to ha ve

22 some sense of organization in the -proceeding. And let's j
1

23 finish with Mr. Novak, and then we'll come to you for !
~l

,

()'

24 information, okay?

25 MR. NOVAK: Referring again to page 1 of my
a

;O
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( 1 affidavit, there is a. heading i 1.ed " Schedule fort

2 Outstanding Items."- In summary x em it identifies the

3 responses that the staff submitted to a variety of4

4 contentions on September 25th, and again those that it

5 submitted on October 2nd, 1980.

6 Those are the contentions that the staff had

7 identified with me, filed on those dates, and its submittal

8 on September 15th.'

9 Again, just going quickly through it, there were

10 some additional contentions tha t we identified on September

11 15th that would be filed on November 30th, subjects dealing

' 12 with the ways in which inadequate core cooling could be

13 _ h an dled and concerns regarding control room design.

( 14 There is really nothing in-this latest filing wth

15 regard to those except tnat we are on sched ule and expect to

16 file that information on November 30th.

17 We go on to_ discuss then the variety of subjects

18 that are contained in the contentions. Those dealing with

19. the' Class 9 category of contentions, our schedule for filing

20 that now is November 30th of this year.

21 With regard to hydrogen, we really do not have a

'

22' sch edule . We believe that this.is consistent with the .

23 information presently'available on the subject.

IN On page 3 we - discuss the sta tus of questions24\,)

25 prepared by.the Board. I would like to point out that with

.O
%)
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1 regard to Contention UCS-12, we note the Board questions 2
)

2 and 3 would be filed by October 31st. On reflection we

3 really believe that we also have to respond separately tos

V 4 Board question 1 to that same UCS contention. It really is

5 a question of how direct is our testimony with regard to

6 UCS-12 and how clearly does it respond to the same Board
.

7 questions on those subjects. So we will intend to clearly

8 come back and answer those three questions directly.

9 On emergency planning, as I mentioned earlier, the

10 staff with the assistance of the Federal Emergency

11 Management Agency will be responding to on the order of 120

1 12 con tentions. Roughly the staff is responding to 50. The

13 FEM A organization is responding to 70.

14 Attached to my affidavit is an affidavit by Mr.

15 McConnell of the FEMA organization, and I would suggest that

16 the parties read this. I don't believe that it suggests any

17 change in my affidavit, but I do think it suggests how the

18 problem is intended to be worked out.

19 We now intend to file responses to the contentions

20 directed to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on December

21 15th of this year. There is some information also-in this

22 area . with regard to completion of a safety evaluation

23 report, and it is contingent upon receiving additional

/~) 24 information af ter which we would expect to be able to file(>
25 or complete the SER within six weeks. This additional

fl
LJ
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1 information, in my judgment, is due from the licensee on{}
2 this matter.

3 Now, we-have made an estimate of what we think the

O
.4 amount of time will be for the FEMA organization to respond

5 to the number of contentions that they have. It is our best

6 judgment that.after completion of discussions between a

7 committee under the jurisdiction of FEMA, called R AC , R- A-C ,

8 and preparation of responses to a number of contentions that

9 they have, as I have indica ted in my affidavit, our best

10 judgment is it is about a two to three month period from

11 receipt of the information from FEMA.

12 What I am really saying is when the organization-

13 submits their draft responses to us at the staff, we

(~)
ts 14 estimate that the amount of work yet remaining to be ironed

a

15 out between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and FEMA vill

16 take about two to three months. We will be able to more

17 precisely pin down that date after a number of meetings are

18 held starting with tomorrow.

19 In the area of management, as I have noted in my

20 affidavit, we believe that the hearings presently starting

21 today with regard to TMIA contentions will affect our
,

22 ability to-respond to a number of contentions. We have set

23 a schedule which basically follows the hearing.

(~) 24 Following the completion of IMIA's case on
v

25 Contention 5, I have outlined the staff's expected schedule

'O
' NJ
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f- 1 to complete contentions with regard to ANGRY 4 and TMI 5
\_)S

2 approximately six weeks after the completion of the
,

3 discussions on.TMI's Contention 5, and that information is

' 4 fairly self-explanatory.

5 *41th-regard to the financial contentions, we

6 really don't have a schedule right now. We could provide a

7 status. We believe that the recent decisions by the PUC in

8 the state of Pennsylania and other events would not provide

9 us an opportunity at this time to provide testimony.

10 However, as I have noted in my affidavit, we could provide

11 effectively a status report within eight weeks after receipt

12 of some outstanding questions that were submitted to the

13 licensee in August and September of this year.

() 14 We believe that this area is not really well

15 pinned down at this time, and our best judgments are

17 provided in this affidavit.

17 There were some open areas with regard to

18 Short-Term Lessons learned. These are iden tified on page
,

19 7. There is some information still to be received by the

20 staff from the licensee, and as.I have identified, we expect

21 to complete our safety evaluation approximately nine weeks

22 af ter receipt of the essential elements of those requests.

23 Those cover the variety of areas that are
I

!
(~)}

24 suggested by.the contentions. Certainly on behalf of staff
| u

25 we apologize for any inconvenience our efforts to date have
! l

i r~~ !

| u

!
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/~h 1 resulted in. .Let me assure you as far as the technical
O

2 staff is concerned, we have labored many hours starting out

3 in June on specific contentions.

Oj
'

.4 We really, as I stated in this affidavit, early in

-5 our program did not see any reason why we would not be able
,

6 to meet the schedule put'out in the Board order. As

7 identified in my affidavit, it as only the week before the

8 filing.date that counsel and the technical staff fully
'

9 realized that the draf t responses that we had prepared, and

10 they had been worked on for several weeks, still required

11 additional ef f orts.

12 I believe that our efforts from now on will
i

13 maintain a high priority on this case. There are enough

/")'s_/ 14 resources available to the. staff now to continue its

15 efforts, and we have every intention of meeting the dates

16 outlined in my affidavit.

17 I will be happy to answer any questions.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have a question. On page 6-of

19 your af fidavit the first sentence at the top of the page,

20 the first complete _ sentence says, " Based on the above, our

21 schedule for completing both management SER supplement and

22 testimony is now fcur weeks after completion of TMIA's, case

23 on Contention 5, with ANGRY 4 and TMIA 5 six weeks after

() 24 that time."

25 Is that sentence complete? I don't understand _it.
,

/~]NJ
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-

1 MR. NOVAK4 Just one moment.
.

2 (Psase.)

3 MR. N3VAK Mr. Chairman, I have consulted with

ih'' ' 4 Mr. Silver, who is the project manager on this case. He

5 certainly did much of the groundwork'in preparing-this draft

6 of this response. He initiated the draft. And what we are

7 trying to say basically is th a t we will provide our SER

8 supplement and the majority of our testimony four weeks

9 after the completion of the TMIA case, and that a week

to thereaf ter or five weeks then after the completion of the

11 THIA case, we will complete our responses to ANGEY 4

12 contentions, and TMIA 5 would be six weeks. dasically we
.

13 are just staggering it out.

%-
) 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: May I cay'I just don't understandi

15 it.

16 MR. TROWERIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I was unable to

17 understand or hear Mr. Novak's last answer.

18 MR. NOVAK: You could not?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there a possibility of a typo

20 in that sentence? The sentence just seems to be a circular

21 sentence. It never ends in thought. It goes back to the.

22 beginning.

23 MS . '4 EISS r . Are you saying it's going to take ten

() 24 weeks after you get TMIA's testimony before you have your;

25 answer?.

.

ry
(

%
,
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{w.S
1 MR. NOVAK4 That is not correct.

I

2 MS. WEISS: So they are not additive.

3 MR. NOVAK They are not additive, that is
f'sG

4 correct. I apologize. I can see the confusion.

5 Our case is really pointed out by the fact that a

6 number of people who are working on these responses must be

7 knowledgeable of the hearing that is taking place now, and

8 we have-given-that reason. Following the completion of this

9 portion of the hearing, tha t dealing wi th the TMIA's direct

10 case --

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Contention 5.

12 MR. NOVAK: Contention 5. We expect then to go

13 back and finish up all of our efforts necessary to complete

14 our safety evaluation report and testimony.

15 Now, that will take four weeks from that date. It

16 -will take another week to complete the response to the ANGRY

17 4 contention -- wait a minute. Let me read that. Actually-

18 it says two weeks further for the ANGRY 4 contention and our
-

response to the TMIA 5 contention.19

20 Just one moment.

21 (Pause.)

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: .Perhaps we could come back to'it.

23 MR. N3VAK If we could take a little more time,

(s-) 24 because I really don't think -- I think we can complete it ,

|

25 and perhaps keep the record in one place.

I

I)
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(~ 1 Let's assume the TMIA 5 case is completed. The
. Q)- :

2 staff is then prepared to go back, complete its SER on the '

management issue and all other responses to contentions

(~) |

' ~ ' 4 except those I have identified in' this paragraph. They
I
'

5 would be submitted to the Board four weeks after the

6 completion of the TMIA effort. Two weeks following that .

7 effort we will tespond then to the two remaining

8 contentions, those being ANGRY 4 and TMIA 5. That is what I

9 hope that says. |

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I don't think right nov we are

11 capable of understanding. It seems to me you are repeating

12 a reference to TMIA's Contention 5.

13 MS. WEISS: You've got yourself doing it at the
. -

O)( 14 four week interval and at the six week interval.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The same thing, you're-going to

!16 do it twice. I think we'll find out. I mean, that is not a

|
17 critical ---

18 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs Mr. Chairman, I think the

19 confusion -- there is a confusion in there because we make

20 reference to TMIA 5 twice, but the first time that

21 Contention 5 is used it is used as a benchmark to say four

22 weeks af ter we finish up on TMIA's case on its Centention 5, j

23 four weeks after that the staff is going to submit its SER |
'u

f 24 supplement and testimony on all other contentions except for

25 ANGRY 4 and TMIA 5. Then two weeks after that time ther

I
(~h |
%)
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O 1 will submit their test'. mony on those remaining contentions.
Q)

.

2- And whatever that sentence night be read to say,

3'and I agree it is somewhat confusing, but that is really
,

h'#)
4 what it means.

5- CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. I understand. Thank you.

6 Also, on page 4, Mr. Novak, there is reference to

7 the final sentence says, "A draft SER," which we're--

8 speaking of emergency planning, are we not?

9 MR. NOVAK: That is right.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: "A draft safety evaluation report

11 has been prepared but is not considered appropriate for

12 issuance until the open areas represented by staff questions

13 are resolved. The SER will be issued six weeks after

14 receipt of responses by the licensee to sta ff - questions. "
.

15 Does that mean a portion of the draf t SER is now

16 complete but you wish to avoid issuing it until its entirety

17 -- all aspects of it are complete?

|
1a MR. NOVAK: Perhaps I can just explain it as I |

|

19 understand it right now.

20 A draf t of the complete SER has been written. As
1

21 a reviewer 'goes through it trying to prepare his safety i

22 evaluation, many questions remain unanswered. He does not

23 have the response from the licensee from which he can
..

() .24 ' conclude that the concern has been resolved.

25 Now, when you sam these up, we refer to them as

I

O}%.
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! /~' 1 open issues yet, and there may be as many as 25 remaining
L (-)
'

-2 open issues. Now, we see very little to be gained by

3 publishing that document at this time. It really does not
. s-

4 close out enough issues to bring forward any meaningful

5 information.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. This is a staff

7 practice which has been resisted by Boards in the past. If

i
8 the draft SER is so incomplete that your last statement is

9 true that it would not impart any helpful information, why,

10 there is no problem. But if it is complete in a substantial

11 degree and as a matter of convenience the staff wishes to

12 issue it neatly tied up, why, I think the Board should be

13 made a part of that consideration, and we ought to discuss

14 it.
,

I s
' 15 MB. NOVAK That is not really th e case. The

16 point I want to make sure is we will probably issue the SER

17 with some issues remaining open, but it will be a few; and
,

1
j 18 we feel then that that would be the appropriate document.

|
| 19 CHAIRMAN SMITH. All right.
,

20 Does anyone have any questions?
|

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes. Mr. Chairman, I think your

22 problems is somewhat an academic one. We will be very
;

| 23 shortly. filing the 23 items, so tha difference between 1

(~j\ - 24 publishin the SER now or af ter receipt of our items is a
t

25 small difference.
s

! Ii
- \_/
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- (') 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.
V

2 DR. JORDAN: Among the Board 's statements was a
-

3 question from the SER that the staff'would identify items7-
\_/'

4'from, for example, the task action for NUBEG-660 and

5 possibly the Crystal River report actions, items in that

6 that they f elt would be additional items required for

7 restart.

8 This is among the Board questions, and it seems to

9 se that it should be identified now. And was it identified

10 and will these additional items be forthcoming soon, because i

11 surely testimony will be required on them.
;

12 MR. NOVAK Dr. Jordan, we do address those two

13 subjects in our filing of last Friday. Now, you may not get

14 all the ansvers you would like to have to those particular

15 questions, but I think the staff has certainly examined the

16 questions and prepared what we think is a responsible answer

17 to your question.
i

18 We certainly will be prepared to have people

19 present at the time those questions are proper for

20 discussion.

21 DR. JORDAN: I see. I have not had a chance to

22 see tha t filing. In'it did you identif y any additional

23 items from NUREG-0660?

() 24 3R. NOVAK As I recall, our response is basically

25; to follow the Action Plan identified f or operatino

CF
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(~/
T 1 reactors. In other words, TMI-1, if it is permitted to

< s.
2 operate, would have to satisfy all the requirements

3 identified for pressurized water reactors and specific to

O
4 that.

5 DR. JORDAN: Fine. But that refers to, of course,
4

6 items in the Action Plan.

; 7 MR. NOVAK: That is my understanding.

8 DR. JORDANS So you will be addressing the

9 documen't on requirements for operating reactors and which of

10 those items in the Action Plan will also be required for.

11 either restart or for long-range progress.

12 YR. NOVAKs Yes. 'de can be prepared to identify

13 them. As I say, we'have identified in our response, my

() 14 recollection is, more or less the policy we intend to follow.

15 DR. JORDAN: Until I have seen your response I

16 will withhold further questions.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Are there any other questions of

18 Mr. Novak?

19 MR. SHOLLYa Mr. Chairman, I am somewhat confused
:
2 20 a t this point about the emergency planning issue. This is

21 the first.that I have seen that FEMA would be so directly

22 involved in preparing answers or responses to contentions.

23. A n d I wonder if --

() 24 MR. T3URTELLOTTEs Mr. Chairman, I cannot hear

25 wha t Mr. Sholly is saying over here.
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l (')s . 1 MR. SHOLLYs This is the first I had been aware of
| \.
,

the extent of the involvement of FE:i A as far as the staff's! 2
!

3 response to contentions go in the area of emergency.

(E)| ,
l 4 planning, and I wonder what plans the staff has for serving

5 the parties with FEMA's findings on the issues that FEMA is
,

!
! 6 dealing with. And we have not had any discovery on those

7 issues either as far as FEMA's involvement goes.

8 I wonder if the staff could address that?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you care to respond?

10 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I'm not really sure I know what

|
11 the question is. Fl.M A , of course, v'ill make its review as

|

| 12 indicated in Mr. McConnell's affidavit. They have a

|
'

13 procedure that they follow, and they have a Regional

fx( ). 14 Assistance Committee -- this is in sort of a summary fashion

15 to tell you how they proceed -- that they have a Regional

16 Assistance Committee, and that is made up of various or

17 rather its members, its various members, come from the

18 different' governmental agencies, and they review the plans

19 as submitted to them, and then they come up with a

20 recommendation to determine whether it is adequate or
:

21 inadequate.

22 My understanding is that to date they have made

23 one review, and they have found that some of the plans had !
i

() 24 shortcomings, and they sent it back for further study and
1

25 recommendations. And I am not really sure about the precise

bi%./
I

i
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1' schedule for review by the RAC, or they call it the RAC'

2 committee. But it is sort of an ongoing process, and

3 whenever they come up with a review that is satisfactory, of

I)'|

| 4 course, they will present that to the NRC, and the NRC, I''

i

I 5 would guess, would send it out to all of the parties as well.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Does that satisfy your question?

7 MR. SHOLLY: In ccher words, we will be served

8 with FEMA's evaluation.

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, I would think so. The
i

10 final evaluation would be very significant to this

11 proceeding, and I would propose to serve it on everyone.

12 MR. SHOLLY: '4h a t about the preliminary

i 13 evaluation? The thing that confuses me is the relationship
i ('/ between FEMA and the staff as far as who is preparing the

N

| (, 14

|
15 testimony. In other words, will the staff ultimately be'

16 addressing all of those contentions in testimony, or will

17 FEMA in fact be addressing them?

18 3R. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, there are some

19 contentions which are, because of their content, are
,

!

| 20 properly add;.essed to the staff. Right now we have

21 identified about 50 of those. There is another 70 or so, I

22 believe, that we have identified as proper questions to be

!
23 addressed by FEMA, and in addition there is the review that

j ( )- 24 must be completed by the RAC group.

25 And our staff is working on our 50, and FEMA's
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r, 1 staff is working on the 70 or so that we have designated for
. ( .

2 them to work on. We are working on them together. We are

3 working as sister agencies, and we are deteloping the case

! - 4 in that manner.

5 FEM A has determined that they will provide us a

6 witness, and we will present that witness as a part of our,

7 case-in-chief, and we will protect that witness on cross

8 examination.
!
'

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly.

10 MR. SHOLLY In other words, indirectly then at

11 least, FEMA will be addressing some of the questions. And

12 secondly, will the staff identify the split on those4

13 contentions for us so we know who to go to regarding

()I 14 questions about the contentions and perhaps on additional

15 discovery, because this is.a level of review which I
.

16 certainly was not aware of.

17 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The entire practice, Mr.

18 Chairman, is not at all unusual.

19 CHAIF3AN SMITH: Yes, that's right.

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Insofar as dealing with

21 agencies that have the area of expertise. The most typical
a

22 example, the one that has been most frequently used, is our

23 association with the United States Geological Survey, and

'T 24 USGS has appeared for us in several -cases a s cur witnessesr~
u

25 and as more or less on a consulting basis. And this is sort

.

'

y
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1 of.the way we operate.
{

2 -Now, the precise split of the questions, although

3 we are working on them and there is a split right now, that

(
t 4 is not to say that will be the final split. I am not

5 certain. And as to how we will present those witnesses,

i 6 whether they will be jointly or separately, or we will have

7 a panel for the NBC and a panel for FEMA, we have not

|
8 decided yet because we have not been able to develop a

|

| 9 sufficient number of the answers so that we can make those
!

| 10 kind of determinations.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you have further questions

12 about that procedure, Mr. Sholly, I would hope that you

13 would raise it during the session we will set aside for the

() 14 emergency planning discussion.

15 MR. SHOLLYa- Yes, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you think you can clean it up

17 now, go ahead.-

18 MR. SHOLLY I don't belie ve so. I'm going to

19 have to do some work.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

21 A re there any further questions of Mr. Novak?

22 MR.-TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I have a further.

23 -I understand there will be a session fairly soon

()I 24 on-emergency planning schedules at which it would be

25 appropriate to raise further-questions about Mr. Novak's

/"%'
; ~(/'
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1 affidavit. There are several things I do not understand.
)

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, the reason that the Board

3 wanted Mr. Novak to be here is two reasons. One is e want

[ i
'"' 4 information about scheduling and not about substance. This

5 was not in the presentation.

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Well, my question goes to

7 scheduling.

8 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Well, ask your question.

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I can give you the question. We

10 can discuss it now or we'll try. The discussion on

11 emergency planning begins on page 5 with a sentence

12 referring to two to three months after receipt of input from

13 FEMA.

(_) 14 I don't know what we are talking about in the way

15 of input, their previous discussion about FEMA providing

16 testimony, and I thought I heard a reference by Mr.

17 Tourtellotte that maybe it was draft testimony from FEMA

18 that was the input they would establish, though I'm not ante

19 I heard tha t straight.

20 I also read in here that in addition to FEMA

21 providing testinony on contentions, it is going to provide

22 something that is called the "offsite emergency preparedness

23 portion of the SER supplement."

24 I don't know what kind of document that is or what
o

25 relation it bears to what FEMA itself refers to as its
o

-
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i

1 findinos and determinations on the adequacy of state}
2 emergency plans. I am very much confused as to what

3 documents are going to be pr 'ared by FEMA and which of them

O 4 control this schedule.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Although this is a place where

6 you could learn this information, I'm surprised it is
1

7 necessary to raise it in a hearj;r context. Have you no

8 more direct channels of communication with the staff?
,

1

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, we got this no

10 sooner. We've had a great deal of communication with the

11 staff, and the conmunication is not always consistent.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you care to comment, Mr.

| 13 Tou te11o tt e ? It seems to me this is going to be consuming .a

() '14 lot of unnecessary hearing time to get all of the

15 inform *_ Lion we nead, but if the information is available
i

16 let's pursue it.

i

| 17 5R. TROWBRIDGE: Well, let me try. Let us have a

! 18 session with Mr. Tourtellotte and with Mr. Novak, and if we
I

19 possibly can see if any of our own questions can be

I 20 answered. I'm not sure whether some of them shouldn't be

! 21 ansv red ora the record for the benefit of the Board and th e

22 parties.

; 23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, if it should be, I think

(). 24 you should raise it on'the recora during' the emergency

25 planning session.

.
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(~) 1 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 We will try to have a sitdown
.%J

2 first without spending mo re time. I hope that we can very

3 quickly answer the further ques tions rela ting to the

O 4 schedule.and what the staff is saying about the schedule.

5 And it goes back to page 4, the first full paragraph, the

6 last sentence, " Testimony on presently admitted contentions

7 is scheduled for filing by December 15."

8 I hope that means presently admitted and new

9 contentions, since Mr. Novak 's af fidavit ex plains the

10 further delay in terms of the fact that there are going to

11 he newly proposed contentions, and the time needed to
i

12 prepare the staff response to those proposals, and the time

- 13 needed to respond to those new contentions.

O)'

(_ 14 I hope, therefore, that December 15 applies to

15 presently admitted and these of the new contentions which

16 are accepted by the Board.
,

17 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: We mean by the December 15 date
1

18 only . refers to the contentions that we already have. We are

19 in no position to judge how long it will take to do"

20 something when we don't have the problem before us.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 Mr. Chairman, I hear the answer.

22 I find.it totally inconsistent with the explanation for the

23 delay, that they've got to worry about newly proposed

() 24 contentions and time to prepare staff response to those

25 proposals, the time needed to prepare a response to the new

O
V

,
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1 con tentions ultimately admitted.

2 I don't see what that has to do with the time

-3 necessary to answer present contentions.

(' #~T 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Any further questions of Mr.

5 Novak?

6 All right. Mr. Lewis, you have something you feel

7 you should raise now?

*

8 MR. LEWIS: Yes. I have reason to believe that in

9 contradiction to the Commission's order on October 5th,

10 Three Mile Island No. I was operating on a trial run. I

11 just want it on the record. I just want to raise it to a

12 con tention so' I can raise it later. I just got this

13 information' at lunchtime.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All tight.

15 If you have information along that line, it is

16 something that the Board here will want to know about. We

~

17 will insist upon knowing about it.

18 MR. LEWIS: Right now?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would rather you make sure that

20 you have something more than rumor, tha t you have 'some

21 substance to it.

22 MR. LEWISa I have a witness here who was the
,

23 steam rising a mile away, and I have other witnesses I can

(~% 24 call.x>
25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This_would not be the time.

GV
I
!
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1 Is there any question about these witnesses not

j 2 being available?

3 MR. LEWIS: I just got this information at

(1) 4 lunchtime. I haven't been able to track it.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Will you follow it through, and

6 as a matter of fact, could you now tell us who those people

7 are? Would that be a breach of any confidence?

8 MR. LEWIS: There is one right he re in this room ,
,

; 9 and she states she is a witness, and if she wants to, she

j 10 can pop right up now and sta te that it's all right for me ts

11 give her name.

i'

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH What I am trying to accomplish is

13 I don't want this to go awa y without any means by which we
,

() 14 can pursue it, but it is up to the person.

15 MR. LEWISs Well, I haven't really asked this

16 person.
;

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Why don't you come back to us?'

18 MR. LEWIS: All right. I'll let it go into

19 paperwork, into a wri~tten response after I track it. That

20 would be much more convenient, but I didn't want it'go by
1

21 the board at this time.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, we certainly want to follow

23 through, and we will follow through. We will come back to

(~J)
24 you on it. But I think it might be a better presentation if.

%

25 -you weigh your f acts and' find out -- discuss it with your

I
;
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{} 1 informant, too, as to whether she wants to come forward.

2 MR. TOURTEL10TTE: Mr. Chairman, I would further

3 urge that if either Mr. Lewis or any other member of the

O_
4.public has such information that they bring that immediately

5 to the attention of the Inspection and Enforcement Office of

6 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

7 MR. LEWISs Mr. Tourte11otte, in answer to Mr.

8 Tourtellotte, I have on many' instances gone to Mr. Stello

9 with negative results and actually had the Enforcement

; 10 Division trying to do what Mr. Tourtellotte --

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH. You bring it to the attention of

12 the Board, and we will assure you that it will come to the

j 13 attention of the appropriate officials. And I hope that you

() 14 will follow through on that very diligently and quickly.
4

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, in view of the

16 publicity attending this session, I wish to state

.17 categorically that TMI-1 has not been operated on an interim
;

18 basis.

19 MR. TOU3TELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, may Mr. Novak be

! 20 excused?
!
,

| 21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If there are no further questions

22 o f Mr . Novak, he .e rtainly may. And thank you very much for

23 coming.

'( ) 24 All right. Mrs . - Aamod t.'

25 MRS. AAMODTs Mr. Smith, is this the proper time
,

/~hi

I-) .
.

!
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:

1 to consider a motion that --

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman?

! 3 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: Let Mrs. Aaia o d t finish her

)
| 4 statement.
!

5 Don't go, Mr. Novak. Everybody on hold here.

6 MRS. AAMODT: Is this a proper time, Chairman

7 Gmith, to consider ny motion that specificity of my

8 Contention 5 be allowed?

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is not exactly a motion.
|

1
l 10 This is a response. I think if you would like to be excused

11 -- is that why you want to get it over with? Why don't you

12 make your argument now.

13 Are you prepared?

(O./ 14 MRS. AAMODT: Yes, I am.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. We a re prepared. We

i 16 looked at the motion over the last break, and so we

17 understand what the issue is before us.

18 MRS. AAMODT: I do want to apolog'ize to the Roard

19 --

20 OHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you turn your microphone on?

21 MRS. AAMODT: Is it on or off?
,

:

! 22 Can you hear me?

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can Mrs. Aamodt be heard ?

(]) 24 MRS. AAMODT: .Can you hear me?

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The microphone has to be very

t /T
| b
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1 close to your mouth.

2 MRS. AAMODT: I want to apologize to the Board for

3 what appears to be a blatant disregard of your orders of May

O 4 23rd and June 23rd, but suen is not the case. I have the
4

5 highest regard for the orders of the Board and the~

)
6 responsibilities attendant upon an intervenor.

7 I believed in February that this trial would come.

8 to hearing in the summertime, and'at that t.im e I accepted a
z

9 responsibility to run for a seat in the state legislature.
;

'

10

11
i

|

13

O 14

15

^

16

1 17

&

18
,

19

I

20 |

1
21 ,

!

|22
|

23
,

i

'

O. 2.

'25

'
-

1
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1 By the time the draft of the emergency plan was
")'

2 revised and in my hands, and the time was set, I believe, 20

3 days after that, which was September 8th -- is that right --

CE).

4 for our specificity to be outlined, I was in a period where

I have been until this present5 I was so extremely busy --

6 day -- that I was not able to do that, and I really feel

7 that it is very difficult for individual in tervenor to

8 handle the press of this hearing.

9 There have been over 600 pieces of mail that have

10 come to my home, and of course I have no staff to open them,

11 but I feel that my continuation on this contention is vital

12 for its proper hearing.
|

13 I wanted to point out that there has been -- that

t )/
r

14 I did make some answers subsequent to the discovery period
; ,

!

! 15 on this contention. You had asked specifically for value

16 dudgments in your June 23rd order, value judgments on

17 whether the plans that were proposed were adequate, and I

18 replied on 8/11 both to the licensee and to the board in

19 considering all contentions that the plans -- that there

20 were no substantive changes in tha emergency plan for
!

21 farmers, tha t the plans for sheltering and caring for

22 animals were un work able , that philosophically the cattle are

.

23 valuable animals and not to be considered in the same vein
|

.. (} 24 as household pets, as was done-in the emergency plan, and

25 that the: concept in ' the~ plant that irradiated animals that

i

| []
bl.
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| ,P ~ 1 do not drop dead can be used or sold was absurd. That wasx)'

2 to the licensee.
,

3 And to t.:e board, alternatives to evacuation, various

4 sheltering procedures recommended in the report of the State

5 Department of Agricutlure are unworkable, and we therefore
'

6 considered that the case for the evacuation of livestock ~

7 should be he'ard.

8 So, I have answered, I thought, in some regard, maybe

9 not specific enough to those general areas to which you had

to directed our attention in your 6/23 memoraridum. The NEC has

11 male a motion that this con ten tion be d ropped , although on

12 6/12/80, in response to the licensee's motion for further

13 specification, they say, "It is the staf f 's view that under

() 14 the Allen's Creek decision, Number 5," and then it lists
|

| 15 others, "all presently admissible without further specificty
|
| 16 by the parties. E a t.5 of the contentions named above
|
| 17 includes a basis for the assertions'and gives all parties
i

18 involved a reasonable notice as to the issues to be

119 litigated."

20 And I note in going back to the original statement of

21 the contention and the bases that we give, the Jact that<

!

I 22 dairy cattle can develop mystitis or go dry if 13ft

- .m unattended for any protracted period of time that we
|

|
'd(~'

24 ' mentioned that lack of adequate provision for animals is
!

25 wha t jeopardizes the health and safety of the farmers who

i /~%
' Q,) ~
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1 -remain. So, in talking about animals' lives, we are talking

2 about farmers' lives.;

!

I 3 ~ I also pointed out -- when the licensee called and

( 4 I explained that I was extremely busy, and that I felt that,

f

! 5 we had made a reply in tne reconsideration of our
!

! 6 contentions to the board on 8/11, and also to them, in our
!

|
7 response to their interroga tories on the emergency plan,

t

L 8 that I felt that both of those responses had specified to
|

| 9 some degree this Contention 5.
!

10 Ihe licensee f eels tha t this contention should be

| 11 discarded. I pointed out to Mr. Zahler, I believe it was,

12 who called me on the phone, tha t we had made considerable

13 discovery on this contention, and in our discovery, we had

( ~

revealed our point of view, and tha t there had been no14

15 change in the final draf t of the emergency plan for farmers,

16 so that those same expressions held.

17 I maintained to the board tha t there is the ruling

| It of surprise. I don' t feel that we have held up the hearing
l

!_ 19 17 any way, because there will be no new lines of argument
|

20 that ~the licensee could be aware of from our discovery-where

21 we would intend to go in our argument, and in all areas of
| 4 !

22 our contendino, we sill be following this Discovery-Number !

23 One, that having no plans for evaluation threatens the life

) 24 of a farmer, that, Two, scena rios f or sheltering animals

25 were . inadequate to ridiculous, that sheltering animals

..
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r^) 1 exposes the f armer, the act of sheltering them, that funding
(_/

2 needed to provide for sheltering plans was not included in

3 the plan, and that economic effects of radiation exposure of

4 cattle and fodder were not considered, and that unrealistic

5.-- I can't read my w ri t in,g .

6 It is unrealistic to even discuss radiated cattle

7 who were radiated to near lethal doses, as was done in the

8 plan, and that the plan had no provision for compensation

9 for loss of cattle.

10 And those are seven points. We made them during
,

11 discovery, and there are no new points that we will be

12 making. Those are the ones that we would be making in the

13 hearing. I understand that ANGRY and Newberry both have

; () 14 contentions about farmers and livestock, but I feel that our

15 interests would be jeopardized, and that they are not

16 directly representing a connercial-farming interest, and it

17 is also not their prime interest in the hearing.

18 My family has been in farming in Chester County

19 for nearly 19 years, 17 very actively. We have had as many

20 as 60 brood cows and 300 cattle on the farm. We.arE members

21 of the Pennsylvania Farmers Association and Farmers Lnion.

22 I was the information director for the Chester, D ela wa re',

23 Farmers Association.

(''j 24 So, I feel that this contention should be
v

25 con tinued. in order to have a complete and accurate record,

O
L.)
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1 and for the assurance of the health and safety of the

2 farming community.

3 I would also like to say, Mr. Smi th , that I was

4 very pleased'that none of my contentions will be heard until

5 after November 4th, because I will then not have the severe

6 demands on my time that I have right now and that I could

7 not have anticipated having to be in this position at this

8 time.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mrs. Aamodt, do you have any

10 information about why you believe that the emergency plans

11 are inadequate with respect to farm animals that you have

12 not told the licensee and the staff? I mean, you say that
i

13 the plan is inadequate, but they are going to have to come

A
(_) 14 back with testimony or some type of addressing that. If you

15 have specific reasons why you believe it is inadequate, you

16 will get better testimony. If you do ha ve any better

17 essons --

18 MS. AAMODT Well, we have extremely specific

19 reasons, and I am asking that, Chairman Smith, if I may have

20 some additional time.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, can you just give them now,

22 and we will get it over with?
l

23 MS. ;AMODT The specific reasonc?
;

([ 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you perhaps after this

25 hearing sit down --
,

i -

%/
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| r-]
1 MS. AAMODT Well, how, for instance, is a farmer

v
2 supposed to supply SS-gallon drums for sheep or pigs to

,

|

3 drink out of when how can they even reach over the 55-gallon
! (2) 4 drum? I have never known a cow that would put their nose

5 al1 the way down into one. How will you limit the water?
.

,

t

| 6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is the type of practical

| 7 information the board asked you to provide.

i 8 MS. AAMODT I co uld go on and on and on. How

! 9 could you limit, as the plan says, the water that the cattle

10 should have in the initial days --

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Very good.

i

j 12 MS. AAMODT -- when yo u a re putting the water out
!

| 13 there and leaving for 48 hours? Are you going to leave them

() 14 a note to say, don't drink too much the first couple --

15 CHAIEMAN SMITH: On second thought, I think I-

16 would have you put it in writing, but this is the

17 information that the board believed that you as an

18 experiencei farm f amily could provide to th e record , and now

19 you seem to be prepared to do it, and we are pleased that

20 you are going to make these contributicns, but will you do

21 it now? It is time to do it.

22 MS. AAMODT I will do it tomorrow and send it to

23 you, but I mean, this to us seems so obvious.

(^)i 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, lawyers are a little bit
|

25 different.
f

a

V
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e 1 . ?! S . AAMODT: How can you cover the water, and who

2 is_ going to lift the cover to serve the tea, essentially?

' 3 You know, this is the kind of thing, to us, it was so
.

)
| 4 ridiculous we were rolling on the floor reading it.
|

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is exactly what we want to
;

6 know.

j 7 MS. AAMODT4 Well, you see, you put a value

i
8 judgment on it, Chairman Smith. The farmer is like the

9 busdriver with a load of children. If something happens, he

| 10 is not going to abandon the children to save his own life.

| 11 It is like the fireman at the fire. He is not going to
;

| 12 leave the fire. The farmer never considers whether or not

13 he should go tend his cattle. He tends them every day. He

() 14 never makes that decision in the morning. The decision has

15 already been made, and he simply acts upon-it.

16 And we are to provide no plan for evacuation of

17 cattle . The farmer then -- We are --

18 CHAIPMAN SMITHS We understand. You have been |

I
19 arguing your contention very eloquently since last November, ;

I

. 20 and.we understand your point of view. Now it is time to
|

|

! 21 come up with the specifics, the practical experienc 9 that i
- ,

,

1

! 22 you as a f arm f amily have had that indicates to you that the

23 emergency plan is inadequate from your point of view. )
| -

that you are prnpared! /~T 24 It needs specifics, and now
.

|
'

V
25 to do it, I see no problem, but now is the time to do it,

f

-|

\v/,
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1 ma'am. It is time to do it now. So, we will take you up on{}
2 your promise to get started on it tomorrow, you said.

3 MS. AAMODTs I think we can do it in a single day,

O. 4 possibly two days.

5 CHAIPMAN SMITH: It would have been far easier if

6 you had just catered to the foolishness of the

:
7 interrogatories, and given that information, and now we have

8 got to work out --

9 MS. AAMODT4 I didn't honestly understand that you

10 wanted such specifics. I thought th ey would be brought out

11 in trial.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How can they guess what their

13 concerns are unless you tell them?

(
.

14 MS. AAMODT We are learning something about the

15 legal process, and we will maybe teach you something about

16 farming.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is exactly what we want, to

18 at least learn about farming, and if you learn anything

19 about the legal process, that is a bonus.

20 All right. I think we are ready for Mr. Sheldon's

21 testimony.

22 MR. TF0WERIDGEa Mr. Chairman, I think we held over

23 Mr. Novak' Did I succeed in that or did I not succeed?.

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, I think we put him on hold
i

25 _ove r there.

I
.

t.
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Well, I indicated before, we may{
2 not take Mr. Novak, but I indicated before we were anxious

'

,

3 not to spend hearing tine but to sit down with Mr.

C:)
- 4 Tourtellette and Mr. Novak, if he is required, to understand

-

| 5 the FEMA input and what we are talking about. I really ask

6 that question. Can the staff answer that question without

| 7 Mr. Novak, and if so, I will sit down with whoever can
L

| 8 answer that question.

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The FEMA input is principally

to the testimony that they are preparing in response to the 70
,

1

11 or so contentions in their area and the RAC report. That is

12 the fundamantal input from FEMA. Of course, they are on a

13 more or less consulting basis with us, and if there is
,

(')'

| ( ,- 14 something else thit is germane to this case, that will also

15 be considered, but the imput that we'are looking for and the
|

| 16 inputs that we referred to in Mr. Novak 's affidavit are

17 principally a response to the contentions in the RAC report.

!
'

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: A response to contentions in the

19 Rank report?

! 20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.
|

l 21 MR. TROWERIDGEs The RAC report being what I

22 referred to before as findings and determinations by FEMA?

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: It is a report --
!

{) 24 3R. TROWBRIDGE: Is this the report that signedi

25 o f f on the state plans?

O
s,s
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1 MB. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.{}
2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Thank you.

3 CilAIRMAN SMITHS Ms. Aamodt, going back a moment.
7,

4 Did we agree upon a date on which you would have in the mail

5 your specification in that contention? Would you select a

6 date? You select a date that you know you can make, and

7 then-make it, and otherwise, your contention will be in

8 serious danger if you don't make the date, but you select

9 it, and if it is reasonable, we will approve it.

10 MS. AAMODTs Well, Chairman Smith, I would ask for

11 ss much time as I could have, but I will accept as little,

12 because I am really at your mercy in this field.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Could you have it in the mail

() 14 Monday?

15 MS. AAMODTs That would be very fine.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right. And, Mrs. Aamodt, if

17 you have a serious problem that you cannot make it Monday,

18 then you put something in the mail on Monday. We want to

19 hear from you on Monday one way or the other.

20 MS. .AAM3DT All right.

21 CHRIBMAN SMITH: But I think I would strongly urge
1

22 you to get your specifications in. We want to hear what

23 .you r f amily, what you have learned and what no one else in

() 24 this proceeding has, the experience tha t you have, and so we

25 very much aant to hear the details of your concerns about

- /"N

%

i
l
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'
1 this plan, but we have to have it now, Monday.,)
2 MS. AAMODTa I tnank you very much.

.

; 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH Ms. Weiss?

(
| 4 MS. WEISS: I would just like to reserve five
:

! 5 minutes et the board's time at some point today hopefully to
|

! 6 respond just briefly to staff's objections to our
!-

7 interrogatories. That would be on the record, and you could

8 make your decision.

: 9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS There is a difficulty there, and
!

10 tha t is that we are not on top of the problem yet. I mean,

11 we have not read the interrogatories nor the objections.

12 MS. WEISS: Do yoa have copies of those with you?

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes. Yes, we do, but maybe it is

() 14 not necessary for us. Maybe the problem is simple. I don't

15 know.

16 MS. WEISS: I think there is a timeliness issue

17 about the objections.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's see if we can do that, but

19 I have a goal, and that is to have some testimony today.

20 MS. WEISS I have noticed.,

I

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH And every day. We will try to

| 22 reach your problem. There is a timeliness problem.
I

23_ Mr. Tourte11otte has provided a memorandum of
|

I ('l 24 October 10, 1990, from Demetrius L. Vastekis, and then, Mr.
| \1

25 Tourtel'1otte, will you be serving this then also on the
..

'

("h
% ,)I

.
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1 record?,

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

( 3 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Is M r. Shov11n present?

()'

4 MR. BAXTERs Mr. Chairman, this morning we had
i

5 coupled Mr. Novsk's report along wi th the consideration of

6 the litigation of the remainder of the Group A issues, and I
1

l 7 want to make sure we just don't forget that today. If you

i

j 8 would like to defer until the end of the day, that would be
!
'

9 fine.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, the difficulty is, we

| 11 haven't had a chance to digest it yet, and I think we would

|
| 12 not get to that also it the end of the day. We will look at
|

| 13 it during the afternoon break.

() 14 Have you had any discussion anong the parties on

15 this sequence?

16 MR. EAXTER: This sequence and the grouping of

i
17 contentions in the sequence were generally discussed with

|
18 the parties before the August prehearing conference. I

19 distributed this just this morning, and I had discussion

20 with some of the parties.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, let me request that the

22 parties do look at the proposed sequence submitted by the

23 staff bi licensee dated October 14, 1980. As the board has

() 24 observed before, the tining.of the presentation of the

25 evidence is pretty much a matter among the parties to work-

.
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j () 1 out as they wish, and we will give great deference to the

| 2 licensee's wishes on it, because they have the major

| 3 burden. 3at try to observe this and be in a position to

()!

|
4 study this, and be in a position to voice any objections by

.

S the end of the day. !
|

6- Now, is Mr. Shovlin ready to testify?

7 MR. BLAKE4 !r. Shovlin is.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Whare is Mr. Shovlin?

9 All right, would you come forward, sir?

'

10 MR. THEODORE ADLERs Mr. Chairman, the licensee

11 had asked me about tomorrow, so we could arrange witnesses.

I 12 I wonder generally how late --
|

13- CHAIRMAN SMITH: Generally we will go to 5400

14 o' clock or somewhere around there, 4:45 or 4: 30, we will

15 stop the testimony and take up the schedule and Ms. Weiss's
|

| 16 p ro blem with her interrogatories.

17 MS. WEISS: When do you intend to start on Tuesday

18 morning?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH Nine o' clock.

20 - Mr. Shovlin, would you rise, please, and raise

21 your right hand? Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole
a

22 truth, and nothing but the truth in this hearing, so help

23 You-God?

,'('.) 24 MR. SHOVLINs I do.
.

l

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you state your name,

("S
,

/

|
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,

(a') 1 occupation, and business address, please?
,,

2 MR. SHOVLIN: My name is Daniel Martin Shovlin. I

3 am the superintendent of maintenance of Unit 1, Three Mile

4 Island Nulcear Sta tion , Middletown, Pennsylvania.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

6 Whereupon,

7 DANI5L MARTIN SHOVLIN

8 was called as a witness, and having been first duly sworn,

9 took the stand, was examined, and testified as follows:

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER:

12 C Mr. Shovlin, would you tell the board your

13 technical background and your job experience prior to coming

*14 to Metropolitan Edison?

15 A I had 27 years with the United States Navy. I

16 went through the ranks of enlisted man as a fireman and rose

17 up to the ranks of lieutenant commander. I retired in 1973,

18 in July of 1973, which, at that time I took over as

19 supervisor of maintenance on Unit 1, Three Mile Island. -

20 0' Have'you remained supervisor of maintenance at

21 Unit 1 until the present day?

22 A I have over the past seven years been responsible

23 for the supervisor of maintenance of Unit 1, the supervisor

- ()- 24 of maintenance, Unit 2, sr oM 1tendent of maintenance of

25 both Unit l' and 2, and b c> recently -- I am now th e

. bwe
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1. superintendent of maintenance, Unit 1.{}
2 0 When did you cease to be superintendent of

_

'

3 mainentence at Units 1 and 2?

4 A When the new organizational structure divided the

5 responsibilities of the units where Unit 1 was in a restart

~

6 mode and Unit 2 was in a recovery mode, and I believe
,

i
7 maintenance in itself, in its entirety, was split the 15th

-8 of October or the 15th of September.
f

9 0 19807

to A 1980.
I

j 11 Q Do you know the. reason why the split took place?
j
; 12 A It is quite obvious that the objectives are

13 totally ^different. Unit 1 is in a restart mode, and Unit 2

) 14 is in a recovery mode.
.

15 0 Is it anticipated that if and when Unit 2

16 restarts, that you will return to your position as

'

17 superintendent of maintenance for Units 1 and 2? ;

1

18 A -I cannot answer that.
<

i

19 0 You don't know?
!

20 A I don't.know.
.

21- Q As superintendent of maintenance, who is the
i

22 individ211 that: you are responsible to report to? |

. .

23 A I presently directly report to the manager of Unit j

~ -O 24 1-

25 - 0 Who is the nanager of Unit 1?
o

(~s.. n ,|

~
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g ,('g 1 A The manager of Unit 1 is Ron Toole.
%s)

2 Q Now, as superintendent of maintenance, you

3 supervise a number of divisions -- I will call them

4 divisions -- divisions under you who perform the maintenance

5 functions at TMI Number 1. Is that correct?

6 A that is correct.

7 0 Would you tell the board what divisions those are

8 and what each division is responsible for?

9 A Directly under me I have a supervisor of

10 corrective maintenance and I have a supervisor of preventive

11 maintenance. Also, directly under me I have a reporting

12 welding supervisor, a technical analyst who is associated

13 with-projects. I have a planning group. I have an
'

/'T
(/ 14 administrative group. And directly under each supervisor of

15 corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance they are

16 broken up into four disciplines: mechanical, electrical,

17 instrument'and control, and utility. That is in both the

18 corrective maintenance and the preventive maintenance
j

,

19 org aniza tion .

20 0 Now, in the response, you said there is a welding
,

21 supervisor?

22 A A welding supervisor who-directly reports to me.

23 0 What does the welding supervisor do?

)
^

24 A The walding supervisor is responsible for the(

25 recertification of the welders and the welding program. He

.O
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/~T 1 is responsible for the weld maps and weld histories. He is
\~J'

2 a direct liaison eith technical functions, the welding

3 organiza tion, or, rather, the quality assurance welding

O
4 organization.

5 Basically, those are his responsibilities.

5 0 Now, you also said you had a technical analyst
:

7 under you. What are his responsibilities?'

8 A .His responsibility presently, he is responsible
!
j

9 for the security system and the vast communication network.
;

'
10 0- Now, you say the security system. It was my

11 understanding that security was under the manager for

12 administration and services. Is that incorrect?

: 13 A I am referring only to the maintenance aspects as

14 it relates to security.

15 0 So what that is is a repair of security devices,

16 those kinds of things?

17 A That is correct.

18 Q Now, the planning group, what is the planning

i 19 group?

20 A The planning group is a scheduling group that
i

21 schedules the weekly maintenr.nce in addition to the

22 : long-range maintenance schedules.

23 Q And the administrative group, what does that do?

f( )
'

24 A The administrative. group is clerical support and

25 administrative coordina tion between the various disciplines,

j
%s
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1 0 Prior to the organiza tion in October, 1980,-was^

2 there a supervisor of preventive maintenance reporting to

3 you?

- 4 A No.

5 .0 There was not?

6 A No.

7 Q So then this position of supervisor of preventive

8 maintenance is new with the reorganization. Would that be a

9 correct statement?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q As far as the supervisor for corrective

12 maintenance, was there always a supervisor for corrective
,

13 maintenance?

14 A There was always a supervisor of maintenance that
.

15 encompassed both the corrective and the preventive

16 maintenance.

17 Q So that the change that came about after the

18 reorganization was the dividing of the preventive

19 maintenance functions and the corrective maintenance

20 functions. Is_that correct?

21 A That is correct.

22 0 '4 hat other changes occurred as a result of the

23 reorganization which took place in October?
4

' () 24 A. Organizationally or how we do business?

25 0- Organizational 1y, that affected you.

Q~N/
,

:
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!

I
(} .1 A Previously I reported to the station manager, who

| 2 reported to a vice president. Now, I directly report to a
,

3 . unit manager, who reports to a director, a unit director.
i

}
| 4 That is the difference.
|

| 5 0 -Is-that the only other organizational --

I
'

6 A That is the only significant difference.

7 0 Prior to the October reorganization, was there a

8 welding supervisor, or is that something no w?

9 A No, he was a welding foreman. He has been

10 upgraded and promoted to a welding supervisor.

11 0 Are there additional men assigned to this function

12 that were not assigned prior to the October, 1980,

13 reorganization?

-

14 A. That is negative.

15 0 .There have not been additions to that function?

16 A That is correct.

17 0 Now, this planning group which schedules the

18 weekly maintenance schedule and the long-term maintenance
i

19 schedule, did that plannine group' exist prior to the :
!

20 October, 1980, reorganization?

21 A res, it did, but not in depth.

22 0 Not in' depth. Is that-your response?

23 A That is correct.

'( ) 24 Q Now, when you say not in depth, could you

i

| 25 elaborate on that a little bit?

C:). 1

I
'
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. (]) 1 A. I always had a planner and scheduler, one. Now I

2 5've a planner and scheduler for three disciplines.

3 0 For what?

- b)%
4 A For e ll three disciplines. I have a head planner

5 and a planner who is responsible for the electrical and INC

6 area, and a planner who is responsible for the mechanical

7 area. And then the head scheduler. He is responsible for
,

8 all scheduling of wo rk .

9 Q The head scheduler? Is that his title, the head

10 sch eduler ?

i 11 A His title is supervisor of management control.

12 That is his title.

13 Q And what kind of background does he have?#

0)
w/ 14 A He is an electrical engineer with ten years',

15 experience with the company. He has a degree in electrical

16 engineering, and he is a graduate, I believe, of Penn State

17 University.

18 0 Does he report directly to you?

19 A There is a dotted line to the unit nanager and a

20 direct line to me.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS 'You are referring there to a
i

22 table of organization in which he would have indirect access?*

23 IHE WITNESS: The unit manager has indirect access

- () 24 to'the head planner.

! 25 CHAIR.YAN SMITHS If need be, he can go directly to

,
-
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{} 1 him and would if it is proper?
,

'

2 IHE WITNESS: In many instances, he could, he

3 would, yes, and the reason for that is, there is a big

O 4 difference in relation to the unit manager's responsibility

5 vis-a-vis previously where they had a superintendent, a unit
.

6. superintendent. A unit superintendent previously das

7 responsible for various orcanizations that reported to him,

8 like health physics.

9 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

10 0 You are going to have to speak up. I am having

11 trouble hearing you.

12 A The unit superintendent previously had various

13 other organizations reporting to him. He had reporting to

D).(, 14 him the health physics supervisor. He had security to some

15 degree. He had the warehouse. Now, the unit manager, he

16 focuses only on ma'intenance and operations. He has no other

17 responsibilities.
!

18 So, by virtue of that, he is more intimately

.9 involved in the maintenance and operation of the plant.

20 Q Now, it is my understanding that the way
.. |

21 maintenance is performed at the plant is by use of a work
,

1

22 request system. Is that correct?

|
23 A That-is correct. |

|

''l 24 -Q That work request system is still in effect
. (s<

25 today. Is that correct? !

n,.
-~
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{~}
1" 'A The work request system -- it is in effect today.

2 0 Okay. '4 hat I'would like to do with you, Mr.

3 Shovlin, is to go through your administrative procedure step74
- (_)

4 by step and ask you if this particular procedure is in

5 place, and.if it isn't still in place, for you to tell me
i

6 what has replaced it.

7 Now, is it correct that a job ticket or work4

I

8 request initiates a corrective maintenance test? Is that
,

i

9 Correct?
j

10 A That is correct.

{ 11 Q And that the need for particular corrective

12 maintenance can be identified by-any employee at TMI Number
1

i 13 1.- Is'that correct?

14 A That is correct.

| 15 0 And when an individual identifies a particular

:
16 maintenance item that needs to be corrected, he originates a

17 job ticket or work request?
!

18 A That is correct.
,

19 0 That is still the procedure.

] 20 Now, what is the information that an originator

21 rust include in the job ticket?

. 22 A He must include the malfunction and the cause, if

23 known. He gives a recommended priority. That is on the new

(j) 24 job ticket. On the old job ticket, it was just the
r ,

i
25 priority, which he also put in his own priority. '

s

4

\-)
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(~} 1. Q -But I am talking about today. He would give it aL

%j

2 recommended prio ri ty ?

3' .A Ihat is correct.

('

4 0 What else would be included on the job ticket?

5 'MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Adler is

6 questioning from a form, or from a-job ticket form which he

7 has, I wonder if the witness might take it in order to

l 8 refresh hir own memory of what appears on these various

9 forms at the plant. There hasn't been any identification of
E

10 it is an exhibit, but it seems we might get a clearer record.

11 "HAIRMAN SMITH: He doest.'t seem to have any

! 12 difficulty recalling, but if it would be helpful, he is

13 velcome, I guess..
.

f%.I

' .x ) 14 MR. THE0DORE ADLERs All I am referrine to is

15 Administrative Procedure 1407-1, which was supplied by the-

16 licensee.

17 MR. BLAKE: I wonder if you might provide a copy

18 of that to the witness, if he needs it in order to refresh

|

L 19 his memory about-all of the inf ormation which appears on the 1
i

20 j ob ticket.

| 21 CHAIRMAN SMITH Do you need that, sir? Do you i

22 need a copy o'f the-work request to h elp you?

23 THE WITNESS: I have a copy of your work request,

j ) 24 which.is very simplified in detail. The new job ticket is

25 n o t . It goes into various codings, and I do not get |
|
,

, . I

w/

|
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( )- 1 directly involved,in the day to day process'of job tickets.'

2 CHAIR AN SMITH: Sir, do you want a copy of the
:

i 3 work ticket?
.

4 Do you object to him-having it? Are you testing his
t

5 kwowledge of it?

'6 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I am not even working off of

7 a-vork ticket. I am_ working off of the system of

6 administrative procedures.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you object to him having a

10 copy of it?

i
11 MR. THEODORE AD LER: No, I don't. I don't have a

12 copy to give him, ret I don 't object to it.

13 "HAIRMAS SMITH: Do you have one?

'

14 MR. BLAKE: What is it that he is working from,

15 what document?

16 ER. THEODORE ADLER: Administrative Procedure

17 1407-1, Revision O.

18 MR. BLAKE: It 7ay be th a t we have a copy of that

19 that I could provide to Mr. Shovlin as well for his use, or

20 just a copy of a job ticket itself. j

|

21 CHAIREAN SMITH: Well, if you want him to have it,
;

22 provide it for him. I don 't think he was having any.

23 difficulty, and I think he can continue testifying,.but if

( ). 24 you want him te have'one, Mr. Adler does no t object, so

25. provide him with one.

r,
x)

|
!
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,

('|\
1 MR. BLAKE: All right.

%
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Go ahead with your examination.

,

3_BY MR.' THEODORE ADLER: '(Resuming)
rN
\_) 4 Q Mr. Shovlin, would you go ahead and explain to the'

5 board what is included, what an originator who desires as
;

!

6 particular iten of maintenance to be done, what he must

7 include on the job ticket?

8 A The system, and he has to identify the component.

9 0 Okay,-the component and the system. What else? ,

i

10 A He puts the recommended priority.

11 .O All right, describes the malfunction?

12 A Describes the malfunction and the cause if known.

13 Q And he puts his name on it?

) 14 A He signs his name, and then his supervisor, his'

! 15 direct supervisor should sign his name also, and their

16 employee number.

17 Q So that he forwards that job ticket with the

18 recommended priority to his immediate supervisor?

19 A That is correct. That is under the new job ticket?
:

20 Q Excuse me?
.

21 A You are referring now to a procedure that

22 identifies a new job ticket. All-previous work requests

23 that you have identified to discuss at this hearing are work

() 24 requests --

25 0 !iell, let's not get.into those.

O
.
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(~} - 1 A -- are work requests that come under a separate
,

%sr

2 procedure at that particular time.
,

3 0 Well, Mr. Shov13n, I am asking you about the,

O
4 procedure that is presently i n ef f ec t .- and we will get into'

5 work requests later in the hearing, and we will deal with

6 Work ~ requests when we can deal with them at that time.

7 All I am concerned about is making certain that

i

| 8 the board will understand the system in place today, and if
|
l 9 anything I ask you today is incorrect I would expect you to

| 10 correct me and-tell me how the system has been changed. Do

'

11 you understand that?

| 12 Now, the immediate supervisor would indicate his

13 approval of that job ticket. Would the immediate supervisor
,

.

14 also approve the recommended priority?m.

15. 3 He could.

16 0 Would hic approval of the job ticke t itself

17 indicate his appraval of the recommended priority?

18 A It could.

19 Q Well, would it or would it not? l
-l

20 A His signature in,dicates-that everything written

21 above that line, he agrees with , so apparen tly he agree with

22 the recommended priority.
i.

23 0. Then it would indicate his approval of the
1

L[/ 2e recommended priority?l
= x.

i 25 A It indidates that ne approves the submission of

i
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1.that job ticket'to perform or have maintenance to look at{)
2. the malf unction that is described, yes.

3 0- Let me ask you the question again. Does it

|

|
4 indicate that he approves the recommended priority?

5 A It doesn 't indica te an approval of the priority.

6 It indicates a concurrence with the ma function as described

7 by the initiator of the job ticket.

8 0 on the job ticket, there is a recommended priority.

'9 which the. originator sets. Isn't that correct?

10 A That is correct.

11 0 And the job ticket goes to his supervisor, who

12 siens the job ticket. Is that correct?
i

13 A That is correct.

'

\_- 14 0 Now, I would ask it one more time. Does the

15 signature of the supervisor approving the job ticket

16 indicate to you that that supervisor approves of the

|
17 ' recommended priority?

i

18 A I would say that he approves of everything that is

19' written on that procedure above his signature.

. 20 0 Including the recommended priority?

| 21 A Including.the recommended priority.
| *

22 0 After the originator's supervisor has approved the

| 23 job ticket, it is forwarded on to the supervisor af
|

| () 24 maintenance. 'Is that correct?

25 A That is correct.,

|

I. - .

.
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1 Q' And what does the supervisor of maintenance do
{~

2 with the job ti-D.et?

3. A There is a work order number, an account number

.O'
4 that he has to fill in. He has to fill in whether the job

5 -- what plant conditions exist, that the' work function can

6 be performed, and he also -- there is a recommended

7 priority, or a priority that he recommends.

8 Q Let me go through a number of items with you, and

9 you can tell me if it is included or it isn't.,

10 What is a GC code?

11 A Ihat is a code that describes a system, and a

12 Federal Energy Commission account number is associated with

13 that particular system. So what that in essence does, it

14 identifies a system and it identifies FEC account number as

15 it pertains to that system that the individual is going to

16 Work on.

17 Q And does the supervisor of maintenance insert that

18 GC code on the job ticket?

19 A His planner does. It is either the supervisor of

20 maintenance or his designated representative.

21 Q Now, what is an NPRD failure start date/ time?

22 A NPRD means nuclear plant reliability data, and th e

23 nuclear plant reliability data is a system that is in being

N'J)
24 to identify the piece of equipment or component that has

25 failed, that'no longer performs its intended function, and

"%,

)
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f" 1 that would be identified it. that block if it were so.; C)
2 Q And if such is the case, then that-would be

3 inserted by .the supervisor of maintenance or his designee?

O
4 A The supervisor of maintenance or -- that's correct.

5 0 What is a change modification block?

6 A A' change mod is a change to a system, any physical

7 change. It is not defined.as a repair of the same nature,

8 of a repair in kind. It is a change to a systr ' .

9 Q Why would they initia te a change modification?

10 A Hight now, we ara going through several change

11 mods as a result of the lessons learned on Unit 2. That is
4

12 an example.

13 0 But if a work ticket was generated in the normal

( 14 course of these -- a man sees a problem that generates a
,

-

-

'

15 work ticket. Why would a change modification result from

16 that?

i 17 A~ If someone recommended to extend -- install

-18 another valve to give it two valve isolation or two valve

19 protection rather than.one, that is a change to a system.

*

20 And tha t would be identified as a change mod.

And that would be in'dicated --21 Q .

-22 A :That would be indicated in that particular block.

23 0 Now, there is also a block for whether a radiation

( 24 ' work permit is needed. That is also included on the job

25 ticket.

-

,
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1 A rhat-is correct.
,

2 0 Why would-you need a radiation work permit?
;

~3 A It is as the word, the connotation, working in a

O 4 radiation area, you would want -- you would have to have a
i
'

5 radiation work permit.

6 Q Now, there is als'o a block called the nuclear

7 saf ety block. Isn't that included on that job ticket?

8 A That is correct.

9 0 What is the significance of that?

10 A The significance of that is, does the work that is

11 being performed has'an effect on nuclear safety.

12 0 Who determines whether it has an effect on nuclear

13 safety or not?

( 14 A The supervisor of maintenance determines that with

15 the concurrence of the unit manager.

16 Q So that any time that block would be checked by

17 the supervisor of main tenance, he would only check it if he

18 had already checked with the station manager.

19 A -Eventually you will see as an extension of that

20 procedure you are reading that the unit manager would review

21 that.

22 Q Now, there are a number of other things on the job

23 ticket also, and I will go through then with you. There is-

-( ) 24 ; an NPEL reportable block. Is that still on the job tickets?

25 A You see that as identified on the present job

: ',

6
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'

- 1 ticket?
_

2 0 Yes, is there an NPRD reportable block?

3 A Yes, there is. I believe there is. Yes.

4 O And why would you check that?

5 A It is the same definition as I gave you. If we

6 had a failure, that i- nuclear plant reliability data

7 information. If we had an equipment failure, that the piece

8 of equipment could na longer perform its intended function,

9 you would identify that in that block.
P

10 0 And there is also a change modification number on

11 the form, if a' change modification is initiated?

12 A that is-correct.

13 Q And there is also something called the responsible

() 14 location or contractor code, right?

15 A res. If the work is going to be performed, it is

16 the coding that identifies whether the job to be performed

17 would be mechanical, electrical, INC, or whether in fact you

18 are going to have an outside contractor to perform the work

19 function.

20 0 Now, after the supervisor of maintenance or his

21 designee fills in that portion of the job ticket, what does

22 he do with it?

23 A There is also attached -- if the job involves a QC

/~i 24 system, or the job involves working in an RWPA --
-

(/
25 0 A what?

['\
%_)i

!

l
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1 A An RWP area, a ra'distion protection area. Youj"']'u
4 have another document that is attached to that as part of

3 your job ticket, and it questions, is the work or components

L O,
r 4 that you are working on on a QC system. Does the work you
!

l

5 are performing require an RWP? If the work is on a QC

6 system, is a procedure required? Is there an effect on,

:

7 nuclear safety?

8 If the answer is yes, is a procedure required? Is
,

!

9 there an effect on the environment? If the answer is yes,

i
10 is there a procedure required?

11 Ihat document is then reviewed by the unit manager

12 for his approval, and it is also reviewed by quality

13 control. So, when that has been identified by the

14 supervisor of maintenance that all of tnose conditions

15 exist, that becomes a package that the planner now, he gets

{
: 16 the procedure that is required, he gets the parts that are
|

17 required to do the job, he gets an ALARA review --

18 Q. A what?
i

|- 19 A ALARA, se low as ressonably achievable. That is,

I
; 20 to. prevent exposure in the radiation function. It is an

21 engineering function. They do a review, and when all of
|

( 22 that is done and the QC has blessed the job, it comes back

23 .to the planner,-where he then turns it over to the

) 24 superivsor'of maintenance, signs it tc commence work, and

25 the. job goes to the individual discipline to perform a work
>

I.

I
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'

("T- 1 function.
] (/' i

2' From there --
"

i
3 Q I-just wanted to ask you a question here. Where

O
''' 4 you determine or where the supervisor of maintenance

5 determines that the nuclear safety block is to be checked,

6 does the unit manager get to look at each ticket to see if
i

7 it involves safety?.

8 A Yes.

9 Q So that even if you decide it is important to

10 safety, it still goes to the unit manager?

11 A It still goes to the unit manager. That is

'
12 correct.

.

13 Q A,nd if you determine that it is not important to

) 14 safety --

15 A Still, the unit manager has to concur with that.

16 0 Now, if there is a nuclear safety block to be

17 checked, and you decide that it doesn't involve nuclear

18 safety and you don' t check the block, what would be the

19 rea son f or sending i t?

20 A You have to check the block. It is either yes or

21 now.

22 0 What if --

23 A If you say no, it does not affect nuclear safety,

(): 24 the station manager or the unit manager, ra th e r, he has to

25_ concur with that. .

' )

i
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1 Q And if you say yes, he also has to concur with
)

2 that?

3 A If I say yes and the next line says, is a

O 4 procedure required' to perform the work function, he has to

5 concur that a procedure is not required to perform.

6 Q So every job ticket would either indidate yes or

7 no?

8 A That.is correct.

9 Q So every job ticket goes to the station manager or

10 unit manager. Is that correct?

11 A I would have to look at that document. I know the

12 unit manager sees the document when the question -- whether

13 it has an effect on nuclear safety and we indicate no. He

f) 14 has to concur with that.

15 MR. BLAKE: I wonder, Mr. Chairman , if this might

16 be an opportunity for me to provide him with a blank. It

17 doesn't have any-information on it. I will show it to him.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have any objection?

19 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I have no objection.

20 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, what I am providing to
.-

21 the witness is a blank copy of the current-procedure out of

22 the administrative procedure, GP procedure 1407. It is

23 comprised of four pages of the job ticket, which would be

() 24 four separate copies of the job ticket which is distributed

25 to .various locations, and then a routing, a couple of pages

'f,

(
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'1 which describe the routing of the job tick e t.
[

2- THE WITNESS. I would like to clarify now that

.

3 question. You defined the item as work on a OC component as

4 defined in the procedure,_and I would say yes. If so, is

5 the work done, does the work have an effect on nuclear

6 safety? If 3B is yes, righ t now I am asking the question to

7 3B. If 3A is yes, does work have an effect on nuclear

8 safety, if 3B is yes, PORC reviewed, superintendent approved

9 procedure nust be used.,

10 So, if I say yes, that it does have an effect on

11 nuclear safety, Item 4 reads agreement that a PORC reviewed,

12 superin tendent approved procedure is not required for this

13 work because it has no effect on nuclear safety, so if I

( 14 - answered 3B, no, it does not have an effect, the unit

15 manager must concur to that.

16 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

17 0 Wait a second. If you answered yes, it goes to

18 - the PORC committee. Is tha t- correct?

19 A If I answer yes on 3B,~does work have an effect on

20 - nuclear saf ety, if 3B--is yes,-there is a PORC reviewed,

21 superintendent approved procedure that must be used, so he

22 is signing .that. Okay? That is a document that he is-

23 signing already.
.

24 Q And;if it is no?
.

25 A ' n d if_. i t is no, he has to concur that it is no,

_

s
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1 as I previously discussed.-_{)
2 0 So let me see if I understand this. Everything

3 that he signed yes goes to the PORC committee, and the unit

. h~' 4 manager is involved in the PORC committee; everything that

5 says no goes directly to the unit manager for his

6 concurrence.

7 A That is correct.

8 Q So one way or the other it is your testimony that

9 the unit manager sees every work request.

10 A He doesn 't see every work request, because if you

11 are attaching a PORC reviewed procedure, it could be a

12 generic procedure that has already been approved, okay? So

13 all that the individual would do would attach that generio

() 14 procedure to the job ticket and the unit manager would not

15. see that. It is ilready an approved document by the unit

16 manager, or a previous unit manager, or unit superintendent.

17 So, he would not see that in all cases. If it was

18 a new procedure, a new procedure th.at had to go through the

'19 PORC review circuit, yes, he would then see that job ticket.

20 Q ~4 ell, then, every job ticket you conclude does

21 have an effect on nuclear safety goes to the PORC committee?

22 A It either has a p rocedure, Number One --

23 0 Right.

() 24 $ - or .I say it does not have an effect on nuclear

25 safety, and the unit manager must concur to that, that it

.)S. '

\ ~J' *

>
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(). .1- does not have an eff ect on nuclear saf ety, and he signs to

1

2 that effect.

3 0 Would there be any items that have an effect on

O
4 nuclear safety and does not have a pre-approved PORC

i 5 procedure that would not go to PORC? Let's say you have a

6 leaky valve in the primary cooling system that has to be

7 repaired. That I would assume is safety related.
'

'

8 A That would have a generic procedure. We have
'

9 hundreds of generic procedu res , but there are malfunctions.

10. that occun that are a one-time affair.

11 Q But something like I just described would have a

i 12 generic procedure which would be attached to the job ticket,
.

13 and therefore would not have to go to.the station manager

( 14 because it already has an approved PORC procedure?

15- A Ihat is correct.
:

16 Q Now, if it is a QC item or radiation item, after

{ 17 it goes through all'of these steps, it goes back to the

18 particular department foreman or supervisor to complete the

19 : wo rk ?

20 A T h a't is correct.

I |21 1) How long does it take between the time the
4

22 originator sees the problem and it goes through these

23 changes of approval and'comes back to the originator's

() 24 ' supervisor or the responsible supervisor of mairitenance to

25 correct the~ work?
1

- O
Y
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t' 1 A Well, there are many things that~ could limit the'

O'
2 time.. Number One, if the malfunction requires parts, are

'3 ' t he parts available? Sometimes they are in the warehouse,
,

\"# 4 and sometimes you have to go to the manufacturer for them.

5 Is the part readily accessible by'the manufacturer?

L 6_Sometimes there is lead times to procure a particular part.
!

7 If the parts are available, the procedures, the

8 PORC review, the PORC reviewed procedure is available,

j 9 readily available, and the urgency is such that the work has
;
i

| 10 a direct reflect on nuclear safety as it affects tech specs
!

| 11 or has an effect on the environment, the work will be
|

| 12 completed within a reasonable time.
,

12 If the job is one of a priority 3 nature, the job

() 14 could take several months.

15 0 Now, before it goes to the individual department

16 supervisor, does it go to this planning group which
t

17 schedules the work?

-18 A The planning grcup, before it goes to the
?

19 individual foreman, the planning group is the group that

, 20 ensures that the work passage is complete. That includes
!

21- the parts are avail ble, the procedure is attached, there

1
22 has been an ALARA. review, there is an RWP, there has been a

|

| 23 tagging' application.

(~)' 24 0 Does the planning group scheduler look at the
\_-

L
25 various items that'are completed and schedule what should be

|

Ous
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() ~ done?t;

2 A there is a weekly schedule, and the weekly

3 schedule is discussed Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at the
'

4 plant today and every day at 1600 to go over the next 24

5 hours' work. So, if the job is a Priority 1 job, the job

6 would be discussed at the plant today and it would be

7 idenfified as a major job, a job that would require

i 8 immediate attention, and it would be discussed by both

9 parties with operations and r ..tenance and placed on the

10 schedule.#

11 0 Now, if you have . particular job ticket that

12 requires you to obtain parts and the parts aren't available,-

i 13 do you have emergency procurement procedurer if it is an

( 14 item that is critical to the safe operation of the plant?

15 A Yes.

16 0 How do those emergency procusement procedures work?

'7 A Number One, we ha ve what we call a hot list, that

1 18 is a hot parts list, parts that are required now. They are

19 identified and they are tracked on a daily basis, and these ,

20. parts are discussed at our plan of today meetings. The

21 parts are discussed at our 1600 meetings on a daily basis.

22 0 Now, this hot list of parts, how long have you

23 maintained this type of list?

/'T 24 A We have had a hot list that goes back probably six
(_/

25 years.
e

nwe

| .
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(V~T
t 0 'Have.you ever had a. situation where you needed a

2 part and it was no t available in inven tory, and you had to
a

3 go outside the plant to purchase the particular piece of

O 4 equipment?

5 A Certainly.

6 Q Do you have suppliers on notice in the event

7 something like those should occur, that they would be able

a to deliver a part right away?

-9 A There are contacts with the vendors, yes.

10 0 Do you regularly maintain these contacts?

11 A The maintenance department, no. The warehousing,

12 yes.

13 Q Eut that would not be under your responsibility?

() 14 A That is not under my responsibility.

15 0 Now, after the job package is checked by the

16 planning group and it goes back to the responsible

17 d e pa rtm en t su perviso r, authorization to commence the work

18 then occurs. Is that correct?

19 A That has already occurred, yes.

20 .0 Who gives the authorization to commence the work?

21 A Supervisor of. maintenance or his designee.

22 Q And the responsible department supervisor then

23 assigns a crew to do the work?

. 24 A Th'at is. corr'ect.'

25- 0 Does the responsible department supervisor have a

:O.%
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1 list, a daily list of items, job tickets that are to be
{

2 completed that particular day?

3 A That responsible supervisor has the weekly,

4 approved schedule that cannot be changed in any fashion,

-5 shape, or form without the appr6 val of the unit manager, and

6 each job is identified by a responsible person who is

7 responsible to perform the' job within a specific time frame.

8 0 So that weekly schedule then indicates when those

9 particular job tickets are to be completed. Is that correct?

10 A For that particular week, yes.

11 0 For that particular week. And that is given to

.. 12 the department supervisor at the beginning of the week. Is
:

13 that correct?

( 14 A He has the work package. That is correct.

15 0 One more question on this availability of parts.

16 There would not be an authorization to cotmence work if the

17 parts were not available. Is that correct?

18 A In most instances, I would say no to that question.

19 0 That is not correct?

20 A I would say in most instances work would not

21 commence unless the parts were available.

22 0 But would an authorization to commence come down'

|

23 from the supervisor of. maintenance if the parts were not

/"')'' 24 available?\,_

25 ) The authorization would come down with the

|0-
l'

|

|
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(') '1 concurrence of the quality assurance unit manager, and the
%)

2 superintendent of maintenance.

3 Q Well, what I am getting at, and maybe this will

O 4 help you frame your any"er, could an authorization to

5 commence work come down to a department supervisor in his
,

6 weekly schedule and he not be able to do it because the

7. parts have not come in yet?

8 A The '<ork would not be scheduled unless you had a
,

9 complete package.

10 0 Fine. 3kay.

11 After the work has been completed by a particular

12 crew, do they complete a form to return to their supervisor?

13 A There is a signature required on the particular

14 work requests, yes.

15 0 What if the particular item has to be observed by

16 quality control?

17 A When quality control gives its approval to start

18 wo rk , they identify hold points to that procedure, when th e'y

19 want to be called, whether it'could be continual

20 surveillance of the job,'or it could be surveillance of a

21 part of a job, when that particular work function comes

22 around.

23 0 So that would it be the rule that quality control

f( ) 24 is notified at these particular hold points to come and

25 observe the work if it is an obsc rvable type of item ?

.,m
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/~s 1 A The procedure requires a four-hour notice to them
|(

2 on the hold points.

3 0 And that is the rule?
O'~# 4 A Ihat is the rule.

5 0 After the work has been completed, the maintenance

:
6 foreman returns the job package back to the operations'

t

| 7 department. Is that correct?
|

l .

j 8 A That is correct.
,

9 0 Why would operations get it?

10 A When the work is completed, opera tions must align

11 the system back to its operational status in order to

12 perform post-maintenance testing.

13 0 How long should it take between the time that a

() 14 job has been completed and the post-maintenance testing is
,

,

| 15 performed?

16 A Ihat can vary from the particular day that the job

17 was performed to several months, when plant conditions are

18 such so that you can test the piece of equipment that you
i

19 were working on.

20 0 Would it only be th e plant conditions that would

21 cause that post-maintenance testing procedure to be

22 postponed for a couple of months?
|

23 A In cost instances, yes.'

() 24 0 And then after the post-maintenance procedure,

1
^

!
| 25 post-maintenance test has been completed, the work is
? |

[ 1

O
V
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/'') 1 identified as having been completed in the maintenance log.
NJ

2 Is that correct?

3 A No, that is not correct.

O
4 0 Okay, what happens af ter the post-maintenance test?

.

5 A Quality control reviews the work that was

6 performed, and they have to sign that procedure.

7 Q That is only if it is a quality control item?

8 A Only if it is a quality control item. Tha t is

9 correct.

10 0 And after CC signs off on it, then what happens.

11 A Well, it depends. If the work was associated with

12 a change mod , it could take months before the job, from the

13 time i; was completed until the time that it was loqqed

) completed in the maintenance log.14

15 0 Is a job ticket, after it is completed -- you have

16 the post-maintenance testing, and after the post-maintenance

17 testing, the foreman fills in certain information on the job

18 ticket, such as how-long it took him to complete the job and

19 purchase order numbers, that kind of information, isn't that

20 correct, that gets inserted on the work request, that goes
1

21 . b a c k to your office, doesn't it?

22 A Ihat goes back to the maintenance of fice. That is

23 correct.

() 24 0 It is your responsibility, then, to see if CC has

25. to approve it?

n;
v

I

|
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1 A It is the responsibility then to transfer the work

| 2 package to QC for their review, yes.

-3 0 And after they return it, it is your
,,_s

- 4 responsibility or your department's responsibility then to

5 log it in that the work has been completed?

6 A To log it in in our maintenance work log, yes.

7 Q Normally how long does it take if a QC is

|
8 involved, how long does it take to get an item back from QC

!
' 9 with a signoff?

10 A It all depends how extensive the job was, how

11 technical the work to be performed. From a day to seven to
|
'

12 ten days.
!

! 13 0 Could it take months to get something back from QC7

( 14 A It is possible. It's possible.

15 Q Now, there is a computerized corrective

! -16 maintenance history in ef fect in the plant, isn 't there?

17 A That is correct.

18 .0 How does the information on particular work

19 requests get into the computer system?

'our pieces of20 A- The job ticket is made up of f

|
21 paper. When the work has been identified as a job, Copy 4

22 of the -job ticket is sent over to the computer people to

23 keypunch the job into the computer as a job identifier. |
\

[^% 24 When the job ~is completed, or when the job is ready to |
%-] |

|

25 start,- there is a document that is sent over that says that

Ox)
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() 1 the job has started. When the job is completed, copy 2 of

2 the job ticket is sent over to the computer, which

3 identifies the work that was performed, the parts that were

4 used, the number of people involved in the work, and this in

5 turn becomes a part of the machinery history.

| 6 Q But you slso maintain a manual log?
!
l 7 A There is also a manual log being maintained that

8 has been msintainad, because the computer -- the computer

9 system went into being, I believe, in September of 1978.

10 So, previous to that there was a manual effort.
,

I
! 11 Q Are you still maintaining the manual log?

12 A Still people maintain the manual log as a ready

| 13 reference in their officas, yes.

14 0 So the information on the manual log since 1978'

| 15 and the inf ormation on the computer summary should be the

16 same for identical work requests.

'

17 A No.

18 MB. BLAKE: Excuse me, Mr. Chairm'an. When you
;

!

19 talk about the manual log, are you talking about the
|

| 20 maintenance log of the supervisor?

21' MR. THE0DOBE ADLER: Yes. ,

i

! 22 BY1MR. THE3DORE ADLER: (Resuming)

23 .Q That is not correct?

- -24 A No. You_have a maintenance log that identifies a

25 job. .Each mechanical, electrical, and INC have a file by a

'p
q).
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{} 1 system on work performed. Okay? Prior to September, 1978,

2 they manually inserted if they worked on a valve or a pump,
|

| 3 they manually inserted a fo rm . It was a form that was

.4 initiated for that particular reason to be used as a

5 machinery history. People, foremen and supervisors, still

6 maintain that file.

7 Hopefully, in five years, perhaps the computer

8 could be used as a real machinery history, because right now

i

9 ve don't have all the base line. You know, all we have is

i 10 documentation from 1978. So, we really don't have a
!

;
11 complete history. So that is why we are still maintaining

i
! 12 both files.
!

| 13 0 Okay. Tell me what is in the manual maintenance

) 14 log. What information would be in a particular line?

15 A This is a piece of paper that says what the system

|
16 was that was worked on, what component, what work was

17 performed, what parts do they use.
|

| 18 0 Does it say when the job was completed?
!

| 19 A I don't know. I cannot say that.
i

20 0 Does it say when the job was originated?

21 A Yes. I am sure there was a date that they filled

22 out this particular form which'would not indicate when the

23 job was intitiated or when the job was completed, but it

( )' 24 would' indicate 'the _ date tha t th?y actually manually wrote

25 that.information on tha t piece of paper as a machinery

^
'N
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I history dbcument.
~)

2 Q Assume f or a minute that the date of completion is*

3 included in the maintenance loc. Would tha t date of
,_

(_
'

4 completion -- Should that date of completion be the same as

5 the date of completion inserted in the computer summary?

6 MR. BLAKE: Excuse me , Mr. Chairman. I wonder if
.

7 we could just take a break.here so I could discuss that with

8 Mr. Adler off the record.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If r. Adler wishes.

10 I think this would be a good time to take the

11 mid-afternoon break. It is 3:00 o ' clock . Let's return at

12 3:10.

| 13 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We are starting up at 3:18.
,

15 Would you proceed, :!r . Adler? Would you proceed

16 with your examination?

17 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

18 0' Mr., Shovlin , bef ore the b reak , th e re was some

19 discussion of a maintenance log, and I think there was a bit

20 of confusion. What I was talking about is the maintenance

21 log tha t is maintained by the shift superintendent. .Is th a t

22 wha t . you were talking about?

23 A No. The machinery history log th a t I was talking

( }) 24 about is altogether different.

25 0 'I think that is where our problem was. We were

)

.
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' - 1 missing each other on our definitions. Are you familiar

2 with the maintenance log maintained'by the shift
*

,

3 superintendent?

O 4 A Yes, I am familia'r with the log. By the shift,

4

5 superintendent? The shift supervisor?

6 0- The shift supervisor.

7 A No, I am not.

8 Q Are you familiar with a mainte'ance log maintained

9 -- not'for the history, not the machine history, but any

to kind of maintenance log that indicates the work request,

11 when it was origina ted , when it was completed?

12 A I am familiar with that. That is in my office,

13 yes.+

() 14 Q So you maintain a manual log?

15 A Of every job that was performed since I have been
1

16 there in 1973, yes.

17 Q And that log is being maintained -- '

18 A It is perpetuated.

19 Q -- to the present date?

20 A That is correct.

21 Q And what is maintained in that log? What-

22 informatica on a particular -- let us take a particular work
i

23 request.. What would be' included in that log from

(f 24 origination to completion?-

25 A The first is the job ticket nunber. Then the noun
.

O
b

f
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1 description, the respo.nsible party who was responsible to

2 perform the work function, whether it is QC, whether it is a
,

3 change mod. Date complete, date the job wa s completed.
,

- 4 0 Would there be a priority number included?

5 A A priority, yes, there would be a priority. Right.

6 0 Would the date included in your manual log that '

7 you maintain, the date of completion, should that be the

8 same date of completion that is reflected in the
;

9 computerized corrective maintenance history?

'

10 A No.

11 0 Why would it be different?
4

12 A Because the date completed on the log is the date
i

13 tha t all the work pertaining to the job ticket has been
*

(~h
. (,/ 14 performed. That includes the drawings have been updated,

15 procedures have been changed as a result of the work

1s function, it has been reviewed by engineering, so there are

17 -- by virtue of tha t, the dates would be different.

18 0 'Jhich date would be later, usually?

19 A The one entered in the log.

'
20 0 The manual log?

21 A- The' manual log.

22 0 The date of completion and the corrective I
|
'

23 maintenance-history, the computerized history of the work j
'

|

() 24 requests, what would that completion date indicate?;

25 A That completion date would be when the job, Copy 2 j

!

U)
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|

1 of the job ticket was sent over indicating the work that was

2 performed and the function that was performed.
!

3 0 Would that be after QC had reviewed it?
'

4 A Yes, yes.

S Q Now, you stated earlier this af ternoon that there

6 might be some circumstances where QC could take as long as

7 two or three months to approve a particular item.

8 A No, I didn't -- Hopefully I didn't give that

9' inference. It is the completion of getting the job ticket'

10 back from QC, from the final review process, could take th a t

11 long.
i

|

12 0 It could take that long?

13 A Yes. For example, when you threw a refueling -

() 14 octace or an outage, there could be several hundred or over

| 15 100 job tickets tt.at they are in the review process, and it
I
| 16 takes time to do that.
|

17 O Now, where a change modification is involved, you

i
'

18 also testified earlier that it could take months between the,

19 time the actual work was done and the time it was logged
i

| 20 in. . Do you recall that testimony?
i

L 21 A Yes, I do recall that. That is correct.
"

22 Q Why would that be?
,

l

23 A By virtue of the same reason I gsve you.

/~h 24 'O The same thing, f or quality control?t

| Af
| 25 - A N o .' You would have to have drawings that were

I

'O:
j .
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1 updated. You would have procedure changes that were by(}'
2 Virtue of the change, your system or your training has to be

|
3 updated. There is a checkoff list, and when all those items'

O~ 4 are checked off, then it comes back with an engineer's

! 5 completed signature, and then the job ticket or the job
i

! 6 package is completed out in the maintenance work log.
t

|

! 7- CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Do they sometimes require Nuclear
!
I
' 8 Regulatory Commission approval?
I

9 THE WITNESS: That is correct. Yes, sir. When it;

|

10 involves an unreviewed safety question.
l

11 BY MR. THEODORE ADLERs (Resuming)

12 0 I assume you get the information back in your

13 office, and somebody here actually writes it manually into

| I) 14 the log you maintain. Is that correct?

15 A That is correct. The clerk does that.

16 0 Where is Copy 2 at that time?

17 A When Copy 2 gets sent over to the computer, Copy 1

18 is still maintained by the clerk until Copy 2 is sent back,

19 and then it'is marriaged up, and then that becomes part of

|
20 the completed work package.|

21 Q Mr. Shovlin, would there be special conditions in

22 the plant where a particular maintenance item would be of

23 su:h importance that it would be done without a work request?

() .24 A' On -- there are many jobs that are done without a

25 work request. Okay?

|

w
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1 Q What-ronstitutes --

2 A In the area of utility, utilities, they fix locks,

3 doo rs , they dig holes, the cut the grass. That type of a

() 4 work function sometimes is performed by virtue of a phone

5 call, but the system is such that we would like to identify

6 all work that is performed by a job ticket, and just by

7 virtue of accountability, but this is not -- this is the
f

| 8 exception rather than the rule.

9 You asked, has that ever been done, and I say

10 yes. It is the exception rather than the rule.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is your microphone on, Mr. Adler?

12 MR. THECDORE ADLER: Yes, it should be.

I
13 BY MR. THECDORE ADLER: (Resuming)

O)(_ 14 0 Would there be circumstances where a particular

15 maintenance item that would require PORC review would be

16 approved via te le p h'o n e ?

17 A That is correct, yes.

18 Q What kind of items would those be?

19 A' A PORC review telephone approval is done, for

20 example, in the middle of the night, but with the

21 stipulation that the PORC reviews it and it is carried out

22 in the PORC review minutes at the next formal meeting, they,.

I
23 review the telecom approval document. They approve the

() 24 procedure they approved by telecom. But that PORC approved

25 . telephone approval procedure is backed up by the concurrence
; ,

i
i
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3 1 of two licensed operators, the shift supervisor and the
g/\_

2 shift foreman, and presently, we have in the new

3 orga niza tio n , we have an engineer assigned to each shift.

)*

4 So, there is a substantial backup on the telephone approval
1

5 of the PORC approved proced ure.

6 Q Now, the procedure you have just explained to the

7 board, that you have explained to the board this afternoon,

8 is that the procedure that is in effect today?

9 A For the --
1

' hat we just went through step by step.10 0 4

11 A 3h, yes, yes.
,

12 0 For processing a work request, that is the

13 procedure that iscin Effect today?

() 14 A No. I believe that two licensed operators with

15 the concurrence of the duty unit superintendent can approve

E 16 of a procedure after they co throuch the telecon, through

17 the PORC mem bers. That is in effect today, yes.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Reporter, how are you

19 reporting this, P-0-R-C7

20 THE REP 0ETER: Yes.

21 BY MR. THEODORE ADLEE4 (Resuming)

22. O For the reporter's benefit, what does POEC stand

23 for?

(''J' 24 A Plant Operating Review Committee.
s_

25 0 The entire work request that you have outlined,

e t

%)
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1 how long has that been in effect?'

{}
2 A The job ticket?

3 0 The job ticket procedures and the procedures that

O 4 you described, that you followed from the time a job ticket

5 is originated until the time it is completed. How long has

6 that procedure been in effect?

7 A I believe the job ticket has been in effect the

8 latter part of 1978, when we went on the computer. I am not

9 certain of that. I would say the latter part of 1978.

10 0 Prior to 1978, what kind of procedure was in place?
1

1 11 A Prior to 1978, we had AP 1016, Administrative

12 Procedure 1016, which encompassed corrective machinery
: ,

'

13 history, change modifications, preventive maintenance.
,,,

(_) 14 0 Was maintenance work originated differently prior

15 to 1978?

16 A No.

!

17 0 Prior to 1978, you still had a job ticket or work

18 request?

19 A Ch, yes, that is correct. And then since -- well,-

i

20 AP 1016 went into effect, I believe, in 1973, but since tha t

|21 time, AP 1016 was so cumbersome that they broke it-down into'

22 AP 1021, which is plant modifications, AP 1026, which is

23 corrective maintenance and machinery history, AP 1027, which

~D(J 24 is preventive maintenance, AP 1043, which is engineering

25 change modifications, and AP 1407, which is the computer o
I

.

(O~)
i

|
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!

|

{} 1 procedure that you have been discussing here this afternoon.

2 0 And all of those changes went into effect in 1978,

3 at the time the computer went on board ?
'

4 A No. The changes of changing 1016, I am not

5 certain of the date, but changing to AP 10, AP 1407,

6 corrective maintenance computer, I believe, was the latter

7 par t of 1978. That is the job ticket,

i
' 8 Q Apart from the numbers, the procedures that you

,

described from originator to his supervisor to the9

!
10 superintenient of maintenance all the way up the line and

11 back down again for commencing the work and then after the

!
i 12 work was finished, was that changed by the procedure tha t

13 vent into effect in 1978?j

O
N.s 14 A No.

.

o

15 0 Okay.

16 Mr. Shovlin, in your testimony, you talked about a

17 portion of the work request that contains what is referred

18 to as a recommended priority. Do you recall that?

19 A Yes.

|

20 Q. Now, it is my understanding that this priority

21 system underwent a change on November 30th, 1979. Is that

|
22 correct?

23 A There has been a change, but it has not been fully

-( ) 24 approved at this time, and the change by virtue expanded and

25 explained what Priority 1, what Priority 2, and wha t
,

( h0
,
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!

r 1 Priority 3 meant. Previous procedures, the Priority 1 wasb]
2 urgent, Priority 2 was routine, and Priority 3 was a low

| 3 priority. But it did not give a full explanation, just what

O 4 a Priority 1, 2, or 3 was, although those who are
i
'

5 responsible for the ' review process were definitely aware of

6 What a Priority 1 was, what a Priority 2 -- what it meant,

7 what a connotation meant.

8 0 Would it be correct to say, Mr. Shovlin, that the

9 priority _ system you described in your November 30th, 1979,

10 directive, expanded and further explained the original.
,

11 priority system? Is that a correct statement?

12 MR. BLAKE: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry. Would that

13 question be repeated for me, please?

() 14 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Perhaps it would be easier if

16 I just refer to this.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Did you withdraw the question?

17 THE WITNESS: No, I have not.

18 CH AIRM A ti SMITH: All right. Then he wants it

19 repeated .

| 20 If you prefer this procedure, my preference is,
i

| 21 instead of having the reporter go back to the tape, having

22 the person propounding the quection restate it. It is very

,

23 disruptive.
! l

| '( ) 24 ME. BlAKE: There was a specific reference to the

25 1979 directive which got my attention and that is what I

I f* .
%
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/} 1 wanted to ask about.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If there are no objections, let's

3 follow that procedure. Would you restate your question?

CE)
,*

4 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

5 0 Mr. Shovlin, I am referring to a November 30,

6 1979, letter from you to G. P. Miller Subject Priority

7 System. Are you familair with that letter?

8 A A change to AP 1407 that would further clarify

9 what Priority 1, Priority 2, and Priority 3 meant, that

10 procedure to this day has not yet been approved throurth a

11 PORC review circuit. Although it is widely dissseminated
d

12 that individuals know the true definition of a Priority 1,

13 Priority 2. and a Priority 3, it has not been made a part of
.

7
14 the procedure, an approved _part of the procedure as of this

15 date.

16' 0 Then does the former. procedure of recommended

17 priorities still remain in effect at TMI I?

18 A That is correct.

19 0 And under the former procedure, a Priority 1 was

20 urgent, may be necessary to call in personnel or work

21 overtime. Is that a correct description of a Priority 1?

22 A That is pretty much, yes.

23 0 And that a Prionity 2 is routine-accomplished |

' () 24 during the normal working day. Is that a correct

25 description of Priority 27 i

|

(E} l
-

|.

;
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I.

1 A That is correct.( ';
1

2 C And that a Priority 3 was a low priority item

3 which could be accomplished as time and personnel were made

O 4 available? Is that a correct description?

5 A that is correct.
,

i

|

| 6 0 Mr. Shovlin, your recommendations contained in the
l
I 7 November 30th, 1979, letter appear to be a further

8 clarification and expansion of what you viewed to be a

9 Priority 1, 2, and 3. Is that correct?

10 A Do you refer, that is, an expansion to what was

11 considered a Priority 1 under the former procedure or the

12 procedure that is in effect now?

13 0 Well, let me change the word " expansion." The

j () 14 Priority 1 contained in the November 30th, 1979, letter,
I

' ~

15 would you say that is more descriptive of a Priority 1 than

18 the former Priority 1?
,

t

17 A No, it is more descriptive to the degree that it

18 so_the layman would better understand that a Priority 1

19 enrompasses.

20. C. But has this been your concept of the Priority 1
1

21 all along?

22 A As far as a Priority 1, the change here, where

23 what I wanted to do with the change in the concept, the
;

(]) 24 major change'of this procedure is that a Priority 1 can only

25 be classified by the superintendent's department and the

f'\
( [- |

1
|
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|
|

1 shift supervisor. Previously, anyone could indicate a

2 Priority 1, and rightly so in their own mind. The janitor
-.

3 has a leaky alve, and it is putting water all over his*

O
\/ 4 floor. To him, that ir a Priority 1. You have a valve, you

5 have a severe leak on a nuclear safety valve, that is a

6 Priority 1. Okay? A true Priority 1.

7 So, ir. order to differentiate what are the true

8 Priority l'c, Number One, we did not want to -- As I

9 indicatad before, anyone could put in a job ticket, so as a

10 result of this, after a review by the responsible

11 supervisor, the write-up or description of the malfunction,

12 he was aware then of the urgency of the job, was it a

13 Priority 1, was it a Priority 2, or was it a Priority 3?
rm,

(_) 14 If he considered that a Priority 1, that then was

15 made a part of the daily schedule between operations and

16 maintenance after the 1600 meeting or their plan of today

17 meetings. We have found one of thn major changes that we

18 made on the job ticket was.that the supervisor of

19 maintenance, there was a block that he could change that

20 recommended priorty, and as a result of that change, we nov

21 have identified what a real Priority 1 is, and there are not

22 very man y. Okay?

23 Q Okay. Let-me just ask you this. Would you define

'( ) 24 to the board what you believe a Priority 1 to be?

25 A A Priority 1 is a priority that reduced generation

'
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L (') I has a time clock of a very short duration, used an immediate
! V

2 industrial or nuclear safety hazard, compromises nuclear

|
_)

3 safety, reactor control, or power conversion cycle control

! 4 system, insofar as it can initiate a threat of initiation of

1

5 a trip or i severe transient.'

|
,

6 It also, to me, the Priority 1 has a direct effect

I 7 on the saf ety and welf are of the people on-site and
|

8 off-site, and also has an effect on the envire'.ent. That
t

' 9 is a Priority 7

! 10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Shov11n, you were reading a
|

11 portion of that answer. Were you reading from a company

12 document ?,

!

| 13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am reading that from my

|() 14 recommended memo to the sta tion managers, the unit managers.
I

15 ' CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

16 MR. THEODORE ADLERs Mr. Chairman, could we ask
| .

| 17 the board's indulgence for just one minute?
,

i 1

! 18 (Pause.)
'

|

19 BY MR. THEODOEE ADLER: (Resuming)
,

|
20 0 Mr. Shovlin, under the old system, prior to 1978,'

! 21 originators would put a priority on the work request.. Is
i

22 that correct?

23 A That is correct.

()'

24 Q And those work requests would come to you for your

25 review. Isn't that' correct?
,

t

v
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1 A They would come to the supervisor of maintenance{}
2 or his designee for review. Yes, that is correct.

3 0 When you saw a ~Friority 1 on a pa rticular work

4 request, what did you do?

5 A The malfunction description indicated to the

6 individual reviewing in the review process, indicated

7 whether it was a Priority 1, Priority 2, or Priority 3 in

8 his mind. There are many times that the gent who initiated

9 the work request put Priority 1 down, it was not changed,

to okay? The person responsible to review the document, the

11 work request, he made the ultimate decision whether -- did

12 it have an effect on nuclear safety, did it affect the

| 13 health and safety of the public, and otner areas, as I

() 14 indicated on a Priority 1 or Priority 2 or Ptiority 3.

15 0 So he took all those factors you described into

| 16 consideration?

17 A He took all those factors into consideration.

18 That is correct. One, that we found what initiated minor --

19 to change the system is because anyone from a janitor to a;

!

|

| 20 vice president could initiate a jot: ticket, that there was
|

! 21 an awful lot of duplication. There was duplication of work
|

22 requests. As many as eight and ten on the same --

23 identifying the same job. .Okay? It became -- It was an
,

I ['T 24 administrative problem in our eyes, trying to keep control
! ' As/

25 ~- of jobs that were -- you know, jobs that were really logged

|

.
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(~) 1 in as a particular job, and finding out later on that there
%J

2 was duplicate jobs to cover that particular job..

3 So, in the review process, the

O 4 responsibleindividual reviewed each and every one of those,

5 whether they were duplicated or not, okay? And made the

6 decision, made the decision whether this is a valid job,

7 whether it is a Priority 1, Priority 2, Priority 3, and by

8 the day to day prioritizing by operations and maintenance

9 depa rtment, bringing to light what was the priority jobs to

10 be scheduled for that particular week or that particular day.

11 'any times these surfaced, these duplicate jobs

12 surfaced. I have six jobs here covering the same item. In

13 the administrative process, many times, those jobs,

) 14 duplicate jobs, were not identified until we purged the"

15 system. And at one time we purged the 2,000 work requests

i 16 that were identified as outstanding jobs and after purging
,

17 the system, you know, there were 1,200, and by duplication

18 of jobs, jobs were done and other work requests.
,

.,

19 So, hopefully, the new priority system will help

20 alleviate'some of that problem. -

21 Q Alleviate some of the duplication?

22 A Duplication of effort, yes. But there is one

23 thing that we didn't want to do, you know. It was impor ta n t

['T 24 that regardless who the individual was, that he could
s

25 iden tif y a problem and that it would be reviewed by a j

(~)
N/
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(} 1 responsible supervisor, and action.would be taken on whether

2 it was a duplication or not.

3 Q That was the system that was in --- 7,

~V
4 A That was in effect.

5 0 that was in effect.--

'

6 In establishing your priorities, did you ever have

7 to consult with operations?

8 A We have to consult in operations on every job, on

! 9 priority or whether in fact that the job -- many times
.

10 someone would submit a job ticket. The description of the

I 11 malfunction, upon investigation of the job, the malfunction
!

12 is not as described, okay? Maybe there is nothing wrong at
|

| 13 all.
,

! m.
3

| / 14 And that sometimes generates an outstanding job

L
! 15 tha t does not get completed until we purge the system. So, t

16 there is a daily communication between operations and

17 maintenance. Operations must approve the schedule and

18 instruct the job. Plant conditions dictate, and they have
.

19 control of that.

'

20 Q So they have input into the weekly schedules that

21 are. prepared for your maintenance one?

22 A That is correct, but there are times during the
|

| 23 week there could be a priority that could come up that would
|

j.h - 24 become a-part of that weekly schedule.

25 0 And the new reorganization that you have_ described

-

I

c

|
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< 1 to.us, now a division of preventive maintenance, that did
b.%

2 not exist prior to the reorganization, correct?

3 A That is corract.
(,_l

' '/ 4 0 How, prior to the reorganization, what preventive

5 maintenance functions did your department carry out?

6 A My department performed all, all tech spec

7 requirements, which is another -- it is another form of

8 preventive maintenance. They were required to be

9 accomplishad. Okay? Other than tech spec requirements,

10 there were other PM's such as measuring motors, taking

|
11 vibration readings, changing oil, on other than tech spec

12 required items.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS By tech spec, you mean technical

() 14 specifications?

15 IHE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Or what is that?

17 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS What is a technical specification?

19 THE WITNESS: This is a -- tech specs is an NRC

20 requirement that requires on a daily, weekly, monthly, or

21 refueling cycle to perf orm a calibra tion on a piece of

i 22 equipment. Basically, I would say for the energency diesel

.

23 do the battery density checks. Those are required. There
!

~(][ 24 is no way that --

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Required by the huclear

| (2)
.

*
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{} 1 Reculatory Commission?

2 THE WITNESS: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH:- Formally in writing.7-
O 4 Formally, in writing. It is almost part of your license.

5 THE WITNESSs Yes, sir. There is no -- If in the

6 event for some reason that you would miss performing one of

7 those, it is reportable.
t

8 BY MR. THE3DORE ADLER (Resuming)

9 Q Mr. Shovlin, was preventive maintenance initiated

10 by a work r? quest?

11 A Preventive maintenance, when it was first in--

12 1973, I initiated the Navy 3M system. It was a manual type

13 system. And as we showed now we are into the computerized,

( 14 which automa tically comes out with a weekly schedule and an
,

a

15 individual' task assignment to perform a PM.

16 Q So no job ticket or work request would be used?

17- A No, it is a regular form. It is a regular

18 preventive maintenance computerized document.

19 Q Mr. Shovlin, would it be correct to say that most

20 plant maintenance functions were controlled by operations?

21 A I would say definitely, yes, that is true.

22 0 So that if there was any dispute over a particular

23 priority, operations would have the final say?

_( ) 24 A 3perations, if there was a dispute where it had to

25 be clarified, the unit superintendent and now the manager,

(m(-)
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(~)) 1 unit manager, he would be the one to make the decision on
%

'2 the priority change.

_ 3 0 If a particular piece of equipment at the plant

LJ
4 had to be put out of service in order to do maintanence, who

5 would make that decision?

6 A The operations department.

7 Q Mould you recommend to operations whether that

8 particular piece of equipment ought to be shut cown?

9 A There are instances where upon inspection I have

10 made recommendations that the piece of equipment be shut

11 down, yes.

12 0 During'1978, for instance, how many scheduled.

13 outages, if you recall, occurred? If you don't know, you

- 14 know -- Were there any unscheduled outages, do you know?

15 A I am not sure. As you are well aware, the Unit 1

16 had a very good performance record, and I am not sure in

17 1978 whether we had an outage or not.

18 Q Was it rare to have an unscheduled cutage at Unit

19 17

20 A. When we first started up, we had several

21 unscheduled outages, getting the kinks out of the plant, so

22 we came doan and they were called no-name outages, where

. 23 'something happened and it was identified, whether the cause

() 24 of coming down was a reactor pump problem or relief valve

25 problem, leakage problems. Yes,'they were unscheduled

.(
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5

('y 1 outages during the first stages of operation, as I voald

2 expect in any new plant that was operating.

3 0 Well, after you got the kinks out, so to rpeak,. ,_s

(
4 and the plant was running normally, were there any

5 situations where you recommended tha t a particular piece of

6 equipment be closad, be shut down, which would result in an

7 unscheduled outage?

8 A I have never recorhended any piece of equipment to

9 be shut down because of an unscheduled outage.

10 0 So in your opinion there has never been a

11 situation --
1

12 A There was never a condition in my mind that would

13 cause us to shut down or recCmnend shutting down a piece of

( 14 equipment, by virtue of my knowledge, to come down to a shut

15 down position. That is correct.
,

16 MR. JORDAN Mr. Shov11n, could we clarify that a.

17. little bit? Suppose there is a safety item that needed
i

18 maintenance? Does that necessarily result in shutdown?

|
19 THE WITNESS: There are -- We had conditions that

20 there -- as - you are well awa re, a nuclear safety system has

21 a built-in redundancy, whether it is in a power source or
: .

22 additional pumps. If we got d o wn , you have a redundancy of

23 pumps, of nuclear river water pumps --

24 MR. JORDAN: Which pumps?

25 IHE WITNESS: Nuclear river water pumps. You have
-

.

(v~T
'
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|

| "x 1-three. If you got down that you only had one pump in
|
| 2 operation, you were required by tech specs, I believe, to

i 3 have a 48-hour -- to have a cold check on it. I believe

(2)
| 4 that is a condition. And we abide by those renditions.

; 5 MR. JORDANa That is part of the tech specs?
i

'

6 IHE WITNESS: We respond to those conditions.

7 Okay?
|

| 8 MR. JORDANS So therefore you can work on a safety
1

,

| 9 item which is redundant, providing that you meet the tech

10 specs?

| 11 THE WITNESSs That is correct.

12 MR. JORDANS Very well.
I

13 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

) 14 0 On this question of nuclear river pumps, if one of
|

15 the pumps were down and had to be repaired, what kind of

16 priority would you assign to that?
!
| 17 A It could be, if one went down, we would probably

18 treat it as a Priority 2. We still had two pumps in-

19 operation.

20 0 And if the sacond one went down --

21 A We had no out. There is a 48-hour shutdown to
|

| 22 restore the second pump back into service.

23 C When you say you had a 48-hour shutdown, you would

I~ 24 shut the plant down?(T/
i
1

25 A You would have to shut the plant down, a cold

/~)N
,

| (_

v
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- ['3 * 1 shutdown.
&J

2 Q Has that ever happened?

_
3 A I believe it has. Yes, I believe that has

%) 4 happened.
,

5 Q It has happened.

6 Mr. Shovlin, nuclear river pumps, are they,

.

7 identified by different numbers, or is it just a general

8. category, nuclear river pumps?

9 A No, they are identified by numbers.

10 Q And the.e are different types of th em ?

11 A Yes, nuclear river pump 1A, 13, 1C.

12 Q So there are three types?

13 A Then you have lubricating points that support

) 14 water, lubrication of the nuc river. Then nuc river pump

15 2A, 2B, and 2C.
i

16 0 .Now, would they all have redundancy?
j

1

I17 A They all have redundancies, yes.

18 0 3r. Shovlin, is a large volume of mainteannce j
i

19 accomplished at TMI I during the fueling outage?
'

20 ;A A large volume of maintenance could be scheduled

21 during a refueling. outage that can only be performed during
a

22 those plant conditions. Ckay? There are tech spec

23 requirements toEdo certain maintenance during a refueling

)

( )- 24 shutdown.
'

25 Q ~0kay. '4ould more maintenance occur during a
e

I1
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.

fs 1 fueling outage than at other times?
' 's)

2 A Ihat is correct. It would.

3 0 And it is your testimony that the reason for that '

4 is that many of the work requests require the plant to be

5 shut down in order for the work to be performed?

6 A That is also correct.
%

7 0 Now, during the fueling outage, I assume you need

8 more personnel to work during the fueling outage. Is that

9 correct?

10 A That is correct.

11 0 Would you hire outside contractors to perform this

*2 maintenance?
i

13 A Outside contractors-have always supported our.

() 14 maintenance effort. That is correct.

15 0 And would you use your own employees to complete a

16 lot of that work also?

17 A Ihat is correct.

18 0 During the fueling outage, would you expect your

19 employees to accomplish these maintenance requests to work

. 20 longer hours than normal?

21 A In most cases, yes.
.

22 Q How long were your guidelines, your department's
,

l

23 guidelines f or- a particular to work on a pa rticula r |

-('T 24 maintenance item during a fueling outage, for instance?
\_/

25 A Well, that question all depends on time reference,

(O./
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.(~T 1.okay? We in the-aarly'part of the maintenance activities
%-)

2 .during refueling, say, for 1973, or actually after 1974,

3 when we went' commercial, we worked 12-hour shifts. We then

.O 4 modified tha t and went to two ten-hour shifts, six days a

5 week. The only work that got worked on seven days a week

6 was the critical path work, and in most instances shift

7 maintenance is the one that performed the work function.

8 What has drastically cut down on overtime

9 requirements at Three Mile Island is, we initiated shift

to maintenance. In April of 1976 we went to a four-section

11 shift maintenance which consisted of eight men per shift.

12 Since that time, we went into a six-section where we have a

13 total of 54 people devoting around the clock coverage on
n
() . 14 shift to support the maintenance effort.

15 So, by virtue of that, it has cut down on the

16 number of overtime hours that are required.

17 Q Okay. So you say you went into the f our-section

18 approach in 1976. When did you go into the six-section

19 approach?

20 A We went into the six-section approach when we went

21 into the week training requirement for maintenance, and I'd

22 say that was -- I believe it -was in the latter part of 1979

23 when we went into six-section.

.( ) 24 0 I assume the six-section approach is still in

'25 place now.

)
, %./
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- 1 A The six-section a pproach is still in place. We(g/

2 are in the same type of schedule of operations. We have one

3 week out of six with the formal maintenance training program.

4 0 And what are the shifts the men work now during a

5 fueling outage?

6 A If we have a feeling outage today, we would

7 probably go into two ten-hour shifts, six days a week,

8 seventh day off, with the shift maintenance covering th e

9 critical path jumps on the seventh day.

10 0 And prior to 1979, when you weae in the

11 four-section approach, what was the normal working approach?

12 A It varied. During the first refueling, for

13 example, the critical path change, where they extended it

() 14 for the' outage, we worked two 12-h our shif ts, then-we went

.

15 to two 10's, then we went to two B's, two 8-hour shifts.

16 So, it varied. It all depended on the leng th of the outage ,-

17 okay, if the outage was extended because the critical path

18 has changed, so it depended from time to time.

19 During the other stage, as I mentioned, it was two

20 12-hour shif ts. There was no shift maintenance. The_latter ;

21 ---From 1976 on, it varied. It could be two 12-hours, then

22 ve went to two 10 's, six days a week, the seventh day for

23 rest, and worked critical path jobs with shift maintenance.

24 0 WShen you talk about two-ten-hour shifts, what{}
25 exactly are two ten-hour shifts?

|
|

.( /%

|
|
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/~ 1 A' You had a void for four hours. There was no work\v}
'

2 performed for four hours.

3 Q So a man would come in and work ten hours, and.

O
4 another shift would come in and-work ten hours, but there

:

5 were four hours when --

6 A There was no work performed. That-is correct.
;

7 0 .And under the four-section approach, there was one
4

8 day off a week during a fueling outage. Is that a correct
t

9 sta tement?

10 A There were times even during the four-section that

11 on the seventh day, there was a rest day. They only worked

12 critical path jobs.

13 Q Did your department -- did. you yourself have
,

) 14 guidelines for the amount of overtime you men could work

15 when they were doing maintenance work?
1

16 A There were guidelines that the unit superintendent

17 would have to approve any-overtime after 16 hours. Yes,

18 there were those guidelines.

19 :Q Over 16 hours in one day?

20 ~ A Yes, that is correct.

21 0 Just the unit superintendent, or did anyone else

22 have to?
1

' - - ~ 23 'A No, the unit superintendent was the one that had

() 24 to give'the approval for that.

25 'O Did the safety department also have to approve it?

O-
U

.

1
J
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1 A res, the safety, in addition t the unit,e

\m/
2 superintenden t, the safety department also had to be

3-notified.
O
b/ 4~ -Q They didn't approve, they were just notified?

5 A Notified.

6 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Was there any component of

7 Metropolitan Edison Company who has financial

8 responsibilities that got involved in the approval of

9 overtime?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes. And we are in conditions now

11 where there is very limited overtime. And in fact there is

12 practically none. So it all depends on time frame.

13 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

() 14 Q Now, if for some reason someone was working 16

15 hours on a particular day during a fuel outage, how.did tha t

16 fit within the two ten-hour shifts, since you have one shift

17 of ten hours, nobody goes home?

18 A The individual would stay on and work the

i 19 additional six hours.
1 |

20 -Q And he would leave in the middle of the next shift?

21 A That is correct. Now, when there was long hours,

22 and I think this is very important, because I think the

23 connotation was, when-a man has work'ed 16 o r 24 hours, there

(] 24 was a rontinuous work effort. That is not so . There were |

%)
25 spells. Okay?

/'\
U

|

l
i
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(~ 1 Number One, we did. consider the health and safety(3/

2 of the individual, okay, and there was no one -- there was

/~ . 3 no one that I have knowledge of who had ever-continually

k)T 4 worked and did continuous work even for ten hours, all

5 right, because we are -- we are obliged by contract to have

6 -- you know, they rate a meal period. We have given up to

7 four or five hours' rest to an individual waiting for an

8 evolution to be. performed, and they usually and normally --

9 they went up, and there is a lux room where they went up and

10 slept during that time, so that they were ready when the

11 evolution came around.

12 So, there is no one, to my knowledge, who has ever

13 worked continuous, more than ten hours on a continuous basis

() 14 without stopping, no one.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You used a term there which I

16 didn't catch. They were available when something happened.
,

17 Just the word. I didn't understand.

18 THE WITNESS: That is correct. If we were in the

19 process of removing the head, we don't want everyone to.go

20 home, and the head is standing there with 1 -- so when that

21 evolution came about --t

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: When that what came about?

23 IHE WITNESS: The evolution.

-( ) 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that is the word I missed.

25 . B Y MR. THEODORE ADlER: (Resuming)

O.
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1 0 Now, is it your testimony, Mr. Shovlin, that ANSI

2 guideline is in effect today at TMI I?

3 A_ Yes, that is correct.

O 4 0 Now, do you recall in your deposition you said

5 this was a change that you were looking at, but it had not

6 been adopted yet. You are saying it has been adopted since
;

7 you gave your dep'asition?

8 A It was adopted as of February 25th, 1980.

9 0 That was the date of your deposition.

; 10 A Pardon?

11 0 Is it coincidental that that was the date of your

; 12 deposition?
|
'

13 A No. This is a memo from the unit manager to both-

- () 14 Mike Ross and Dan Shovlin. That has no bearing on it.-

; 15 0 That is just coincidental?

! 16 A Well, maybe this -- Sir, I gave you the wrong --

j 17 The reference was USNRC IE Circular Number 80-02, dated

18 February 1, 1980.

19 0 That is a circular?

20 JL That is the impetus for changing our work rules.-

21 0 The IE circular?

22 A The IE circular. That is correct.e

'

j 23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This, sir, was a general

() 24 inspection enforced circular to the industry? What was the,

25 heading of'it?'
,

O
L-).

.
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(" }
1 THE WITNESS: It was -- The name of it was, USNRC

2 IE Circular Number 80-02, dated February 1, 1980. And it

3 deals with~ guidelines for ' working hours.
7,

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Okay. To all licensees?

5 IHF WITNESS: To all licensees. That is correct.

6 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

7 Q Mr. Shovlin, did a backlog of work orders exist at

8 TMI?*

9 A There has always been a backlog of work orders.

10 Not only at TMI, but any other nuclear facility that I have

11 dealings with.

12 Q You have never worked at another nuclear facility,

13 have you?

O(' 14 A No, but I am in communication with other nuclear

15. f acilities.

16 O And.did you make attempts to cut th ro ugh this

17 backlog?

18 A As a result, I mentioned using the word " purge,"

19 o k'a y , and because previously our system was cumbersome,

20 where-by virtue of anyone could put in a job ticket, the

21' repetitive duplicate jobs created a backlog monster for us.

22 Okay? Where now we-have better control. Just recently, the

. 23 latest. We are down now to, as of September, 1980, we are

( ); 24 down to a backlog of 857 job tickets. And of those 857,

25 there are only four Priority l's. |

G
%>

|
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1 Q And that is as'of what date?
( j) .m

2 A Pardon?

3 Q What date?

4 A September, 1980.

5 0 And the plant has been shut down since March of

.6 1979.

7 A No, we were February, 1979.

8 Q So the plant has been shut down since Feb ruary of

9 1979, and during that time you have managed to cut the

10 backlog down to that point?

11 A Yes, sir. We have totally changed our philosophy,

12 how really to do business to be more effective and

13 efficient. We now utilize our shift maintenance to focus on

!() 14 system by system. They walk the system with operations,
|

| 15 with quality assurance, and identify work that should be
i

16 performed, and then they schedule on a weekly schedule those

|
17 discrepancies that they picked up during their walk.

|

18 So, in addition to the operations departaent on a

19 shift basis, surveilling our equipment, we new have the

20 maintenanca department walking the systen.s to identify

21 problems.

22 0 How many additional people have you hired that

23 have been placed in your department since the accident?

24 A Prior to the accident, I-had ro ug al:. 180 some
-( )

25 people supporting two units. I presently now have roughly

i

(D
i _s
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/"%' 1 154_just supporting Unit 1.
GI

2 0 So in-your operation, your maintenance operation

, 3 has been increased substantially?

G.

4 A It has'been increased where I increased the

5 numbers to support the preventive maintenance effort.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you give us some idea on

7 that increase how many, just roughly, are skilled,

8 unskilled, prof essional engineers, and that type of
d

9 breakdown? If it is not easily available, we will-come to

10 it some other time.

11 THE WITNESS: Roughly of 150 I would say there is

12 probably maybe 35 supervisory, 35 to 40 supervisory, of the
-

~

13 150. That is rough.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH. How many have degrees?
,

'15 THE WITNESS: Pardon?
4

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: How many hold degrees from

17 universities or colleges?

18 IHE WITNESS: I don't know. The supervisor of

19 maintenance, he has a degree. The head planner, he has a
,

20 degree.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

22 THE WITNESS: And there are others, I am sure.

23 . B u t I am aware of those individuals.

(} 24 BY MR.' IHEDDORE ADLER: (Rasuming)

25 Q Mr. Shovlin, you said that the backlog has been
4

V)f
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fs 1 reduced substantially, and you gave us a figure. How do you
Gl

2 know that is the figure? What do you base that on?
.,

3 A We base that on now a weekly computer check on

_{'- 4 jobs performed.

5 Q _So1then it is based on the computer --
:

6 A When I say we purged, we purged the computer,

' 7 because that dictated our backlog, the numbers that came out

8 of the computer.

9 0 When you say you purged the computer, why would

10 you have to purge the computer?
,

11 A Well,-the computer indicated a number of job
,

12 tickets on the same work item.

13 0 Well, maybe I don't understand how the information
,

() 14 gets into the computer. But it was my understanding that

15 when the work was originated and the crew was assigned to do,

i

16 that, they would rip of f Part 2 of the form and that would

17 go to the computer.

18 A No, that is not what I said. I said when Page 1,

19 the top part of the page, was filled out, Copy u went over-

20 to the computer to indicate that.here is a job that exists.

21 Nothing has been done. But it identifies a work item,
,

22 without any action whatsoever. It just identifies a work
.

23 item.

(} 24 0 So it was those items that were purged in the
,

25 system?

* <~
Y)g
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1 A .Ihat-is correct.

2- 0 And nothing else happened on them, and that is why

3 they wore purged?
.

~'
4- A that is correct.

5 Q How do you know that it was a redundant item,

6 simply because there was an indication that no work had been

7 done on it.

8 A Because the computer run off is by component. So

9 if you have, you know, five job tickets pertaining'to the

10 same component, identifying a similar croblem, or by virtue

11 of going out and visually seeing, is it a problem, does;the

12 problem still exist, it indicated to the supervisor of

13 maintenance when he made his purge that the job was done,

O
(/ 14 that it was completed.

15 'O So then you went out to check whether the item --

16 someone in your department --

17 A At times someone went out or else verified with

18 operations whether the condition still axisted, yes.

19 Q So before anything was purged, that check took

20 place.

21 A That check took place.

22 0 So if there were a redundancy at four or five,

23 there should have been one that was actually done that was

() 24. included in the computer. Isn't that right?

25 A' Yes. That's true.

.

O
9
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:

f^) 1 Q And were those checked also before you purged them?
.v

2 A Well, as I mentioned, anyone can put in a job

3 ticket. You have six shifts of operation, six shifts of,

s/
4 maintenance, and if they all identified, which they have at

5 times identified the same problem, maybe that extends it
!
'

6 on. Maybe it was identified one week, and it came through,

7 and it was a low priority job, and it was identified again

1
8 the next week or identified a conth later. Okay?

9 MR. JORDAN: Mr. Shovlin,.aculd the computer not

| 10 tell you if that was the situation? Does it itself -- is it
l-

f 11 programmed to discover redundancies and to point out to you
|

12 tha t it is a redundant request?

13 THE '4ITNESS: Yes. There is a coding on the
n
k-) 14 com puter. It is a status code. And there are four elements

15 to the status code. A2 indicates that they don't know the

16 reason the job was done or cancelled or wha tever. A 2A
,

|

|

| 17 indicates ---I am not sure of 2A. 2B I know is redundancy
i

I

18 in a case of redundancy or duplicate. 2C indicates that it

19 .was. purged by virtue of going in and checking out the job,

20 and 2A I.believe is other corrective maintenance corrected

21 the malfunction.

22 CHAIRMAN. SMITH: Would you ever hang a job ticket

23 on a component;that is the subject of the job request, I

m
fw)' 24 mean, physically on a component that needs to be repaired?

!-
25 THE WITNESS: No, sir. That has been considered

L.
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(} 1 of a systes, devising a system similar to that with an1

2 individual who could go out and hang a red tag on that and

3 indicate-that this is a problem that has been identified and; f ,g

~'

4 that has been looked into in just recent months.,

.

5 BY MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming);

6 -0 Mr. Shovlin, rather than purge all those redundant

7 work requests, wouldn't it have been just as easy if not

i 8 easier to; simply indicate on the computer printout that this

9 work was done per work request number such and such, th e one4

-10 that was completed?
i

11 A Many times we did not have -- we did not know wha t
$

12 job ticket because of the number. Only by virtue of goinq

! 13 out and looking to see whether the job was actually
O
\-) 14 performed did we know, so we couldn't come out and say it

.

s

15 was the job ticket I -- was the one that completed the work

16 function.
4

17 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler, do you have any idea

:
18 how long you are going to be with Mr. Shovlin?

1 19 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I just have a few more

20 questions. I think we could finish him this alternoon.
,

21 BY HR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)
,

22 Q Mr. Shovlin, do you recall at your deposition you
;

23 talked about real Friority l's-and unreal Priority l's? Do
J

() '24 you recall that?

25 A Yes, I do.
,

L
'
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1 Q And do you recall making reference to ajs-
L).'

2 supplemental work list?

3 A A no-name outage list?;

(
!' 4 'O Well,-you called it a supplemental work list. fou
|
' 5 said it would be identified on the supplemental work list.

6 The real Priority l's would be identified on the

7
; supplemental work list. If it would help --

8 A Ihe real high Priority l's would be identified on;

'' 9 the plan of today status sheet which is a document that

! 10 indicates what work is going to be performed, schedule, what
i

11 surveillances have to be scheduled, tech spec. That is
|

j 12 where the real Priority l's, in effect, the connotation. In

13 fact, I don't recall the supplemental, that list, and I am

() 14 not sure what the true name of the plan of today document is.

15 0 If it would help if you had a copy 'of this page 7

16 of your deposition, Mr. Shovlin, if you just want to take a
1

17 look at it, maybe that would help you.

18 ME. BLAKE: Which page?
,

19 MR. IHE0DORE ADLER: Yes, they are consecutively,

,

20 num bered .
,

21 -( Pause . )

22 BY HR. THE3 DOSE ADLEEs (Resuming)

23' O Do-you see Line 18?

/"T 24 A Yes. In that connotation, I referenced the
4(_/

25 Priority l's that we would establish with operations on th e

i

. /"T 1

~ 's / )
1
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.

| ("T 1 plan-of the day list.
| \-)

2 Q So >he supplemental work list is just something --

'

. 3 it doesn't. exist --

|
- 4 LA Ch, yes, the plan of the' day does exist.

i

5 0 No, I am talking about the supplemental.

6 A No, but the plan of the da y does identif y work

'7 items that are real work items, that our operations say are

8 real, and that maintenance say are real work items.

9 0 Mr. Shov11n, would there ever been maintenance

10 items that could be accomplished by reducing power at'the

| 11 plant?

12 A res, sir. We have, and the only way you could

13 perform the maintenance f unction is to reduce power.

() 14 C And whose decision would it be to reduce power?

15 A I am sure the unit manager's recommendation to the

16 vice president.

!
'

17 0 Would you have input? Would you make a

18 recommendation as to whether a particular item required

19 immediate attention and that the plant power should be

20 reduced?

21 A Oh, cert.ainly, and they have reduced power in
_

i 22 order to - yes.

23 ME. THE0DORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we are finished
|

| 24 -.with questions of Mr. Shovlin, but I wanted to ask, we would'
,

! s.
|

25 lik e the board to take judicial no tice of N UREG-01678, which |

|
1

'

(')t%r
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!
l /~'l 1 is simply a catalogue of all the plants in operation for
LJ

2 1978 and how many outages the particular plant experienced,p

3g- and with respect to TMI I, there are two outages, one a
U

4 fueling outage and one an unscheduled outage. We are just|

5 asking'the board do just take notice of that, because there

6 will be further testimony later on where these dates will

7 have some significance.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: -You want the entire document to

9 be officially noticed, or are there particular tables in

10 there?

11 MR. THEODORE ADLER: There are particular pages

| 12 which apply to Ihree Mile Island Unit 1, and I will give you

13 the ~ pages.
l

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you want to make a comparison!
~

!
15 with other units, or just for Three Mile Island I?

16 MR. THEODORE ADLEEs Just Three Mile Island I.

| 17 Just the dates are significant. That is th e reason .

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I think, Mr. Adler, we will

19 approach that without objection by making that a TMIA

20 exhibit. And we will produce it We will ask Mrs. Moran--

.21 to reproduce it in-four copies, and we will make it an

22 exhibit.

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: It is just four pages.

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I think perhaps you are going to

t 25 need enough for everybody. Would you take th a t up with her

{N
'%
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1 tomorrow?}
2 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Yes.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And offer it as'your exhibit.,

( /
'' 4 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Fine.

5 There is no testimony, none of Mr. Shovlin's

6 testimony relates to this. We just wanted to alert the

7 board that we will be asking questions and these dates will

8 be significant..

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: At the time when that comes up

10 then, why don't you be prepared to offer it as an exhibit?

I 11 You will have no difficulty with the official notice.
,

12 Parties must be given an opportunity, however, to know what

13 ' you are officially noticing, and I think you have provided
' r-(,g/ 14 that.

15 Because of the departure from the regular

16 procedure, we have not provided'for any plan of cross

17 examination. Hereafter, when intervening parties wish to

18 cross examine on this phase of the case, th a t is, of the

L 19 examination of the witnesses called as on cross examination.

20 They should, of course, regard Mr. Adler as lead counsel on

21 it, and as I observed Ms. Weiss doing, feed questions to him

22 that they might have. That is, only if you can demonstrate
,

23 that your interests have n 7t. been sa tisfied by Mr. Adler's

' [m]/
24 examination, then we will termit cross examination.

|

25 Of course we haven't made that ruling before, but
l,
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{} 1 is there any intervering party now who has any cross

;- 2. examination questions of Mr. Shovlin?

3 (No response.)

_O
4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Now, which order is,

5 preferred? Do you want to redirect, Mr. Blake, and then have

6 the NRC staff? Do you have much on redirect?

7 MR. BLAKE: No, I do not, but I would like a

8 minute before I make my determination.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that satisfactory, Mr.

10 Tourtellotte? Is that a satisfactory procedure? Will you

11 have much cross examination of Mr. Shovlin?

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don't believe so. I don 't

13 believe it wil.1 be very extensive a t all.
-

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you think we can conclude

15 tonight with his testimony?

16 MR. T3URTELLOTTE: .I would think so.

17 OHAIRMAN SMITH: Dr.-Johnsrud?

18 DR. JOHNSRUD Er. Chairman, do I understand you

19 do not intend to get into scheduling matters at all today?

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, I would like to wind up this

21 phase of the testimony if possible. If it is not possible,

22 if it is no t convenient, we won't do it.

23 Dr. Jordan sugges._ that your redirect may take

() ~

24 more time. than is available this evening.

25- MR. BLAKE: No, if I am going to do any a t all, it

'% /
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1 is going to-be.Very brief.(
2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, I have one.

3 question before we proceed. I am not certain but what I had,

-)
i 4 a different general view of what we were going to do with

; 5 TMIA's case. I thought I understood that basically this

6 proceeding was sort of in lieu of discovery and further
,

7 specification through discovery, and now I am not too,

[ 8 certain, but is this going to be the final disposition of

9 this witness insofar as this issue is concerned?

~

10 -CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would not make that ruling.

11 However, I should say that you should make your best effort

12 to conclude your cross examination of this witness. If you
:

13 feel it is necessary and part of your case on this witness

,
14 to call him back, that would be another matter, but where it<

15 is possible --

16 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I understand.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: -- you should conclude.

| 18 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: 'de will do what we can, but it

19 was drawn to my attention and I seem to recall that

20 initially what we vere going to do here was, we were just

21 going to see if TMI could establish their case, if they

i 22 could establish their case, then we were going to maybe some

23 time in the future come b.ck to the issue.

(} 24 CHAIEMAN SMITH: ' dell, that isn't e xa c tly what we

25 had in mind. As a matter of f act, that is very far from

f,

%)
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1 what we had in mind.
f-)S%

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Then it is probably a good idea

3 if I bring it up, because if it is something else, then --
O
\' 4 CHAIRMAN SMITH - We allowed them to designate ten,

5 it turned out to be nine, and then it came back up to ten, I

6 believe, persons with five work requests each which they

7 would cross examine, and we would determine at the end of

8 that if additional work' requests and additional examination

9 would be productive.

10 Mr. Shovlin's testimony, as I understand it, is to

11 lay any background as to what the practices are, to place

12 the forthcoming-testimony into context, and, of course, I

13 can see aspects of it that would directly support the

() 14 proposed findings, too, in addition to background. But I
.

15 don't believe that the board would be prepared to rule at

16 the end of TMIA's case that they have made or tailed to make

17 a case and that you don't have to proceed.

18 It was only that one aspect.

19 Is there cross examination developing a pattern of

i
20 inappropriate deferred safety maintenance work? Have they 1

21 developed that pattern to require expansion of the case?

22 (Pause.)

,23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You remember, we ruled we would

(~) 24 not allow to be received into ev'idence 1,100. work requests,
(-

25 b u t we don't know how many we should receive, so this is our

/'TV
I
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(^g - 1 window to the problem.
N._/

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE. As I recall that, and I

3 certainly don't want to take up too much of your time here,

n'' 4 but I had understood that TMIA was requested to make further

5 specification on your contention and that they had declined

6 to do so except in making a broad and general reference to

7'1,100 work orders, and then subsequently through our

8 telephone conference call that we agreed to proceed in this

9 manner by taking five or six or at least a few numbers of

10 work orders per witness to establish a pattern, but

11 nevertheless the viability and specification of TMIA's

12 conte 6 tion was not complete until we had done this, and that

13 this was actually a mechanism allowed for TMIA as a
,

() 14 compromise to allow them to specify their conter. tion.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, this wasn ' t exactly a

16 compromise, because nr. Adler fought it all the way, and he

17 still reminds us that he is not happy with the arrangement.

18 This was the board's remedy when we became frustrated in the

19 board's efforts to come up with what we regarded as

20 sufficient specificity in response to interrogatories, but

21 the immediate approach arose when Mr. Adler indicated that

22 he intended to offer into evidence as direct exhibits 1,100

23 ~ work requests, which he would then hope that the board, and

(~) 24 particularly Dr. Jo rdan , would review and come to some
(-

25 conclusion, and we said, no, we won't receive those. We

!

l
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1 wan t summaries. We want the summaries to be tested, and we{
2.want a more efficient approach. And this is why we have ten

| 3 people being examined on five work requests each, and we

: o
L 4 will be open to arguments from Mr. Adler at the end of that,
!

j 5 why he needs more or maybe he doesn't, I don 't know,

| 6 whatever. We will see.

I 7 33. TOURTELLOTTE: So really what we really have
i

8 is sort of a two-f old purpose f or what is going on. One is

9 to further specify the contention, and also it serves at the

10 same time to pretty much present THIA's case on this. issue.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that the contention is

12 not a problem of specifying the contention. I guess you

13 could view it as that. But the problem was mainly that no

() 14 one except Mr. Adler was sa tisfied , neither the board nor
l
'

15 you nor the licensee was satisfied with the interrogatory

16 responses. In general they said, th ere it is. It is in

17 that group of invoices. It is in there, find it. And we

18 wouldn't accept that.

19 So, wha t we a re attempting to do is allowing. youj

20 to find out after the evidence is presented what type of

21 case USC has to address and licensee.

22 We are going now back to a more traditional --

23 This may be novel in Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(')N
24 proceedings, and I concede that it is, but this is a more

(
25 traditional approach to litigation. You put on your case

rm
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1 and somebody comes back and meets it.

2 What is your immediate problem?

3 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, I guess my most immediate

4 problem was trying to figure out whether at the end of this

5 period of time, whether we have further access to the

6 witnesses for the purposes of pursuing the case or whether

7 we have to come back with an entirely different case.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, that is another -

|

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I guess specificity may be one

10 word, and maybe basis is another thing. But I was looking

11 for something through this process for TMIA to come up with

12 either the basis or specificity that would support the

13 con ten tion that they had made.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It may be appropriate, I don't,

15 know, after TMIA has put on its case, it may be appropriate
:

16 to inquire of Mr. Adler, all right, now, what have you

17 proved? Because we have this other problem, too. We have a

18 large body of evidence. Ett you also have a right to know
i
i 19 what proposed findings can be based upon it. I don't know.
!

20 Here again, I think the' board is being asked-to
!

( 21 comment in a void.
I-
! 22 MR. TOURTELLCTTE: I guess another wiy to put my

I 23 problem-is that the staff at least believes that the

i

; (] 24- contention as originally stated and even with the discovery |
| \_- )

25 that was given-did not provide an adequate basis, did not I

.

([)- |
|
1
i
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- 1 have a sufficient basis, and so-we are going through this
;, ,

'

2' proceeding to' determine whether there is in fact a basis,

3 and if'at the end-of this portion of the iroceeding, we

O. 4 assumed for a' momen t .that there was no basis. I am sure

5 that th'e thing woul'd'go away.
|

( -6 Assume for the moment that it does come up with a
'

7 basis. Than it seems to me that is the first time that - the
i

8 staff really has all of the-infornation they need to assess

9 what their position is going to be.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITHS Exactly, and that is why we

11 approach it in this manner. And then you will be able toi .

|

12 address the appropriate relief to address the case. That

13 has been inherent in the whole-process. That has been the

-( ) 14 .second'of the two essential parts. They go first, you see

15 what the case is, and they come back,.and M r. Adler has

16 requested now for a rebuttal or I-guess a sur rebuttal. I

17 don 't know. That wouldn't be you anyway.

18 And of-course we had-already provided for that-in

19 our earlier order, I think, from the bench, that any party

20 who can demonstrate that during the evidentiary proceedinc,

21 ~ th a t they have information that has come up which they could

22 not have anticipated, will have that opportunity if it is

- 23. necessa ry.

(} i!4 MR. IOURIELLOTTE I am ready to go on.

i 25 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Well,_there seems to be one word

|

|
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s'^N 1 there, an that is'that'you will have your chance. I guess
G1

2 we didn 't make that clear. I thought that was obvious in

3 our approach.

'O'
.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Blake?

.

5 MR. BLAKE: Three items, if I might. First, we
! .

6 will.have no redirect. -I have no questions of Mr. Shovlie.

7 Second, I am not sure that the understanding of

8 you andLMr.'Tourte11otte came to, but if it is Mr.

9 Tourte11otte's expectation that all of these witnesses will
.

10 appear some time a couple of months from now for an

11 opportunity for coss, that is nor really what I envisioned,

12 and I hope I am wrong.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I didn't hear him sa y that. He

() - 14 wanted to know, is he going to be foreclosed from these

15 witnesses, and I don't see how he can be. But he is

16 expected to do the best job he can do right now.

17 33. ELAKE: Finally, and it is somewhat
.

18 housekeeping, but it is a convenient opportunity while Mr.

19 Shovlin is here far.us to supplement a discovery response

20 which we earlier provided, and I talked with Mr. Adler about

21 this.

22 'If-I could, Mr. Shovlin signed an affidavit for an

23 earlier interrogatory response which in the last week or so

(~) 24 in our preparing for this we determined should be
N/.

251 su p plemen te d '. It means the deletion of a phrase, and if I>

(~))
'

u

4
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1 could do that with him now, it saves me from having to put
f"},

f A-

[ 2 in a piece of paper doing the same thing.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that satisfactory, Mr. Adler?

)
4 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I guess so.

1

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Wait and find out.

! 6 MR. BLAKEs Well, I will describe better what it
i
'

7 is. It is included.in our response dated August lith to

8 TMIA's interrogatories. They dealt with purging and with

9 the Mike Ross leak list, and the particular one is

10 Interrogatory Number 3, where the response was Mike Ross's

11 leak list was a temporary informal list of leaky valves and

12 components genera ed by the supervisor of operations, Mr.

13 Ross, to assist maintenance in generating job tickets for.

() . 14 work that rould be accomplished during a refueling outage

15 when those systems are available for work.
i

| 16 licensee has been unable to locate the M. Ross
|

| 17 leak list, and it is that which I would like to be able to
i

18 correct, by deleting the ph rase "during the refueling
!

| 19 o u t ag e . " If I ran do it_now, I will do it while Mr. Shovlin

20 is here.
I

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Go ahead.

22 REDIRECT EX AMIN ATIO!;

23 BY MR. BlAKEs

| /"% 24 Q "r. Shovlin, would you agree, l.a v in g talked with
\_) ~!

| 25 Mr. Ross recently and having reviewed the response to

O
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/~T 1. Interrogatory Number 3 which we provided to TMIA on AugustV
2 lith, that the insert is.more correct, and it should be

3 corrected to delete the phrase "refuleing outage?"

O 4 A Yes, sir.

5 T. R . BLAKE: Thank you, sir.

6 CHAIRMAN SF.ITH: Does that create a problem now?

7 MR. THEODORE ADLER: That is fine.

8 Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to note that Mr.

9 Shovlin won't be recalled next week.
10 MR. BLAKE: Yes, and I didn't mean to cause that.

,

11 He is one that they identified earlier that they wanted to

12 see on two occasions.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But for this phase of his

i s-) -14 testimony, do you have any questions? Do you have any
'

15 questions? Do you have any questions? !

16 All right . 'Je are about to excusa Mr. Shovlin.

|17 You are excused, sir.
)
,

18 (Witnese excused.),

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Let's take up

20 scheduling, and.then we will take up UCS'r interrogatories.

21 MS. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I was able to discuss

22 this proposed schedule with Mr. Kucheon and Ms. Weiss

23 today. We don't have agreement, I am afraid. So I would

(} 24 like to r.ake~a small presentation in support of the

25 schedule, and then let Ms. . Weiss voice her disagreement.
9

/~\
-

.\ J
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Where will we be able to find(}.
2 this-document next week? Should we have it bound in the

_ 3 transcript? That might be helpful.

V 4 MR. BAXTER: If you do adopt it, we can provide,

'

5 the reporter with enough copies. '.J e didn't give him
1

]. 6 enough. We provided him one or two.

i

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I was thinking about having it
;

!

8 somewhere so it would make sense in.our discussion. Well,

i

9 proceed. If that becomes necessary, we will do what we have

10 to do.

11 MR. EAXIERs Okay, fine.

i 12 3r. Chairman, you made the remark that this should
i

13 largely be left to the parties, and we did undertake this
,

() 14 effort in July. First, with Mr. Trowbridge's memorandum of
1

15 July 18, 1980, to the board and the parties, en titled
.

16 Grouping and Sequence of Hearing Issues. This is when we,

;

J 17 first laid out not only the major five groupings for this

18 hearing and their seguance, but a breakdown of subgroups and

19 groupings of contentions within subgroups f or Group A, the
c .

20 design and plant procedure issues.

'

21 This memo and suggested sequence was the subject

22 of a meeting the night before the prehearing conference in

23 August , and was discussed with the board and tne parties on

() 24 the record at the prehearing in August. Th e board adopt * ^

'25 the groupings in its memorandum and order of August 15th,
|

. I

t '
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1 and I at least understood that we had agreement on the
O("%

2 sequencing as well.

3 In the meeting before the prehearing conference,

()'

4 at the request of UCS, we reversed what are now Items 7 and

5 8 on Page 2 of my dictribution today in order that two UCS

6 contentions would be back to back, and Mr. Follard would not

7 find his appearanres here interrupted by integrated control

| 8 system, which did not involve a UCS control system, and we
|

9 changed the Item 4 from ECCS system bypasr and override
|
! 10 to safety system bypass and override.

.

11 Today, hcwever, I am informed by Ms. Weiss that
!

; 12 she disacr?es with leading off with Items 1 and 2 in our
!

| 13 listing, and I will have to say that this is a matter of
t

/"
.

| 14 some importance to us. These t wo rontentions address or
!

15 these two groups address fundamentally whether natural
!

l 16 circulation works in the plant and whether other reliable
!

! 17- means of f orced circulation are available in the event of a
|
! 18 loss of coolant accident.

19 That is Number 1. Number 2 goes to the adequacy

20 of analysis of loss of coolant guidelines. This was drawn

21 by UCS, but picka! up by th'e board, and as Dr. Jordan stated
.

22 at the prehearing conference in August, it is a matter of

23 fundamental importance in this hearina.

() 24 The rest of that testimony builds on these

| 25 analyses of-how the plant performs and what equipment is

i.
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1 available and is used in various scenarios, so that the{}
2 question later on of how equipment should be classified and

3 what it should be qualified to builds directly and refers

(~'')
4 back to our testimony, our written testimony, repeatedly to

5 what it said by the witnesses who appear in these first two

6 groups.

7 UCS does not have witnesses appea ring on these

8 two, which of course is their prerogative, but we have

9 prepared our case in that order, and we feel we would be

10 prejudiced on this point not to be able to proceed with

11 those two items as the laad-off items.

12 I have little objection to negotiating other

13 changes throughout the document if it is convenient to other

- ) 14 parties.

15 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss?

16 ,VS. WEISS I think that is an accurate statement

17 b y Mr. Baxter, and we do seem to have f undamental

18 disagreement over the order in which the issues should be

19 brought to the board. It is UCS's view that the issues

; 20 ought to be reviewed in the same way essentially that the

21 standard review plan goes about addressing such issues, and

22 that is, one ought first to focus on what equipment is

23 available, what equipment is important to safety, what is

() '

24 the nature of the challenges to it, and the manner in which

25 it can be expected to perform, then to perform the LOCA'

g

!
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1

(~)T
analysis based upon. knowing what specific equipment is

\-
2 available, how it will be called upon to function, how it

3 will function.

O 4 For that reason, we believe that the contentions

5 ought to be -- that the issues ought to be heard more or

6 less in this order. UCS Contention Number 3, which alleges

7 that the pressurizer heaters ought to be safety grade; UCS

8 Contention Number 4, which has to do with degradation of the

9 emergency power supply by hooking the heaters up to the

10 emergency power supply without making them safety grade.

11 Those two flow directly from one to the other.

t

12 UCS' Contention 5, which alleges that relief from
|

| 13 blocked valves should be safety grade. USC Contention 6, on

() 14 the performance of those valves. UCS Contention o, that is

15 the safety systen bypass and override. I am sorry. That is

16 the safety system status panel. And UCS Contention 10,
f 1

17 alleging that automatically initiated safety systems ought
.

i 18 to be required to go to completion and design ought to
!

19 require that.
|

20 And then begin with UCS Contentions 1 and 2, which
!

! 21 are natural and forced circulation, and then additional LOCA
l- j

22 analysis, emergency feedwater reliability, the ones that are '

23 Llisted as the first three in the licensee's proposed |
* 1

24 s e: q u e n c e .

25 Let me say what we do not object to. We do not
i
I

(~h
V

|
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1 object to the way in which the licensee has grouped together

2 UCS contentions and other party contentions under

3 classifications. For example, safety classification is
- C~'12 4 their Item Nueber 5, and they have grouped there UCS 12, 14,

5 and 3. We have no objection to that grouping. It is all

6 the same. They are bringing the same witnesses to testify

7 to all three of those. And that is fine with us.

8 So, maybe for the clarity of the record I would do

9 this with reference to the numbers that you have on the

10 licensee's proposed sequence and how we would think that

i 11 they ought to be heard. We would think we would start off
5

12 - with their Number 5, go to their Number 7, then.to their
,

13 Number 6, then to their Number 12, then to their Number 4,

'( ) 14 then to their Number 1, 2, and 3.

15 We tiso would note that we think it is relevant,

16 con sidering the sequence, that the items in the Commission's

17 order-incorporating primarily NUREG-0578 items tend to
.

18 classify equipment changes, specific equipment changes as

19 'short-term items while these larger analytical issues such

20 as natural an?. forced circulation, additional LOCA analysis,

21 and emergency feedwater' reliability, tend to be longer term

22 items _ in the Commis sion 's mind.

23 We'think that that is pertintent to considering

({ } 24 the order in which this board ought to. hear them. In other

25 words it'makes sense for me to hear the short-term items

O.
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1

( first generally, and the long-term items last. We think,

2 thst generally conforms with what we propose to you.

3 I think that is all.,

i,

1 J 4 MR. BAXTER: I have'a reaction, unless the. staff

5 has a' comment.,

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I would like to hear from other

7 intervenors, and then we will go to the staff, and then back

8 to you. De other intervenors want to comment on this

9 dialogue?

10 MS. WEISS: We had discussed this with Mr. Sholly,

| 11 and he has no objection and generally agrees with us.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Tourte11otte?

13 DR. JOHNSRUDs ECEP would have no objection and

14 would be a subscriber to Ms. '4eiss 's com men t.
; 15 CHAIRMAN S3ITH: Mr. Tourtellotte?

16 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Do I understand UCS to be

17 saying they want to regroup some of the contentions?

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes.

19 MS. WEISS: We changed the sequence.,

20 CHAIREAN SMITH: They have accepted the-

21 association of issues, of contentions. It is the sequence

22 in which they will te presented here.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Do you understand what I mean?

. (]) _ 24 - A re we talking about the same thing when we talk about
,

l
' 25 regrouping contentions? In othe r words, the contentions, '

/~\,

V
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(') - 1 the reason I as asking the question is to make sure that
V

2 lik e f or natural and f orced circulation, we still have UCS 1

3 and 2, and et cetera, et cetera. Ihat is the same

O 4 throughout. What we are really talking about is whether we

5 take Subgroup 1A, 3, C , and D in that order, or whether we

6 take them in some other order.
!

7 - CHAIEMAN S ITH: Po you have licensee's filing of

8 October luth?

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, and in other words, the

:
10 question here is whether we take 1, 2, 3, 4, in that order,

11 or whether we take them in some other designated order.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That's right.L
!

13 MR. TOUETELLOTTE: But with the contentions still

() 14 as assigned to, say, Item 2, those contentions are stilli

l .

15 with Item 2. They haven't been changed.

16 CHAIEP.AN SMITH: I think you said that expressly,

17 did n ' t you?

18 ?. S . 'J EIS S : Yes.

19 MR. TOUETELLOTTE: And with all the other issues,
!

20 the contentions stay grouped .the same. i

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH. I think we would satisfy UCS's

|
22 position by , ' as she stated, simply by renumbering licensee'st

|
|

23 proposal in the order she gave.
.

'( ) 24 ME. .TOURTELLCTTE: I would say one or two things.

25 One is that while there may be some reason for regrouping, I. |

| ~ {J
T

|

I
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?( p. 1 don't really follow the logic of UCS, the equipment, that we

2.should-discuss the equipment before we discuss natural and

3 forced circulation. I don't really understand the logic of_s
-)'

4 why that is a better way to approach the overall subject

5 matter. -

6 The second thing I would point out-is that I
;

7 thought we had agreed some time ago as to how we were going

8 to. proceed, and basically the'NRC prepared their case on the
,

9 basis that we would proceed in pretty much the way that is

.10 outlined ' in the October the luth proposed sequence..

;

11 In the final analysis, however, I would say that

12 the staff really-is ambivalent about it. '4e will proceed

13 .any way the board decide,s is the best way so long as we get

( - '14 adequate notice as to when our witnesses have to be here.i

15 CHAIEXAN SMITH: The board had addressed that, and
: . .

16 ve were concerned about the sequence in-which you were to

17 file. testimony. I had assumed that the staff would be

18 prepared to proceed on the order in which you filed.

19 t es timon y , and ~ I was corrected on.that.

20

21

22

23 -

-V("\ 24'

'

25

(~)i 'u- |
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( })
1 But didn't we comment on that in our memorandum

2and order that went out? I thought we did.

,
, 3 However, that was, I believe, the understanding

%,1
4 that the Board had, right, that we would proceed in the

5 order that the July 18 grouoings were listed.

6 So your point, then, is that you see no logic in

7this order of hearing and you have already 9repared another

i 8 order of hearing.

9 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I guess that's it. In a

10 n u ts h ell , we prepared one way and I don't really see any

'

111ogic in changing it that has been presented so far.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Baxter?

13 MR. BAXTERs I was just going to add, Mr.
m;

i 14 Chairman , tha t the only way in which this order sequence hass

15 changed -since Mr. Trowbridge's July 18 memorandum is to take
i

16out of the order the two items at the end on which testimony
(

17will not be filed until November 30 and to add to the Board,

18 questions which have since been promulgated. Otherwise, it

' 191s the same and we have prepared on that basis and I think,

j 20as you mentioned earlier, as the party with the burden of

21 proof there should be at least some difference.

22 CHAIRMAN S ITH: You know, this has been, as f ar

23as I know , almost traditional at NRC that the party with the

(~/T 24 burden can f airly well elect how they want to present th eir -
s_

25 case, but the Board hasn't conferred on it. I am certainly

'(")..

V.
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|

| {} -1 glad I don't have to rule on your argument on the logic of

|
2the sequence myself, because I simply don't understand it.

I 3 You probably want a ruling this evening, don't you?

4 M5. WEISS: Excuse me?

( 5' CHAIRMAN SMITH: You'd like to have a ruling this

i

| 6 evening, I would imagine.
!

| 7 I think you sense that if you get a ruling this

8 evening that it night not be one that you'd like.

9 I think the parties would.

10 MS. WEISS: I don't want to rush you. I don 't

11 think it matters whether I get it today or tomorrow.

| 12 DR. JORDANS Well, I think this is an important

i
13 ques tion , pe rha ps, for you, and if you really feel stronglyi

(~
\ 14 abou t it , then it is going to have to take more time than we

15are willing to devote to it tonight, and more thought.

16 MS. WEISS: I would like to have you give it

17 serious consideration . It does seem important to us that

:

18the issues be brought before you in the order we havet

|

|
; 19 sugg ested . Otherwise, I wouldn't have brought it to you at

20 all .
9

21 DR. JORDANS Then I think we should talk about it
|

| 22again another time, like tomorrow, perhaps, because I'm not

231n a position to understand the logic. I know in general

(f 24 ho w the standard review is planned, how things go. Whether

25that is logical to the hearing or not it doesn't follow
!

,
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/~) 1particularly with me, and so I need to hear both from you
LJ

2and Mr. Weiss as to why you think it is better.

3 MS. WEIS3: Since he is going to be in the pla n t
7,

4 tomorrow, maybe I should let him talk now, because he won't

5be available tomorrow.

6 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I

7cannot understand anything she is saying over here. The

Broom is very big ind, without speaking into the microphone,

9I don't understand a thing she is saying.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The microphones you have are not

11 the better microphones so you will have to stay close to it.

12 MR. SAXTER: Mr. Chairman, while there is a break,

13I would like to make it clear that we are not relying solely

C'\
(_/ 14on the f act that our agenda has been on the street a long

.

15 time .

16 We do think that if you look at item number 5,

17 saf ety classifications, one cannot intellicently litigate

18how equipment ought to be classified until you have talked

19about the arcidents and how it is goli.7 to be used, and that

201s the f undamental dif f erence.

i

21 DR. JORDAN: Yes, I understand that, but I also

,

22 f eel that if you see us feel strongly th a t ,th a t logic is not |
i

23 co od , then we need to hear at length from UCS and it will
i

(} 24 take awhile and it is something I would not want to rule on

25 righ t quick.
,

,

'

Q

|
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1 .1 R . BAXIER:- I was not suggesting that you did.. {}
2 DR. JORDAN: All right.

3 So I think we do need to go back to Ms. Weiss. If
_

)
4 she feels strongly enough that she has to stay here and

Sargue on the question, we will listen and there will be lots

67f questions because I think it is important that we have a

7 proper ruling here now ana I agree with the Chairman that,

; 8 ordinarily, the licensee sets the order and if Ms. Weiss

4 9 wants to change tha t then she has a burden here and we are

10 willing to listen to it in as much detail as she wants to

11 give us.

; 12 MS. WEISS: Why don't I try to get prepared to
I

13 discuss it at some greater length tomorrow, if that is okay

(~

14 Wi th you? -

'

15 Would you like for me to come first thing in the

.16 m o rning ?

17. CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes.
.

18 MS.-WEISS: That would be convenient for me.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH Do you have a clean copy of

20this ? I do believe we should bind it into the transcript

21 no w.

22 All right. Would you, at-this place, bind it into

23 the transcript?

() 24 (The material referred to followss)

25
s

~%
(G
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() 1~ MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, there won 't be

2 enough f or me to copy it in. Do you want a note made that

3 it will appear first thing in tomorrow's transcript?g

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Off the record.

5 (Discussion of f the record. )

6 CHAIBMAN SMITH: On the record..

7 We'll take this up tomorrow morning.

8 MS. WEISEs Do you want me to briefly discuss the

9 Interrogatories?

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

11 MS. WEISS: Thank you.

12 On September 5, the staff issued a document

13 entitled preliminary clarification of IMI action plan
,

14 requirem en ts , quite a lengthy document, which, in effect,

15 proposes to change the staff positions on a number of the

161ssues involved in this case pertinent to UCS contentions.

17 We filed a very brief set of Interrogatories

18within ten days af ter that document became available to us.

19 let me just read you one of them because it is a

20 prototype f or all and you will see exactly what we are

21 ge ttin g at.

22 I'll read the first one: Item 2.1.1 of NUREG 0578

23has been " clarified in the September 5, 1980 version of item i

'( ) ~ 24 2 ( e ) 3.1 of NUREG 0560 with a new requirement that redundant

25 heater capacity must be provided.

!

O
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I (~)3
1 "What is the basis for this new requirement? Does

| %
|

| 2the staff now take the position that functioning of the
,

'

!
| 3 pressurizer heater f rom the on-site power supply is

,

t 4important to safety. If the answer to (b) is no, explain

5why the redundancy is required for components that are

6 unimportant to safety and specify the Commission's

7 regulations that requires redundancy of non-safety related

8 components."

9 That would give you the drif t of what we are

10 getting at. Basically we are asking the staff for the

11 technical basis for dif ferences in staff positions reflected

12in this letter that are pertinent to UCS contentions and for

13th convenience of both the staff and the Board, we have

( 14 indicated what contentions each of these Interrogatories

1

15 relates to.

16 The staff objected -- first of all, let me note

17 th at the staff's objection -- this paper was served on

18 September 25th . The staff 's objection was received by us on

190ctober 10th.

20 , CHAIBhAN SMITH: You mean the staff's response?

21 MS. WEISS: The staff's-response, which I think is

! -

22 styled ob jection.

23 CRAIRMAN SMITH: That had me confused. They have

j () 241t regarded as a. response, or they say it is a response.

25 MS. WEISS: Ihat paper entitled a response, in

D]\-,

|
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f}
1effect, does not answer and does not purport to answer, any

2of the Interrogatories.

3 On May 4th you issued an order in this case

O
4 governing Interrogatories on newly-discovered information.

SYou said that within five days of receipt of such

6 Interrogatories, the party was under an obligation to object

71f he had in objection to make. If he didn't object, he had

815 days to respond.

9 If the party was dissa tisfied, either with an

10 objection or with a response, if the party felt that that

11 response was not full or complete, then they had five da.es
,

12within which to file a motion to compel.

13 It is my contention that the staff has waived its

( 14 righ t to object to these Interrogatories. I fully expected

15 to see a response.
.

| 16 S3 my first argument is that it is untimely. It ,

'
,

; 171s an untimely response. It is not, by any means, a
4

18 r espo nse . If it is an objection, it is an untimely

19 ob j e ction . |

|20 My second --

I
'21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Explain th at. Do you think that

22 th ey said, " Whoops, we had better call our objection a

23 respo n se ? "

() 24 MS. WEISSs Maybe, but it clearly isn't~a
,

25 response. It is an objection.

O
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1 Their substantive objection is that the document
[}

2 which is the subject of these Interrogatories is a proposed
a

3and not a final document and they say it is, therefore,

O 4.!mpossible to respond meaningfully to us.

5 I think, frankly, that is disingenuous. These

6 proposed changes cover issues central to this proceeding and

7the questions that we ask and which we are entitled to have

San answer is why did you propose these changes? What was

9 the technical basis f or the staf f's proposing these changes?

10 The fact that the Commission has not yet put its,

11 imprimatur on the changes is completely irrelevant to the

12 status of our Interrogatories. We want to know the staff's

13 re aso ning behind these changes and we think we are entitled

14 to have it..

15 If the Board will, I would like to hve you

16 consider this as an oral motion to compei and we would ask

' 17you to issue an order against the staff to respond to these

: 18 Interrogatories within the very shortest time frame you feel

19able to do that.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Tourtellotte?

21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don't really think it makes a

22whole lot of difference what you call a pleading, whether it

231s called -- it is.a rather well-established fact in the

() 241aw, as a mitter of fact, that whet.bar you call something a

-25 response or an objection that the title of the pleading is
:
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(} 1not what centrols what it is.

2 As far as the staff is concerned, you can call it

3 a response or you can call it an objection % The simple facti

O.
41s that we don't have the answers to the Interrogatories of.

SUCS because of the nature of the document that was issued.

6 It is not a final document. It is a proposed

7 document and for Ms. Weiss to now say that what she really

8 meant by her Interrogatories is why did you propose this is

9far more disingenuous than anything that the staff might

1Ghave suggested.

11 Because until I informed Ms. Weiss as to the exact
i

~

12 nature of that document, she didn't even know and she had

13 already proposed her Interrogatories. She did not know that
4

141t was only a proposed document.

15 And the reason we cannot answer those

; 16 Interrogatories is because the suggestions that are in the

17 proposed document were put out for public and industry

| 18 co mm en t and the recommendations which were made in the

f
; 19 proposed document say not be the recommendations which are
i

t 20 made in the final document.

21 So that for us to answer why we proposed those

22chaages whea , in f act , the final document may have something

23 en tirely L dif f eren t, would not get us anywhere.

() 24 It would not help Ms. Weiss, and it would not help;

25 these proceedings.
|

'

|

()
|
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1 DR. JORDAN I am a little confused here.{}
2 Are you saying that NUREG 0660 has not been put|.

3out for public comment and it will not be until that

: C:)
-

4 document has had public comment that you will be able to

5 answer?,

! 6 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No.

! 7 What we are saying is that the document that was
i

81ssued on September 5 --
|
' 9 DR. JORDAN: Which was what, the letter?
|-

10 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The letter of September 5th, is

11 only a proposal. It was a proposal.

12 If you look back on the history of this thing,
|

13 this is what happened, is back when before the Commission

| l')
! (_/ 141ssued its August 9 order, the staff went in and said this

151c the way we think things are going to go, and so this is

16 wha t we think you ought to do.

17 The Commission took what the staff had told them

18 a t that time and they issued their order and came up with

19certain things that they said ought to be done and how they

20au gh t to be done and it came to pass that the schedule that

21vas originally anticipa ted for the August 9 order did not

22m a terialize , that we had a substantial delay in that and so

|
23some of the recommendations were made by the staff initially 1

|

() 24 which the Commission includoc in its order --

! - 25 DR. JORDANS You are referring, now, to 05787

f3
- \)~ =
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(} 1 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.
.

2 Could not, would not, actually go into effect at
!
' 3 the: times described. So the staff had to say well, what areg-

4 we going to do now?
,

i

5 The answer to that was, we will make a suggestion

Sof how we are going to proceed now. We will put tha t out
i
! 7for public comment. Wha tever the public says and the

81ndustry says, we 4111 take into consideration and perhaps

9 revise what we are going to suggest, take that all to the

10 Commission snd the Commission will decide how they want to

i 11 proceed.

12 DR. JORDAN All right.

13 Is it your position then in the meantime we stick

) 14 with 0578 as the words state there?

15 MR. TOURIELLOTTEs Well, undeniably we are stuck
,

|

| 16with whatever existing advice we have from the Commission on

l
! 17 ho w to proceed. What we anticipate is that we will present
!

( 18 this matter to the Commission. It was scheduled actually to
l

19 be presented tomorrow.i

(
I
'

20 And a conversation I had with my office this

21 af ternoon ladicates tha t that has been taken off the agenda
|

22 tomo rrow . But we anticipate th a t shortly after we present

i 231t to'the Commission that the Commission will either make a
!

() 24 decision of its own, making the substantial revisions based

25upon the comments from the public and from the industry and,

' ,

' %

%J
,

l-
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'T '1the recommendations of the staff, or it may delegate to the(O
2 staff certain tasks and tell them exactly how they wish

3 those tasks to be performed a- on what schedules, and we

4rea~ly anticipate that we will get some guidance from the

5 Commission in the near future and certainly way before this

6 proceeding comes to a halt.

7 DR. JORDANS Are you saying that you will.be able

8to reply to the Interrogatories in the near future and you
.

9can define now, or at least set boundaries on, in the near
.

10 f utu re ?

11 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think so. As a matter of

12f act , I tried to indicate in the last paragraph of that

13 plea ding tha t , notwithstanding the fact that they were
w

14 u n timely , that we do expect to be able to answer them after

15the position on the new requirements is established.4

16 We don't have any position right now, and we.

17cannot answer Interrogatories when we don' t have a position.

18 You're asking what our position is? We don't have

19a position right now and we won't have a position until the

20 Commission tells us precisely what it is we are to do, and

21 then we 3111 b e h a ppy to try and answer those

22 Interrogatories the best we can.

23 DR. JORDAN But isn't some of the --

() 24 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: In a sense we understand that

25ve are not objecting to those Interrogatories, but we have

/9
N|

-
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(} 1said, when we can answer them, we will answer them the best

2Way we can, but we cannot answer them right now.

3 DR. JOEDANs Are you also claiming that the

O
4 answers that you will get will be in plenty of time for UCS

S to prepare their case?

6 ER. TCURTELLOTTEs Not necesrarily.

7 To the extent that you see, I don't really--

8believe that the Interrogatories are necessary for UCS to

9 prepare their case, but it really depends upon the

10 Commission.

11 If the Commission sees fit to act quickly on these

12 ma tt ers , then certainly the answers will become apparent

13 an d , to the extent that it is made available to UCS in

( 14 pr ep arin g some part of their case, it will be made

15 available . If it does not come to pass.until afterwards,

16then it doesn't really make a difference anyway.

17 DR. JORDANS Well, don't you agree that some of

18the changes that have been suggested in the letter are

19significant f rom the standpoint of some of the contentions

20of the UCS contentions, but they do bear on the -- for

21 exam ple , the pressurizer and such matters?'

22 I say such ma tters , because I can ' t go in and

23 brin g them out as well as Ms.. Weiss could.

1() 24 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: Well, certainly they may have a

25 bearing on those contentions , but you understand that the

.()
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/~' 1 Commission -- all of this is being done for the Commission
G)|

2and the Consission has the right, any time that they see fit

, -~ 3 to make pronouncements on these issues.

V
|

4 If, for instance, the Commission suddenly decided
I

Sto issue a rule or to take some action that would moot a
i

.

| 6 contention in this proceeding, then they would have the
|

| 7 tight to do that, and to the extent that the recommendations
1

8that the staff has made to them, or will make to them, along

9with the public comments, bring about some Commission action
i

10 and that action could, in some way, conceivably be related

- 11 to the contentions of the pa rties and the Commission has the
|

| 12 righ t to do that.

13 DR. JORDANS But is this document -- what is the

() 14 best way to refer to it?
.

15 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The September 5th letter.

16 DR. JORDANS The September 5th letter.

17 That letter, at the moment, represents the staff's

| 18 position as to what the Commission should do. !s that not
i

19 true ?
I
'

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No.

21 Since that letter was issued, and since we have
|

| 22gotten public comments internally, we have' changed same of
|

| 23 those yea rs. I can't tell you which ones they are, or the

() 24 ext e nt to whichEwe have changed them, because this is an

25 ongoing process and if I were to check with somebody -- if I

!

. (^)
%s
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^1 1were to have checked last Friday, it could be that today
(G

2would be different.

_

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you place in the Part 2

f 'i
4 cont ex t just what is the legal effect of Mr. Eisenhut's'

5 clarifications? What has been proposed in the Federal

6 Register of September 12, 1980? Mr. Eisenhut's actual

71etter?

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No. The Federal Register

9 notice does not include that specific letter. What it does

10 s a y , it refars to the same general subject matter and his

11 notice to the public that the matter is being put out for

|
12 public commen t and for comment by the industry, and that

13some time early in October, that the Commission -- that the
,

g
(_) 14 sta f f will take those comments and will make a

; 15 recommendation to the Commission.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What is the product, the final

17 prod uct? What will we end up with? It won't be a rule,. It

|
| 18 v o n ' t be a regulation.
!

I 19 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: It will be a staff

20 recommendation to the Commission, and then the Commission

21 can do with that recommendation whatever they see fit. They

22 may adopt the staff recommendations in toto. They may

23 modify them or they may reject them.

}; 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In what form? Will it be a

25 p olicy statement? Might it be -- I am not familiar with the

' '
_
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_

1 procedure.

2 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: I would think that it would be

3-- I don 't really know how it would come out, but it would
f')

' 4come out in something like a policy statement, I would

5think, from the Commission.

6 MR. JORDAN: But now this letter, so-called.

7 MP. TOURTELLOTTE: Or, the Commission could, it
.

e

Bseems to me, on a less formal basis, simply direct the staff

9to t'ake certain actions with regard to these recommendations.,

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Is this an Administrative

11 Procedure Act procedure that is being followed here? Is

12 this necessa ry, that it be out for comment?

13 MS. WEISS: It is not a rulemaking.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS A rulemaking does not have to be
1

15 called a rulemaking to meet the rulemaking requirements of

16the Administrative Procedures Act.

17 MS. WEISS: I just say it can't be since the

18 action plan itself wasn't adopted by rulemaking

19cla rifica tion s. It seems to me the average plan cannot

201ogically be considered rulemaking.

21 MR. JORDAN: Just a point of clarification. Now,
i

22this so-called letter is really a fairly thick document.

23 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

(}' 24 MB. JORDANS And it is not something that the
,

25 Commission would como at and say, we adopt the entire

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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{m')T
1 document.

,

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No. Frankly, that was, of

3 course, the initial document, the one which UCS referred to

41n their pleading, but that is not the document that is

5 going to the Commission for consideration in any event. It

,
61s going to be some'other document that is in some way

7 doctored by reason of tha public input.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS What if the Commission were to
i
'

9say after the staff -- let's say that after all of the

10 notice in the public and industry, the staff goes to the

11 Commission, hears their recommendations, and they will be

12unchnanged as a result of the comment opportunity, and the

13 Commission says, we reject the whole bit. And UCS says,
e

k_) 14well, that is all irrelevant. We still want to know why the'

15 staf f believed in the first instance that these proposals

16were desirable. Would you claim that to be privileged?

17 MR. TOURTELLOTTEs It is hard to answer in the

18 a b st ra ct .

19 CHAIR AN ShITHs If it is the preliminary part of

20the Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking, it may very

21 well. be privileged, but it doesn't seem to fit into any

22ca tegory . th a t I can identify in Administrative Procedure Act

23 rule m aking. If it is, it is an extremely formal one, but if

,/ ) . 241t isn't a part, if the information that UCS is seeking is

L 25the deliberative process by which the Commission ultimately

i /~)
|. 'ud

L
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tends up with a policy statement which has the legal
,

2 foundations-of rulemaking, the'n it may very well be

3 privileged.

I')\' 4 However, if it is simply a staff action on the

5 problems referred to in the interrogatories, if there is an

6 expression of staff opinion, it may not be. If it is not

7nacessarily leading to a decision by the Commission yes or

Sno, then it may not be a part of the rulemaking process.
,
'

9 MR. TOURIELLOTTE4 It may well not be a part of

10 the rulemaking process.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITda Let us assume that it is not.

,

12Then wha t would you -- Tn the first place, it is relevant to
1

13the issues in this case. I cannot identify any privilege,
w

14 and the fact that it does not impose anything, simply

15 pro pose s, doesn't indicate to me that that is a barrier, and

16at least I am not aware of any barrier, except for the

17 exce ptio n . I know that if it is a part of the
.

18 Administrative Procedure Act and proposed informal ~

19 r ule m a kin g , it can be, and then it wculd be.

-20 Why don't you want to give them this information?

21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That is not what my pleading

22sa ys . It says when we are able to answer these questions,

23ve will answer them.

}} 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Why don't you want to tell them

25why HMr. Eisenhut -believes the way he does? Or what led him
J

n)%

|

|
'
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l to his proposal?{
2 MR. TOURIELLOTTEs Well, Mr. Eisenhut, I am not

3sure that Mr. Eisenhut is the focal point, in any event, to
f \t

V 4 respond to these questions. Y.r. Eisenhut is - I would

5 hesi ta te to say simply a manager. He is a manager. And it

6 falls his lot to pass on the recoamendations to the

7 Commission, and it may well be that there were different

8 people in different areas who would address the

( 9 interrogatories as posed.
.

10 I cartainly would have no objection to them|
1

11 answ ering interrogatories, if indeed they can answer them,
,

| 12 bu t at the last at the time that I last filed this--

|

| 13 response on October the 6th, I was informed that we could
s

() 14 no t answer those interrogatories, b'ecause we did not have a

j 15 set internal position yet, and that we cannot I mean, I--

16am not going to give -- I think it is, if you will, perhaps

| 171t is an invasion of the privilege which the staff has of
|

18 co nside ring within its own framework how they are going to

19 pr oceed .

! ,

| 20 They have made a recommendation, and they har? the

21 righ t to consider the public comments and to change those

22and not be put in the position of defending why they had one

23 recommendation and why they come out with another

(} 24 recommendation later on, why they consider internally what

25 they considar. internally.

A
U
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') 1 CHAIRMAN-SMITH: .The whole argument.
. /

2 MR. TOURTELLOTIE: If they have an alternate

3 position I think they should defend that to the extent that7-
,. s

4 it-is relevant to these proceedings, and they will be called

5 upon to do that, but we don ' t have that yet. And if they-

6 have it today, I don't know about it. And if they have it

7 tomorrow, I would certainly inform the Board, and we would

8 proceed to answer the interrogatories.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am surprised that the
,

10 Commission -- that neither party has been able to offer any

11 law on this subject. It seems to me in retrospect of

12 thinking about -- well, I'm not surprised. But certainly it

13 has come up time and time again in NRC proceedings, the

b)
| ue 14 issue of at what point does the staff have to come forward

15 in its own decisionmaking process with information. And-,

!

j 16 Commission law- on it is very sparse.
i
'

17 It came up on Consumers in which the Commission
|

} 18 ruled that the staff did not have to produce its
1

19 information. I think led to the director's decision on show

| - 20 cau se , that that is a period, an adjudicatory APA

21 proceeding, and this hasn't been identified to anybody as
u

! 22 anything that we can get a handle on.

I
[ 23 MS. 'd EIS S : I never anticipated that there would

() 24 be a privileged defense raised since the document is public

25 already, and the context in which one raises privileged

O
l
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() 1 . defense is with respect to documents which are not public.

2 Once a document is public, they can no longer assert a
|

3 privilege over it. '

3.

x-] |

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, they can. If the document
!'

"

5.is an and product in the chain of events leading to an

6 Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking, either formal or

7 informal, or an adjudication, they can defend against

I

8 revealing the deliberative process of their staff people.

9 MS. WEISS: They can defend against --

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You have the document.

11 MS. WEISS: But once it is public they can't
|

12 assert a privilege with respect to it.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: They most certainly can, and the !
' (

\

,

Administrative. Law Judge' agency just wrote a very long |14

15 memorandum on that, and I will provide it to you. The

16 deliberative memoranda and processes leading to an agency

17 adjudication or-rulemaking process are not discoverable

1 18 absent a showing that they are essential to: a) that there

19 is a strong reason tha t the privilege should be waived. And

20 of course we don't have that.

21 MS. WEISSt You don't believe you have a strong

22 showino? Well,-I haven't seen their assertion of privilege,

23 so let me say I am responding in a vacuum. I have a feeling

O)(, 24 with a half a day in the library that we could respond to

25 any assertion.

O>s_
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But all you have so far is we

2 want it, and Tourtellotte says we don't want to give it.

3 That's all.the Board has been given.

4 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That is an incorrect

5 characterization of what I am saying. I didn't say that we

6 didn't want to give it. I am saying that we didn't have it

'7 to give.

8 CHAIRMAN S ITH. Yes. I understand.

9 MB. TOURTELLOTTE: It is predecisional. To some

10 extent it is predecisional information that is being
.

11 inquired into, and the problem with predecisional

12 information is that we don't -- we haven't yet arrived at a

13 decision where we can give a firm answer to the

O 14 interrogatoriec that are posed. And I have indicated quite
s .

15 clearly it is borne out both in the pleading and here today

16 that when we have an answer, we will provide the answer, but

17 we do not have the answer.

18 P.S. WEISS: Mr. Tourtellotte, you peopla have been

-19 having meetings all around-the country presenting this

20 letter to licensees. I assume they have been asking you

21 wh.at is +.he1 reason for this new requirement.
i

22 Haven't they been asking you that and haven't you

23 been answering them? Isn't'that what is happening a t these

()'

24 meetings?

25 3R. T3URTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, just as a point

<

a

'
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(~) 1 of procedure so that we don ' t carry on this kind of a
- (.,j

2 colloquy , I am not coing to answer Ms. Weiss. If the Board
,

3 wishes to ask me a question -- my understanding is that,

''
4 attorneys don't interrogate other attorneys but speak

5 through the Chairman. So if she would care te pose a

6 question to the Chairman, I'll answer it. I'm not going to,

7 sit here and be the subject of an inquiry by another

8 attorney.

9 DR. JORDAN: Before we get to that, and if the
,

10 Chairman wishes, he will, I am sure, I have one question.

11 Although these interrogatories were asked in connection and

12 were brought about because of the Eisenhut letter of

13 September 5th,: suppose UCS had asked,those questions anyhow

A)(- 14 without reference to that document, well, you would have

15 answered then it is untimely.

} 16 Supposing we forget the untimely part. Couldn't

17 you have answered those questions and given the staff's

18 position on them'if they had not been connected with the

19 particular Eisenhut letter?

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE. I really don't know because

21 I've never discussed that with the sta ff in that context. I

22 did discuss it with the staff, and I asked them when could

23 they answer these interrogatories, because basically in

I) 24 order to facilitate the proceedings, timely or not, if there
%/

25 is substantive questions, in order to carry the hearing

|
%.!
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(~ 1

X_)N
along I wanted to answer these interrogatories as quickly as

2 possible.

3
,fs And the response I got from the staf f was we

\_/
4 cannot answer the interroga tories right now , but wait until

5 we go to the Commission and we have made a recommendation to

6 the Commission and see what happens, and perhaps we can

7 answer some. So that is where I left it.

8
,

I want you to know that I do not just sit back
l

9 idly, and I certainly did not hang my head on the timely

10 argument. And I tried to do the best I could in the

11 pleading to let the Board know and also the parties know
|
'

12 that we are going to answer them as soon as the staff tells

13 ze they can answer them.

14 But I am an attorney. I am not a member of the

15 technical staf f. And if they tell me they can't answer

16 them, then they can't answer them.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'd ell , that is a fundamental

18 problem. I am surprised there isn't a lot of Commission law

19 on it, assuming it is not an APA process. But I cannot

20 identify any.
|
'

21 4R. TOURTELLOTTE: It has something to do with

22 predecisional process. But frankly, I did not inquire into

23 the rulemaking. aspect of it, and I intend to do so tonight

() 24 to try to find out a little bit more about what this is
!

25 . in tended to be.

- -
.

%s
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/''. 1' It is an informal process of some sort, and
(_/

2 perhaps it is an informal rulemaking.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH -I think that it might be helpful

4 if-the attorneys involved here would go back and figure out'

!

5 a little bit better just.what we are talking about. I am

| 6 troubled by one aspect of the interrogatory plan itself; and
|

7 that is, implicit in it is that when staff tightens it up --

8 and I assume that all of these are in the direction of

9 tightening rather than loosening the requirements. Some of

10 them are looser? l

11 MS. WEISS: The schedules _re all lengthened. The

12 ' requirements are changed and in some cases tigh tened.'

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But that is not universally true
,

(~/) \
14 of all interrogatories.m

15 MR. PDLLARD: There are some instances where the

16 actual requirement in 0578 remains identical, and that

17 whatever change exists in the September 5th letter is in the

,

nature of a clarification much as you see th'roughout the18

|'

( 19 staff's restart evaluation where the requirement remains

20 unchanged. |

21 And in fact, we noted in the interrogatories we're
'

22 not asking whether or not Three Mile Island meets the

23 requirement. We're trying to understand the bases for the

O. 24 staff proposal.
s-

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think the parties had better
!

|
.,m-

\n) - .

|
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j ) 1 'brief us better af ter you find out just wha t is happening

2 here, and I am sure you will have the cooperation of-

3 exchangin~g information as to what the nature of this is, andf-~
U

then you can brief us.

5 Ms. Weiss, we simply don't have enough information
4

6 to rule.

7 MS. WEISS: Well, if you feel that you need a

8 brief, then I obviously have no choice but to' produce one.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, we haven't even discussed

10 the fundamantal law. There has been not one cite, one

11 regulation, one. bit of help, legal help that I can identify

12 from anybody on it.

13 MS. WEISS: I think'the legal arguments are,

14 nu'aber one, the timeliness argument; and I responded only to

15 the objections that were stated by the staff. I didn't feel

16 as if.I had an obligation to make an affirmative case but

17 just to respond to the objections that they made, none of

18 which have a legal nature and all of which I think I have

19 responded to now.

20 To the extent that this privilege question

21 c,oncerns you, even though it wasn't raised by the staff, I

22 suppose I will have to brief you. But let.me just try this.

23 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Not privilege. I mean, a very

() 24 limited ' area of privilege, and that is the predecisional

25 item on- deliberative data leading to.a determination under

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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/~} 1 the-Administrative Procedures Act, formal or informal.
G

2 MS. WEISS: I think I understand the issue that
r

3 you're raising. Let me just try this, though. I would ask
i -( )

4 the Board if you do have the time to take a look at the

5 questions and take a look at the response, and let me give

.6 you one --

|

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have --
,

| 8 MS. WEISS: For completeness I would like to give

9 you the letter itself of September 5th f rom Harold Denton to

10 the Commissioners which-I did not submit, and it is not

11 attached to all copies of the NUREG.
;

|

| 12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Tourtellotte, is there also a
|

13 problem involved here that in the point of view of the

14 availability of staff talent, staff resources, that they

15 simply cannot physically provide answers to this, even if it

16 were right, until they had run it through the Commission?

17 Is that a problem?

18- MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, my understanding of staff

19 rescurces is that once we have made a decision and have-

20 developed a position, we can answer these interrogatories

! 31 within tw weeks.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But the holdup seems to be the

| 23 finality of the position?

() 24 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes. Now, let me just also,

25 you know, I'm sitting here and I'm trying to figure out 's h a t

O
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( ~}
1- is happening because the UCS is making -- they want to mnke

2 a motion to compel, and wha t ' I have been telling the Board
*

3 'is that'we are going to answer the interrogatories as soon

O
4 as we can answer.

j

.5 And -assume 'for the moment: that the Board just

6 decided to rule and grant the motion to compel. We are not
.

1 7 going to be able to answer the interrogatories any sooner

8 than we can answer then, and we are going to answer them as
.

9 soon as we can.
.

-10 And I'm trying to figure out why we keep saying we

11 vant to beat-the staff to death.

.12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is because we didn't dwell, we

13 didn't dwell --
.

14 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I don't mean the Board. I am4

15 talking about why are we, you know, there is no reason for a

16 motion to compel.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We gave scant attention or scant

I 1

'18 Concern to the ar7unent that this was proposed and not I

1

19 imposed. That is why.
.

'

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: You don't belleve that the

21 staff did not have a position?
.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No. I believe that that may very

23 well be the case, but I also believe that they just don't

I) 24 run around zapping out September the 5th letters without'

V
'

25 some good basis for it. I mean, there was a reason for that

(~/
,

)'
%

.

,
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'~ 1 letter, many reasons.-
\~)) |

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And it may very well be that itgg
V

4 is far from being imposed. I don ' t know. But we could

5 simply change the interrogatories from imposed to proposed,

6.and then the issue is raised ; and it is the proposed aspect

7 of it which raises the predecisional deliberative data

8 argument that I think should be addressed.

9 DR. JORDAN: And I guess I'm a little surprised

10 that the staff doesn't really feel they can answer, so I

11 perhaps need to hear from somebody as to why not.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What if we had on the staff a

13 technical person who says that these changes should be made,
(

' 14 and he is ignored. Now, is that discoverable? Certainly

15 there has to be Commission law on it.4

16 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: You're pushing aside the fact

17 that were some time past the final prehearing conference.

18 You set that asids.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Set that aside.

20 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, that is discoverable.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, this is a greater degree of

22 that, because this goes beyond just a dissenting decision.

23 This appears to be some type of at least-temporary working

(%q,) 24 consensus of the NRC staff. |
l

25 I would assume that it has risen beyond just a !

I
(~) I

%) |

I
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(~T 1 simple dissenting opinion.
v

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, there is some truth to

3 that, but also, you know, that the proposed plans, that is,,,

V 4 to come up with a proposed plan does not take the same

5 degree of analysis that it takes to come up with a final

6 plan. -

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understand.

8 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: And I can't say with any degree

9 of certainty how much analysis went into each one of th e

_

to proposals. Maybe more went into one than into another. I
1

i 11 really don't know.

i 12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That doesn't make it immune from

; 13 discovery, however, that I may see. I mean, it may very

I (')(_e - 14 well affect, it may very well affect the value of the

15 judgment leading to the proposal.

16 MS. WEISS: They may say they didn't have any

| 17 reason for it. That would be a valuable answer in itself.

18 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: And, you know, some of the<

19 stuff may be just best judgment..

20 CHAIRM3N SMITH: This is what I'm concerned about.
'h
'

21 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I do think thatt it p ro ba bly

22 would be a good idea, given the fact that we really can't
,

23 apply any law. We're having a difficult time, it seems to

() 24 me, applying the law because we don't really know what the

25 f acts are. And if the Board would bear with me, and UCS, I
,

- .

%/
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' ,(]) ~1 will look into it tonight and try to get a better handle on

2 the facts; and perhaps that will tell us all where we ought

3 to go.g-(3./
4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I can see this has the po'ential

5 of absorbing a lot of the parties' time and the Board's

6 time, and if there is ever a problem that I would hope woul

7'go away, this is one of them. It is a difficult problem

8 legally.

-9 MR. TOURTElLOTTE: I want to just re-emphasize,

10 without beating this to death, that the staff does want to

11 answer those interrogatories the best way we can as soon as

12 we can.-
|

13- CHAIRMAN SMITH: When you get the answers on the

()i ,

| L- 14 final depositions will that satisfy you?
t

15 MS. WEISS: I'm satisfied if we get them as soon

| 16 as we can, because it seems to be tied to when the

17 Commission takes final action on this, which may be long
i
'

18 after these issues come before this Board for hearing. That

i 19 is why the timing is important to me. If they don't have
!

20 enough people to do it in the next 5, 10, or 15 days, I'm
!

21 willing to make an accommodation. I just need to do it

22 before the issue is gone.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But you would regard as a

() 24 satisfactory response to in terroga tories the final position

25 of the staff, if it is accepted?
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('} - 1 MS. WEISS: As Bob points out, not if it's changed.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Not if it's changed. Well, I

3 think that.we could be better informed. I said briefu. I

h,
4 don't care, argumants or anything. But I think we could be

,

5 better informed if we understand the nature of the thing

6 tha t is out for notice and comment, how it fits in, if at

'
7 all, w'ith the Administrative Procedure Act. And basically

8 you may have a. staff policy position, too, on at what stage

9 do you agree to.or do you resist providing our staff

10 positions. Because we certainly can t rule. We don't have '

11. enough information .'

; 12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Is there anything further on

13 that, Mr. Chairman, that you know of?

( 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm not aware of it.

15 MR. TOUETELLCTTE: There was --

*

16 CHa.IRMAN SMITH: May I recommend for a quick

17 review of the law on predecisional deliberative data the
,

18 memorandum and order which I issued in the Palisades civil

19 penalty case? It has the leading cases and what stage in

; 20 the deliberative process the gover ment employees are

21 required to reveal their reasons underlying an APA
v

22 determination , and an APA determination could be something

: 23 as simple as a decision not to sue somebody. So it's not a

'( ) 24 very- fo rmal requirement. It has Commission law on it, the

25 Commission law on the subject, and what I think is the
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| () 1 controlling law on the general issue.

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Do you have an approxirdate date-

3 on that?
!

4 CHAIEMAN SMITH: It was May or June of this year.

5 It.was in the Palisades civil penalty case. As

6 Administrative Law Judge I issued that. If you can't find

7 it, we'll get a copy of it and provide it for you. I think

l 8 you have identified a problem which is going to take us a

9-step beyond the problems which were discussed in that.

| 10 Is there anything further this evening?

11 MR. .TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, yes. Before we

12 sdjourn I just wanted to make a report on the answer then to

13- which Mr. Lewis brought to the attention of the Board about

~)|(/I

14 the steam that seemed to be emanating from Unit 1 on October

15 the 5th.

16 I have inquired of our office, our resident office

17 at TMI, and asked that they pro e me with some copy on

18 that, something that'I could relate to the Board, and I'have.
,

|

19 been told that they will give that to me by sometime in the
i

20 mornina. So parhaps I can answer that fct ;r.e Board's I
i

21 concern and for the concern of the gene ral public.
,

1|

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

23 Anything f urther this evening?

() 24 MS. WEISS: I just wanted to ask you a bit abouts

25 cross examination plans-and deadlines thereof.
,

1
i

('}'1 |
'

%.,

!
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. 1 1 CHAIRMAN' SMITH: Yes.

2 MS. WEISS: Am I correct in inferring from our

3 last conference call that the Board has no objection to our,

!

! 4 section rolling in the cross examination plan so long as you

5 get them at-least a' day or the night before, the cross

6 examination?
i

! 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We didn't go that far. We would

8 prefer to have them further in advance, but if that is the
!

9 best that can be done in a given circumstance, we will have

10 to do it.
,

11 MS. WEISS: Okay.

12' CHAIRMAN SMITH: You see, we have another purpose

13 for the cross examination plans. It is not only to regulate

() 14 the hearing but to understand a little bit more, too, to

15 inform the Board what the issues a$e.
16 35. JOHNSRUDs I thought about an hour ago we were

17 getting somewhere dith respect to my query concerning

18 scheduling, and I think it got waylaid in some

19 decisionmaking you want to consider further.

20 In view of Ms. Weiss' last question and your point

21 concerning cross examination plans, I an now a bit

22 conf used. Could you run very quickly through what we may

- 23 anticipate? I take it there is hearing tomorrow and Friday,

| (~}
24 that scheduling will be discussed tomorrow, and the

v

| -2:5 remainder of the day will be devoted to --
*

O
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(3 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Going back to Mr. Adler's case.
s_/ -

2 MS. JOHNSRUD: To Mr. Adler.

3 CHAIRMAN' SMITH: So you don't have to file any

O 4 cross examination plans until October 21st, and no earlier

5 than that as I recall the memorandum. And as we -- well, I

6 guess we're coning pretty close to October 21st.

7 MS. JOHNSRUD: Precisely.
.

8 CHAIBMAN SMITH: I see your point.

9 MS. JOHNSRUD: I cannot be here Friday

10 definitely. 'I have a nine-month standing engagement.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So it is clear, you know, there

12 is such a thing as filing something where you don't, you

13 ' k no w , you don't have to sometime,s to, if you an do that.
-Q\/ 14 MS. JOHNSRUD: The day might come.

15 CHAIPMAN SMITH: But I think it is clear tha t by

16 October 21st there will be no need for the Board to have

17 cross examination plans, but give us another day to see how

18 this is going.
|

19 MS. JOHNSRUD: Then Mr. Adler's schedule really is

20 expected ta fill the bulk of the rest of the hearing dates

21 for the month, am I correct?

22 ' HAIRMAN SMITH: My view is I don 't think that it

23 should, but of course we don't know. We have not heard it.

~h
(d 24 But he is going to have his opportunity to fully develop his

25 case, but Lt just didn't ceem to ne that the issues and the
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(%)~3
1 discrete work requests would require that much cross

,

2 examination. I don't know.

3 MS. JOHNSRUD: Thank you. I think that clarifies
f')

'. \_/
4 it more or less.

5 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to

6 mention one thing. With the concurrence of the staff, Mr.

7 Colitz will be the first witness of the staff. I mean, with
T

8 concurrence of the licensee.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That's fine.

10 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Mr. Colitz will be the first

11 witness, and we anticipate him taking the bulk.of the day

'

12 tomorrow to explain the various systems that are involved

13 with these work requests, and that subseque'nt to him Mr.

()I 14 Goode and Mr. Benetti would be called. Probably they would

15 not be called until Friday.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I wonder if we could then reserve

17 the first hour perhaps of tomorrow morning to clean up all

18 the pending motions that UCS has. You have your motion to

19 certify, your motion with respect to Contention 17.;

20 . MS. WEISS: I still don't have staff responses on

21 those.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I understood you wanted to be

23 free to leave tomorrow.

() 24 MS. WEISS: I'll be happy to stay over tomorrow if
,

25 that would be necessary.

O)%.
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-w 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would that be satisfactory to the
b

2 parties if we clean all pending UCS motions as the first

3 order of business tomorrow?
tO
'' 4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I am looking at the

5 list of procedural matters, and I am not sure that the alley

6 you are talking about -- we have first of all at some point

7 to settle the sequencing of Group A. That has got to be

8 done.

9 CHAIEMAN SMITHS That we've already said that we

10 would take up first thing in the morning.

11 ER. TROWERIDGEs We have the two UCS motions

12 outntanding, the certification and Contention 17. We have a

13 cross examination plan filing schedule which has to be known

() 14 to people.- We have a proposal on that, but we really need

15 to know what the sequencing of Group A is before we make our

16 proposal.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I hope the Board will be prepared

18 to rule first thing in the morning after we hear additional
!

19 explanation.
|

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And then there are other matters
|

21 that the Board is going to have to at least give some
|

22 thought to letting' the parties know when we migh t take them

23 up, for example, emergency planning scheduling. There will

{} 24 be a number of people interested in that, and I have --

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think we will be discussing

.

|

|
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1 that. tomorrow morning.
{a^)_

'

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: When we were discussing the

3 emergency. planning, my limited suggestion was for the Board

b- 4 to consider-whether the Board needs to set a point at which
,

S we will be discussing that so the parties interested in that

6 can attend.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Part of the problem, Mr.

8 Trowbridge, is the Board has to catch up to the problem, and

9 we are not quite ready for emergency planning yet, but we

10 vant to take it up very early in the sessions. But tomorrow

11 then we can take up the pending UCS motions. The first

12 order or business will be the sequence, the order of

13 hearing , and then we will go to your motion to certify, and

D
(/ 14 then your motion with respect to UCS Contention 17, and then

15 it seems to me you should be free to leave then at that time.

16 35. JOHNSRUDs Mr. Chairman, will the remainder of

17 the intervanors then receive a piece of paper from you tha:

18 clarifies the sequence for those who have to hold jobs?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We will not be issuing many

20 pieces of paper. Most of our rulincs will be from the

21 bench. You will have to monitor the transcripts.

22 You see, this is one of the problems. I don't

23 know how to handle this. As f ar as the Board is concerned,

( 24 it is okay to excuse you, but we cannot just absorb the

i 25 problems created by your absence. You will have to work
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1 .that yourself, and of course you know the other
(G'g

2 intervenors. It is more reliable for you to work it out
|

! 3 yourself.

k ')(

4 3S. JOHNSBUDs 'J e l l , it is a particular problem

5 for the several intervenors who-have a fairly lengthy
|

6 distance to travel in order to get here, and they certainly

7 want to be here to engage in issues that they are raising

8 and the procedural matters that will affect them. I

9 appreciate your problem.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If I had a solution to it, we

11 wouldn't be discussing it, but we don't have it. I don't

12 k,now how to solve your problem other than to say stay here,

13 and tha t shouldn 't be necessary. Just monitor the

() 14 transcript. Call up somebody. Mrs. Moran may be helpful.,

l
| 15 But the basic problem is I don't know what to do that you
,

16 could rely on.

17 MS. JOHNSRUD: ~4ould transcripts be fairly

18 promptly mailed to us?

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As I understand it, you should be

20 receiving them in a week, before that even. And of course

21 they will be available here, some of them here.
'

<

22 This is a problem on your own and our ruling that
,

23 you don't have to come to a hearing. So you have a big

k_")T
' 24 advantage there, a nd- I think you 're going to have to extend

| 25 yourself to keap up with what is happening.

|

(~N;
f \/
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|

1- Is'there anything further before we adjourn for

.|2 the evening?

!3 All right. We will meet again tomorrow at 9:00

O-:

4 a.m.

5 (Whereupon, at 6:05 p.m., the hearing was

6 recessed, to be reconvened the following day, Thursday,

| 7 September 16, 1980, at 9:00 a.m.)

8

9'

10
.
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17 |

|
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" .... September 5, i EU.

,

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chainnan Ahearne
Commissioner.Gilinsky

(V3
Commissioner Hendrie
Comissioner Bradford

FROM: Harold R. Denton, Director
Office' of Nuclear. Reactor Regulation

THRU: William J. Dircks, Acting Director
,

| Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY CLARIFICATION OF TMI ACTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Attached for your information is a letter being sent to all licensees of operating
reactors and to applicants having plants under construction. This letter provides
clarification, and in many instances, proposes revisions in the scope and

! schedule of requirements approved in late.1979 as Short Term Lessons Learned
| Requirements and more recently in connection with the Till Action Plan. This

clarification document is needed (a) to reflect certain technical refinements
~

L in the requirements as they have been developing, (b) is needed to clarify certain
of our previously issued requirements, (c) is needed to issue certain approved
requirements not previously issue'd, and (d) is needed to revise implementation

p schedules that appear to be impractical to accomplish.
v

In order to better assess the impact of these proposals and the reasonableness
of the preliminary implementation schedules, the staff has scheduled a series of
regional meetings to be held during the week of September 22, to provide a

! forum for discussion of these requirements and to obtain industry comments ~on
' the implementation _ schedules. Enclosure A is a copy of a Notice sent to the

Federal Register regarding these meetings. Public coment is invited in the
Federal Register Notice. _

Enclosure B is a table summarizing the significant changes in scope or in
; implementation schedules for these requirements. .As can be seen from this
| table, a large number of the requirements have been revised in either scope or
i implementation schedule.

)| .

After the industry meetings and receipt of public comments, the staff will
develop a revised package of clarific(tions and revised requirements. This may

,

entail the need to modify NUREG-0694 and/or the Cumission Policy Statement of
June 16,1980.' -

; p
L)

-

t

Harold R. Denton, Director
,.

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Contact: D. G. Eisenhut, DL (X27672)
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T -2- September 5, 1980

* l
1

Enclos ures :
a. Federal Register Notice
b. Significant Changes to Previous

,r s Requirements
() c. D. Eisenhut's letter to All Licensees,

_

dated September 5, 1980, with the
following enclosures:

1. TMI Action Plan Requirements
for Operating Reactors

2. TMI Action Plan Requirements
for Applicants for ao
Operating License

3. TMI-2 Action Plan Requirements
4. Correspondence Concerning TMI

Related Requirements
5. Summary of Changes and New

Requirements TMI-2 Action
Plan Implementation

cc w/ Encl:
OPE
OGC
SECY;gy

%_.)

|
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PROPOSED SEQUENCE OF GROUP'A, SUBGROUP 1 AND 2,
,

* ISSUES AND WITNESSES IDENTIFIED TO DATE

1.- Natural and Forced Circulation (UCS-1 and 2)
.

' {s )~j; Licensee: Robert.W. Keaten'

. . Robert C. Jones, Jr.
(Plus Board Questions 6.d, 6.e and 6.f)

NRC Staff: Walton L. Jensen, Jr.
__

2. Additional LOCA Analysis (UCS-8, ECNP-le)

Licensee: Robert C. Jones, Jr.
T. Gary Broughton
(Plus' Board Questions Related to UCS-8)

-NRC Staff: Walton L. Jensen, Jr.

3. ' Emergency Feedwater Reliability (Board Questions 6.a-6.c,

(v~') - 6.g-6.k)

Licensee: Gary R. Capodanno
Louis C. Lanese

NRC Staff:

4. Safety ~ System Bypass and Override (UCS-10; Sholly-3) [UC5 lead]

Licensee: Philip R. Clark
Michael J. Ross
E. S. Patterson

Intervenors: Robert D. Pollard (UCS-10)

NRC- S'ta f f : Donald F. Sullivan (UCS-10)
Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (Sholly-3)

}}
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.

l'' 5._ Safety Classification.(UCS-12, 14 and 3)
|

Licensee: Robert W. Keaten
|

- George R. Braulke
George'J. Brazill

,

( (Plus Board Questions Related to-UCS-12)

|-

Intervenors: Robert D.. Pollard (UCS-14'and 3)j

!

IUTC Staff: Zoltan R.-Rosztoczy (UCS-12, partial).
James H. Conran (UCS-14)
Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (UCS-3)

|

6. ' valves and' Valve Testing -(UCS-5 and 6)

i Licensee: James H. Correa
Gary T. Urquhart
Robert C. Jones, Jr.
(Plus Board Questions Related to UCS-6)

Intervenors: Robert D. Pollard (UCS-5)
,_

'

NRC Staff: Walton L. Jensen, Jr. (UCS-5)
John J. Zudans (UCS-6)

7. Connection of-Pressurizer Heater to Diesel (UCS-4)

Licensee: ' Joseph A. Torcivia
Paul J. Shipper, Jr.

I

-Intervenors: Robert.D. Pollard

NRC Staff: Richard G. Fitzpatrick

8. Integrated Control System (Sholly-6a)-
_=p
'/ . Licensee: T. Gary Broughton'-

Gerald.J.'Sadauskas
|

Luther L. Joyner

|

NRC! Staff:- Dale F. Thatcher

|

L

|

e -- , - e
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9. Containment Isolation (Sholly-1)*

Licensee: Louis C. Lanese

NRC Staff: Peter C. Hearn

10. Filters (Lewis, ANGRY V(D))

Licensee: William F. Itschner
Richard Barley
James Moore
Charles Pelletier

Intervenors: Jan Beyea

NRC Staff: Phillip G. Stoddart

11. Computer (Sholly-13, ECNP-la) [ECNP lead]

'") Licensee: William P. Hamilton
/ Robert W. Keaten

NRC Staff: Joseph P. Joyce

12. Safety Systen Status Panel (UCS-9, ECNP-lc) [UCS lead)

Licensee: Patrick S. Walsh
Ronald J. Toole

Intervenors: Robert D. Pollard (UCS-9)

NRC Staff: Donald F. Sullivan (UCS-9, ECNF-lc)
Bruce A. Boger (UCS-9)

N
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13. . Instrument Ranges (In Plant) (Sho11y-5, ECNP-ld) [ECNP. lead]..

Licensee: T. Gary Broughton
>

; Richard W.' Dubiel
d Victor H. Willems

-NRC Staff: Phillip G. Stoddart, (Sholly-5, ECNP-ld)
Walton L. Jensen, Jr.-(ECNP-ld)
' John C. Voglewede (ECNP-ld)
Bruce A.'Boger-(ECNP-ld)

'

Peter ~L. Hearn (ECNP-ld)

Order Unknom ' Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling (UCS-7, ANGRY-V(B), [UCS lead:
Sholly-6b)

Licensee: Robert W. Keaten
Michael J. Ross
Rcbert C. Jones, Jr.

*Intervenors:

-

.

V *NRC Staff:

' Order Unknocn Control' Room Desian-Human Factors Enc neering (Sholly-15, [Sholly
ANGRY V(C)) lead]-

Licensee: Patrick S. Walsh
- William E. Meek

Herbert Estrada, Jr.
Julien M. Christensen
Thomas B. Sheridan

<

*Intervenors:

*NRC Staff:

i [

*/- Due November 30,m1980
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